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Highlights and Summary

This is a report of research undertaken to investigate those Charcter-

!sties of Negro male high school dropouts that might inhibit their participation

in Federal Manpower Programs. Stud/ groups, each composed of approximately 300

young men born before 1952, and who left school in 1966 and 1967 before graduating

from high school, were constituted in Baltimore and St. Louis. Interviews were

conducted during the summer of 1969, with 58 percent of the sample interviewed.

An additions/ 25 percent were determined to be in military service, in jail,

deceased, or in a hospital and could not be interviewed. Seveateen percent of

ifne sample could not be located.

On the average, the subjects were 20.3 years of age at the time of

interview and had completed sli3htly less than uine years of school, according

to school records. About two-thirds of the subjects were reported by interviewers

to have been "friendly, cooperative" during the interview, and onefourth were

reported to have beer "casual, impersonal." "Reluctance', "su5.picion", "hostility'

or "inditterence" was reported fot only seven percent of the subjects. The

attitudes of the subjects could, therefore, be considered generally conducive to

good interviewing results.

Characteristics of Interviewed Subjects

--Ninety-one percent of the Baltimore subjects and 84 percept of the

St. Louis subjects were living in or close to their birth states at the time

of interview. Almost all of the Baltimore subjects not born in Maryland or

adjacent states were born in North or South Carolina, while most of the St.

Loui.7 subjects, not born in Missouri or an adjacent state, were born in Mississippi
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--Study subjects had lived in about four different places in the site

city up to the time of interview.

--The median longest distance: traveled from home during the month

before the interview was reported to be 13 miles.

--Up to the time they left school, 60 percent of the subjects had lived

in two-parent families and 30 percent, in mother-only families.

--In 38 percent of the families for which reports were received, the

principal adult had completed eighth grade or less while 25 percent had completed

high school. No report was given by 20 percent of the subjects.

--In 43 percent of the families, the principal adult was unskilled

or had no occupation.

--Approximately 50 percent of the families had annual incomes the year

before dropout of $4,000 or less.

--The number of persons in the household averaged 6.6.

--About 20 percent of the families had been on welflre all or most of

the time.

-On tba average, the subjects reported completing 9.5 years of school

compared to slightly less than nine years reported by school records.

--St. Louis subjects gave "suspended or expelled" vs principal reasons

for leaving school, while Baltimore subjects gave "lost !.nteilst".

--Host subjects thought that their reading ability was "as good as"

or 'better than" that of the average high school graduate. They rated their

math ability somewhat lower.

ii
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- -About two-thirds of the Baltimore subjects and one-half of the St.

Laois subjects reported that their schooling had been vocationally useless.

- -Most of the subjects did not return to school after dropping out,

and, of those who returned, most made little academic progress.

A few, however, (four percent) returned to school and completed the

twelfth grade and an additional two percent completed the renuitements for a

high school equivalency certificate.

--Only seven percent of all interviewee subjects reported having

enrolled in vocational courses after dropping out of school.

--Approximately 20 percent of the subjects were or had been married

prior to date cf interview.

- -Approximately 30 percent of the subjects resorted that they had

children at the time of interview. Fourteen percent said that their children

were living with them, and 17 percent said they ware not.

- -Approximately 80 percent of the subjects lived in their parental

unit at the time of interview.

--Sixty-three percent of the subjects said that they were supported

by their own earnings and 29 percent, by family earnings.

- -The most frequently reported method of looking for jobs was to ask

friends nr relatives.

--Thirty-eight percent of the subjects said that most of their friends

graduated from high school while 28 percent said that most had dropped out

before finishing tl'e 10th grade.
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-Approximately half of the subjects said that most or all of their friend

were employed full-time, while 23 percent said that only a few or none of their

friends were employed full-time.

--Thirty-five percent of the subjects said that they were doing a

"little better" or "much better" than their friends, while 12 percent said that

they were not doing "as well".

- -Twenty-one percent said that their families had expected "a great

deal" or "too much" from them, while. 19 percent said that their families had

expected "not very much" or "not enough".

--Sixty-one percent said their families were usually or always fair,

while 4 percent said that their families were usually or always unfair.

- -Fifty percent of the subjects said that their families always or

usually paid attention to what they wanted, while 12 percent said they seldom

or never paid attention to what they wanted.

- -Sixty-six percent said that their families were "very interested"

In then while 3 percent said that they were not interested at all."

--Thirteen percent said that their families were "rather easy" or

"too easy."

-Five percent said their families were in favor of their dropping out

of school, while 81 percent said their families won_ opposed.

6
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Activities After Leaving School

Since this study sought subjects who had not enrolled in Federal

Manpower Programs, the names of subjects who were eligible for chis study in

terms of sex, race, age, and dropout status were checked against Federal

Manpower Program records in each site, and those with records of enrollment

were deleted from the study groups. Because of the incompleteness of the

records, however, the participation of sone subjects was not determined until

time of interview.

--Manpower Program participation was determined foe 79 subjects

prior to interview and for an additional 50 subjects by means of the interview,

making a total of 20 percent of the initial sample of 665 subjects. Of these,

11 pc:cent enrolled In Job Corps; 6 percent, in the Out-of-School NYC program;

2 percent, in liDTA; and 1 percent, in two or more programs.

--Current activities were determined for 445 subjects. Of this group,

27 percent were in the military service; 8 percent, in jail; 3 Percent, in

school or training programs; 38 percent were employed full- or part-time; and

17 percent were unemployed.

--Among the 309 interviewed subjects, 80 nercent were in the civilian

labor market. Twenty-three percent of these were unemployed and looking for

work.

--Interviewed subjects averaged 2.7 jobs since dropping out of school.

--The first job after leaving school was t.ost likely to be in food

preparation or service, cuatodial, or unskilled labor; and the average hourly

pay was $1.84.
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--The most recent job averaged $2.19 per hour and differed from the

first job in that less subjects were employed in food nreparation and service

and more, in factory work. The current job was also given a higher rating on

a Like-Work scale.

-Eighty-six percent of the subjects no longer held their first jobs.

Fifty-four percent said they left because they "quit", while 17 percent left

because the job ended. Nine percent said that they were fired. Approximately

the same distribution of reasons was given for leaving the most recent job.

- -In response to the question, "What kind of work would you really

like to be doing ten years from now?", subjects tended to concentrate their

responses in two occulmtional categories: entrepreneur or professional; and

skilled manual trades and crafts, and technicians.

- -When occupational goal information was being coded, the coders

reviewed the deecriptions of the subjects' current or most recent jobs and

evaluated the goal in relation to the jobs they had held. More than three-

fourths of the current jots were unrelated to the subjects' occupational goals.

- -Thirty percent of the subjects thought that their chances of achieving

their ten-year occupational goals were "very good" and 21 percent thought that

they were "not so good' or "unlikely".

- - Fifty -once percent of the subjects said there was nothing holding them

back from achieving their occupational goals, while 38 percent listed lack of

education or training. Only one percent gave discrimination as a deterrent.

8
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--The average lowest acceptable rate of ly v711 they were looking

for jobs was $2.01 per hour.

Knowledge and Attitudes Concerning State Employment Service and Federal !larlpowe

programs

--Eighty-seven percent reported that they had heard cE their State

Employment Service. Sixty-nine percent knew where. to register and 38 percent

had actually registered. Of those who had registered, 35 Pere:nt ha:, been

referred to an employer and had gotten a job.

--The most frequent positive impressions about the ',tate Employment

Service were related to referral effectiveness. The negative.' impressions

related to slowness of service and the quality of jobs.

--Seventy-six percent of the subjects had heard of!.the Youth

Opportunity Center. Fifty-four percent knew where to regist)r, and 39 percent

had actually registered. Of those who had registered, 53 percent had been

referred to employers and had gotten jobs.

--The most frequent positive impressions of the Ycfuth Opportunity

Center related to referral effectiveness and youth specialL.ation. The negative

impressions related to quality of jobs and the slo'mess of service.

--Only 3 percent of the subjects had heard of the New Careers program,

and none had enrolled.

--Only about 26 percent of the subjects had heard-of the Out-of-

School NYC program or MDTA programs, and less than a third of those knew "quite

9
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a bit about" them. Lack of information, thus, was the major barrier to par-

ticipation in these programs.

--The most frequent positive impressions about the Out -of- School

NYC program related to career and personal development, and jobs. The negative

impressions related to pay.

--The most frequent positive impressions of MDTt related to vocational

traiuing; and the negative impressions, to pey.

Ninety-six percent of the subjects had heard of the Job Corps but only

22 percent had thought about applying.

--The most frequent positive impressions of the Job Corps related to

career value and vocational opportunity. The negative impressions related to

getting and being away from home, and the characteristics of the Job Corps

camps.

Variables Associated with quality of Employment Outco".es

On the basis of their activities since leaving school, interviewed

subjects were sorted into six ranked categories of employment adjustment.

Socio-economic family cha acteristics did not consistently differentiate amonp,

ranked categories of employment adjustment, The group showing the best employ-

ment adjustment tended to come from families with higher annual income; on the

other hand, the principal adult was leas likely to be working at time of dropou-

Very significantly more of the subjects in the "good" categories as compared

10
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with subjects in the "poor" categories:

--Completed ten or more school grades.

--Had more positive attitudes towards school.

--Were older at time of school dropout.

--Were more likely to be married and living with their wives.

--Were more likely to say that their families were "usually" or

"always" fair in dealing with them.

--Ware more likely to say that their families "usually" or "always"

paid attention to their wishes in decisions concerning them.

--Disagreed that most work is dull and boring.

--Were more likely to say that their chances of having a happy home

life in the future are good.

--Were more likely to say that so far in their lives they have been

ve-y

--Were more likel; to say that they hsd a lot of confidence in them

selves.

--Were less likely to say that most of :heir teachers had it in for

them and ;aye them a hard time.

Conclusions

1. 1t the time of interview, approxinetely 24 years, on the avernge,

after sttev subjects had dropped out of school, carious indicators showed that

they sti.:.1 were in need of extensive employsbility assistance.

11
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2. A large proportion of the dropout population in the two cities

qualified for Manpower Programs under poverty guidelines. However, subjects

who did not meet the poverty guidelines appeared to have as great a need for

enhanced employability as those who did.

3. Unawareness of the NYC and the MDTA programs could account for

most of the non-participation in these programs by subjects with salient

employability needs.

4. The following cono.lusions were reached regarding the nature of

the needs for employability assistance:

Unemployment did not result primarily from lack of available

jobs.

b. Job turnover resulted primarily iron: a lack of fit between

the subject and the job.

c. There was a wide discrepancy between the ten-year occupational

goal:: and the current jobs held by the subjects.

d. Employability needs did not decrease as age increased among

the age ranges included in this study.

e. Lack of education or training was reported as the pilncipal

barrier to occupational goal achievement.

Program Implications

1. Study results suggest that the employability assistance needed

by Negro male high school dropouts in center cities in large metropo'Atan areas

12



are general, continue past the age of 20, and are not limited to those qualifying

under poverty guidelines.

2. The apparent success of the widespread use of the media announce-

ments of the Job Corps suggests that this means of reaching youth in need of

the services of Manpower rrogrems might increase the awareness of other programs,

such as NYC and MDTA programa. Improvemea.r in counseling by schools, State

Employment Serivces, and Youth Opportunity Centers also is clearly needed if

this client population is to be reached.

3. It was suggested that human performance is a complex of three

seauential skills: Adaptive, Functional, and Specific Content skills.

AdaptiVe skills refer to those competencies that enable as individual to

accept and adjust to the physical, interpersonal, and organizational arrangements

and conditions in which a job exists. Adaptive skills appeared to be a pre-

condition of acquiring Functional skills and Specific Content skills. The

concentration in classroom or on-the-job training proarams han been on Functional

skills or Specific Content Allis, ignoring, for the most cart, the Adaptive

skill'. Numerous Government training programs, designed to train the dis-

advantaged, somehtv have not achieved their objective of on-the-job success

for the trainees although the trainees appeared to acquire Functional skills

during this training. That probably happened was that they lacked "management

of self" skills which contftwously blocked their acquisition of on-the-job

skills that would enable them to use their functional notential to the best

advantage.

13
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4. The development of Adaptive skills of out -of- school youth can

probably be achieved better on the job than through a classroom approach,

and it likely to he a slow, difficult process in Witch the youth needs to

learn from hit: mistakes and be rewarded for his succeeses. Training and

employment opportunities need to be kept available, but it should be recognized

thFt ts..,e youth may not be able to take advantage of these opportunities at any

particular time; he may need to make some mistakes before he is motivated to

apply himself. Failure in one program should not exclude him from another.

Sariowly disadvantaged youth often need a nuNber of chances - -if a single

opportunity were enough, most of them could succeed without special assistance.

Manpowc,r Programs should help the youth test reality and temporarily terminate

him if he fails to meet reasonable performance standards. Opportunities should

be kept open to him and he should be made aware of these opportunities and

encouraged to use them.

5. While the development of Adaptive and Functional skills appears

to be a crucial element in an effective Itanpower Program, the nature of the

job opportunity structure cannot be ignored. Efforts should be made to expand

the range of jobs which can be realistically considered by Iegro male school

dropcut:s and to eliminate dead-end jobs through redesigning Jobs and upgrading

the skills of those already employed.

14
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Introduction and Rationale

This is a report of research undertaken to investigate those charac-

teristics of Negro male high school dropouts that might inhibit their partici-

pation in Federal nanpower Programa. This study c'eveloped from an earlier

study of the Neighborhood Youth Corps--one of the major programs designed

help such young men iu their adjustments to the world of work. The results of

the earlier research indicated, in part, that the NYC might be failing to reach

'hard core" dropout youths.' The present study generalized the question of the

specific reach of the MC to Oa reach of all programs especially relevant to

young dropouts. Instead of focussing on the characteristics of program nar-

ticipants, as in the earlier study, the present study sought subjects who had

not enrolled in Federal nanpower Program:;.

Scope of Study

Study rLuups composea of approximately 300 young men, born before

1952 and who left school in 1966 -57 before graduating from high school, were

constituted in Baltimore and St. Louis. These young men were interviewed in

the summer of 1969.
2

1
See, The Social Research Group of The George ashinIton University

(Regis H. Walther, Principal investigator), 'A Study of the Effectiveness of
Selected Out-of-School Neighborhood Youth Corp 3 Programs--Tnplications for
Program Operations and Research" (1969), o. 5.

2
See Appendix A for a copy of the interview schedule.
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Interview iLformation was secured for 58 percent of all subjects; and activity at

the tine of interview was ascertained for an additional 25 percent of all subjects.

In the latter category were many young men, currently serving in the Armed Forces,

whose activity was reported co interviewers by family or friends.

SluLdbjectives

The priv.ry objective of the study was to discover causative factors

in non-2articipation--the characteristics of study subjects, including their

perceptions of Manpower Programs, that might inhibit their participation in such

prograrni:. It vas anticipate! that alternative activities--for example, civilian

em?loyment or service in the Armed Forces - -would be important factors in non-

participation; and a secondary objective of the study was to gain a better

understanding of post-dropout activities. Finally, on the basis of study results,

it wts loped that realistic recommendations could be developed to the end that

the potential of Federal Malpoaer Programs to be of service to Negrc male high

school dropouts could be more fully realized.

Rationale and Research Questions

In general, the theoretical approach to the study included the following

assumptions: (1) the quality of a young man's adjustment to the world of work

depen6s primarily on the adequacy of his preparations for employment; (2) schooling

and/oz vocational training are the principal preparatory experiences; (3) useful

preparatory experiences are a matter not only of specific academic and/or vocational

skill:. but also of developed attitudes that will permit productive participation

in tEe world of work. The basic research question of the study was the degree
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to which study subjects were ant being reached by Manpower Programs; that is,

judged on the basis of the quality of employment adjustments of such subjects,

what was the exteit of the need for services that could be sunplied by Manpower

Programs? Subsidiary questions inclvded (1) investigation of the role of

attitudinal characteristics, only in adjustments to the world of work but

in nreparations for employment, including participation in Manpower Programs;

and (2) perceptions of self and of Manpower Programs which are important

deteminants of fe reach of such programs.

Plan of Presentation

The following two chapters of this report describe in greater detail

the study design end interviewing outcomts. Chapter IV reports the character-

istics of study subjects with the z.xcentinn of employment characteristics, which

are reporteJ in Chapter V, and perceptions of manpower services and programs

which are reportel in Chapter VI Chanter VII provides an analysis of the

issues--the needs for services that could be provided by mannower programs and

the characteristics of dropout youth, including their perceptions of the pro-

grams, that migiv: interfere with their participation. Recommendations, developed

film the analysis of issues, that mieht impro,e the reach of the Federll man-

power Programs conclude '..he report_
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The Study Sites

Selection

Site selection criteria related primarily to the feasibility of

constituting study groups of approximately 300 Negro male high school dropouts

on the basis of public school records. These criteria included such site and

school system characteristics as the proportion of Negroes in the city's pop-

ulation, the size of public school enrollment, the dropout rate, the suitability

of school record systems to sampling procedures, and the willingness of school

officials to provide access to school records. In addition to these technical

criteria, final selection required the approval of the city by the Manpower

Administrator as a research site. After considering several other sites,

Baltimore, Maryland, and St. Louis, Missouri, were selected -s study sites and

approved by the Department of Labor.

In 1960, Baltimore was the sixth largest city in the United States am!

was 35 percent nonwhite, while St. Louis ranked tenth and was 29 percent non-

white. Although the size and social characteristics of 1967 dropout population

in Baltimore and St. Louis were unknown, the capacity of these t'-o sites to

provide adequate samples could be inferred from available information (see

Table 1).

28
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TABLE I

SELECTED SCHOOL SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS, BALT/OIE AND ST. LOUIS

Characteristics Baltimore St. Louis

Public school enrollment, October, 1969a 193,052 113,391

Percent of 10th grade entrants not
graduating (1962) 35.0 24.7

Grade organization 6-3-3 8-4

Compulsory attendance ages 7-16 6-16

Vocational high schools
b

yes no

aSource of enrollment statistics: Statistical Division of the National
Education Association.

Source of other information: Daniel Schreiber, Holdinc, Pcweraarge.
City School Systems (Washington, D.C. : National Education Association, Project
on School Dropouts, 1964) pp. 61, 56, 63, 66, 59, rasp.

b
Since 1955, St. Louis has had a conhinei Elademic and vocational high

school (O'Fallen), which became a "Co-Op" program in 1967. This progran operated
with 4 of eah r'ay in vocational courses at O'Fallcn and 4 of each day in academie
courses at ot,..!: schoolo. A "work - experience" school was opened in February, 1970.

The public school systems in both sites provided free kindergarten

classes and free textbc.sks in both elementary and secondary schools. In other

respects, however, the two systems differed. Baltimore, like most large cities,

used a 6-3-3 system (3-year junior and senior high schools), while St. Louis
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had 4-year secondary schools. Baltimore's comps sory school attendance age

span was one year shorter (7-16) than that of St. Louis (6-16), and Baltimore

had vocational high schools.

In Baltimore, annual lists of student enrollments were centrally

available in an IBM printout that provided the name, address, school and grede,

date of birth, race, and sex of each student enrolled in the system as of October

31st. Through the comparison of successive annual printouts it was thus possible

to infer whether a student might have dropped out. Actual records of student

withdrawal were maintained in the schools last attended, however, so that both

the central and the individual school records in Baltimore had to be consulted

in order to identify school dropouts.

In St. Louis, weekly withdrawal information was centrally available

but withdrawal reports did not include information concerning the student's

race. In order to identify Ilegro dropouts in St. Louis, therefore, it was

necessary to consult records in the school of last attendance.

Work Force Characteristics

Since the earl:, 1800's, when Baltimore and St. Louis were the terminal

cities of the National Road, the two site cities have been transportation

centers attracting industry and commerce. Baltimore, located En the deep-water

Patapsco River estuary of the Chesapeake Bay, is an important seaport, and the

largest steel plant in the world--Bethlehem Steel's Sparrow Point coLplex--is

located in Baltimore County. In addition to shipping arid steel, Baltimore's

principal industries ineludo qfleqr end prrwrqiing, potrolemv chemicals,
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gypsum products, aircraft and guided missiles. St. Louis, the largest city in

the Mississippi-Missouti niver Valley, is a rail canter second only to Chicano,

as well as a manufacturing and banking center. It is the only area in the

United States that produces six basic metals--iron, lead, zinc, copper, aluminum,

and magnesium.

In 1960, the Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas containing Baltimore

and St. Louis ranked 12th and 9th in size, respectively, in the United States

(see Table 2). Compared to their metropolitan area, residents in both cities

were more apt to be ncnwhite, impoverished, less educated, and unemployed. The

descriptions of area work forces which follow, therefore, may tend to optimize

the employment characteristics of the two site cities.

TABLE 2

SELECTED 1960 VARIABLES, STANDARD METROPOLITAN
STATISTICAL AREA AND CITY, BALTIMORE AND ST. LOUIS

1360 Variables Baltimore St. Louis
S'ISA CITY PISA CITY

U.S. rank 12 6 9 10

Population (thousands) 1,727 939 2,050 750
AnnuAl family income under $3,000

(percent)
14.5 18.6 15.1 21.7

Median years of school completed 9.6 8.9 9.6 8.8
Percent nonwhite 22.2 35.0 14.5 23.8
Civilian labor force (thousands) 679.5 347.3 793.0 310.9
Percent unemployed 5.3 6.5 4.4 5.4

Source; U.S. Bureau of the Census. County and City Data Book,_1962
Table 3, pp. 432-455 (SMSA) and Table 6, pp. 516-535 (city).
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During the 60's the work forcos in both site areas increased, with

Baltimore growing morn than St. Louis (ace Table 3). Compared to November, 1965,

November, 1969, unemployment was down iq Baltimore but slightly u? in St. Louis.

In both site areas, the representation of various kinds of jobs in the September,

1969, non-agricultural work force was about the same (see Table 4), although,

in St. Louis, slightly more of the jobs were in manufacturing and, in Baltimore,

slightly more, wer' in government.
1

These area work force statistics indicated

that employment opportunities were approximately the same in the two sites.

TABLE i

SELECTED WORK FOICE VARIABLES, BALTIMORE AND ST. LOUIS AREAS

Variables Baltimore St. Louts

Work Force, November, 1965 (thousands)a
Percent unemployed, noember, 1965

Work Force, November, l969 (thousands)b
Porcent unemployed, November, 1969

Average hourly earnings, manufacturing
production employees, September, 1969

779.6

3.9

907.6
2.5

$3.40

959.7
3.2

1,029.3

3.5

$3.65

aU.S. Department of Labor, Area Trends in Employment and Unemployment,
January, 1967, p.45.

b
U.S. Department of Labor, Area Trends in Enployment and Unemployment,

January, 1970, p.20. (November, 1969, figures are preliminary).

cU.S. Department of Labor, Employment and Earninps, December, 1969,
p. 120.

1
Federal employment in the Maryland sector of the Washington SISA, how-

ever, was reported in the District of Columbia SISA. Se; U.S. Department of Labor,
Bureau of Labor Stat:Atics, Employment and Earnings, Vol. 16, No. 6 ( December,

1969), Table B-7, footnote 4, p.98.
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TAB r2 4

NON- AGRICULTURAL EMPLOYMENT IN SEPTEMBER, 1969, BY CATEGORY,
IN BALTIMORE AND ST. LOUIS AREAS

Employment Categories Baltimore 1 Louis
Number

(thousands) Percent

_St.
Number

(thrsands) Percent

Mining .3 0 ; 2.3 0
Contract construction 46.9 6 A6.4 5

Manufacturing 209.0 26 :91.6 32
Transportation, public utilities 57.6 7 69.1 8
Wholesale and retail trade 163.4 21 185.5 21
Finance, insurance, real estate 43.4 5 116.7 5
Services 133.1 16 149.4 16
Governme't 149.1 19 117.3 13

TOTAL 807.8 103 9)8.4 100

Source: U.S. Department of Labor, bureau of Labor, ,Statistics,
Employment and Earnings, Vol. 16, No. 6 (December, 1969), Tatle B-7, pp.90-99.

i

Manpower Programs
,

In Baltimore a number of Outreach Centers, and in it. Louis, a number

of Neighborhood Action Centers, provided extensive access to the nublic em-

ployment opportunity structure.
1

The State Employment Servi1ce and the Youth

Opportunity Center were staffed in the Baltimore Outreach Graters, as well as

in several ES offices and one YOC office. In St. Louis, youths ,ere referred

1

See Appendix B for a more detailed descriptton of ncr,i(!(,g and nEuscanA.
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by the Neighborhood Action Center staffs to several ES offices or to one of tw,

YOC offices. In both sites, the ES served anyone over the age of 16 who was in

need of work or training, and the YOC specializee. in youths in the 16-21 age

bracket. Both services offered job and training program referrals, testing,

and counseling. In Baltimore, the ES used follow-up community workers, and

the YOC held sessions to acquaint young persons with jobs in industry.

Job Corps

Eligibility requirements for the Job Corps included

financial status (low income), willingness to leave horns and

or rural Job Corps Center, and family permission to enroll. In

Corpsmen could not have 1A draf: status or "too extensive" a et L
d.

The Job Corps offered vocational training, basic educr17t eial

and attitudinal enrichment. Corpsmen received an allowance of $

$50 of which was banked and given to the Corpsman ',hen he left

in Aditton, Corps: en sometimes received special allowances inc' Ave

payments that could raise his monthly "expense" money to $50.

Job Corps Skills Center

In Baltimore, there was, since June, 1963, a Job Col rte r

that provided training in the culinary arts, manufacturing ot1 , 0,3

knowledge of plant operattons. Enrollment in the Center w,v; o Lid

residents, with out-of-city enrollees living at the Center anl ,n-

rollees living at home. Otherwise, eligibility and participat', 1(15

were the same as those of the regular Job Corps.
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Manpower Development Training Programs

the programs offered vocational trailing and, when needed, basic and

remedial education, to unemployed and under-employed persons over the age of

16. The programs provided training allowances.

Neighborhood Youth Corps

The NYC involved two programsIn-School, designed primarily to help

students stay in school, and Out-of-School, designed primarily to orovide

work training and educational remediation to school dropouts. Both programs

had been in operation in both sites since December, 1966.

In-School NYC

In addition to the remunerated work experience commonly provided by

In-School NYC programs, Baltimore In-School NYCers received dental and health

care and were involved in a number of experiences designed to enhance their

career potentalsvisits to colleges, places of interest, and places offering

career opportunities, secretarial workshops, and job placements for graduates.

In December, 1966, the hourly NYC rate of pay was $1.25 an hour in

both sites. Since then, the rate increased in both sites, rising to $1.40 an

hour by 1969 in Baltimore, and to $1.60 an hour by 1969 in St. Louis. The

December 1966 In-School enrollment was about the same in both sites (566 in

Baltimore, and 551 in St. Louis): and, in both sites, male enrollees were

considerably outnumbered by female enrollees (229 to 337 in Baltimore, and 2)3

to 348, in St. Louis).

The In-Sc!lool NYC program tied in the NYC Summer pror!ram which provided

remunerated work experience to students during the summer months.

WSJ
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Out -of- School NYC

Eligibility for enrollment in the Out-of-School NYC included age

(16-21), financial status (membPr of a low-income family), and school status

(out of school at least three months in the regular school year and not planning

to return to school). In addition, in Baltimore, the enrollee had to be a

resident of the city.

In December, 1966, the Baltimore program was somewhat larger than that

of St. Louis (1,345 and 982, respectively) with females outnumbering LIales in

both sites. The June, 1969, enrollments in both sites were considerably smaller

than the 1966 enrollments; and, in both sites, the proportion of males had very

markedly decreased. In Baltimore, the 1969 arxollment was 809 and the pro-

portion of males had decreased from 37 percent to 15 percent. In St, Louis, the

1969 enrollment was 440 and the proportion of males had decreased from 46 percent

to 18 percent.

New Careers

New Careers was the most recent addition to the opportunity structure,

dating from August 1967 in St. Louis and from October, 1967, in Baltimore. In

both sites, the program was targeted on persons over the age of 22 and In poverty.

In Baltimore, eligibility might include a functional 8th grade level of '.ducation;

and, in St. Louis, eligibility included the possession of a high school diploma

or the potential to acquire one within six months -/fter enrollment.

Hew Careers provided work training and educational preparation desined

to qualify trainees for non-professional jobs in health and social service.

Trainee's received training allowances ($1.60 an hour) and weekly travel allowances

where warranted.
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Sample Selection and Interviewing

The study population was specified to consist of Negro male dropouts,

born before 1952, who had left urban public sctools in a 12-month period in

1966-67, and who had tot subsequently enrolled .n any Federal Manpower programs.
1

Two samples of this population were constituted--one in Baltimore, and one in

St. Louis- -and subjects in the samples were interviewed in the summer of 1969.

This chapter describes these two phases of the study.

Sample Selection

'ihe two study samples were selected on the basis of school and man-

power prog am records. The different school system records in the two site

cities, hu, -er, entailed different seleztion procedures.

7') Baltimore, annual public school enrollments as of October 31st,

alpha listing all students in the system, were centrally available in

3,7000 -rage IBU printouts. The fate of these printouts defined the 12-month

dropol,t period in Baltimore--November 1, 1966, through October 31, 1967. A pre-

liminary comparison if 1966 and 1967 Baltimc.e enrollments indicated that, on

the avrrege, about one name per 1966 page would be that of a Negro male, born

before 1952, vho dropped out of school before October 31, 1967. A table of

rando_ u ,hers was used to select 947 pages from the 1966 enrollments. Each of

these pl;es was scanned for Negro males, born before 1952, and the names of

stoC11.s ro identified were checked against the 1967 enrollments.

1
For the purposes of this study, only the out-of-school programs--the

Out -,f- School NYC, the Job Corps, MDTA, and New Careers- -were considered as the
bases of non-eligibility.
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All vho were not enrolled 1967 were then checked out throJOI their local

school records to see whether they qualified for the dropout qtudy.

Local school records permitted the idantificntion of a number cf in-

eligible subjectsstudents who left school because of graduation, transfer,

institutionalization, or certified inability to nrofit from further schooling,

as well as some students who had not, in fact:, dropped out of school. Some 454

students remained eligible for the study after local school records had been

examined; and, for each of these, local records were used to furnish the date of

permanent Lithdrawal from school, reason for withdrawal, and the names and

addresses of parents or guardians. A samplta of 310 names was randomly selected

from the eligible subjects. The 154 "extra' names were ordered as randomly

selected to be used as replacements for subjects that might be deleted because

they had participated in Federal manpower programs.

In St. Louis centrally-available records of student withdrawals did

not indicate the student's race and, furthermore, St. Louis records did not

141ect dropouts prior to 9th giade.1 All withdrawals during the 12-month

period, October 1, 1966-September 30,'1967, were listed by school; and the lists

were then submitted to the schools involved so that the names of non-Nef;roes

could be deleted. After non-dropout withdrawals (transfer, institutionalization,

and the like) and ineligible subjects (born after 1952, or non-legro) had been

1/
he reason given by school offici;:ls for not reporting dronouts l'ctfore

the 9th grade was that extensive efforts were made to keen student- in school at
least until they entered the 9th grade. It should be noted that stuputs in St.
Louis stayed until the 8th grade in schools in which one teacher had res,,,,,:%ihilit7
for a class for the entire day, while Baltimore hai the junior high school
in '.;hich the students had a different teacher ,1,1743 nrnytinp in e)r. 7th

grade,
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deleted, an eligihle population of 1,182 remained. A study samole of 300 names

was drawn from this population by random methods, and an Additional 140 names

were randomly identified to serve as replacements for subjects determined to be

ineligible because of participation in laanpower programs. These 440 names

were sorted by school of last attendance--eight of St. Louis's twelve high

schools were represented--and the names and addresses of parents or guardians

were secured from the schools.

Participation in Federal Manpower Programs

The names of subjects who were eligible for the study in terms of sex,

race, age, and dropout status were checked against Federal manpower program

records, and those with records of enrollment were deleted from the study groups.

In Baltimore, approximately 16 percent of the otherwise eligible dropouts were

disqualified for the study group because of participation, and Job Corps

experience was by far the most frequent exnerience. In St. Louis, the records

of Federal manpower programs--with the exception of the out-of-school NYC--

were very fragmentary. Approximately 10 percent of the otherwise eligible St.

Louis subjects had been LI the out-of-school NYC and were deleted from the

study; and, in addition, one subject known to have been in the Job Corps was

deleted. Qualified subjects from the replacement study groups were then added

to the initial study groups to achieve samples of 300 in each site.

At the time of the Federal manpower pro:;rem participation check, It

became evident that, in all probability, a check of program records would not

result in the pre-interview identification of all suhjects with manpower program
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experience. Not only the apparent disorganization of sme of the records but

the sharply discrepant participation results in the two sites indicated that

some participation might not have been reflected in the record check. It

followed that interviewing might show more participation. The decision was

taken at this time to continue the interview in ouch cases, and to consider

the participant interviews as a source of information regarding characteristics

associated with the reach of manpower programs.

Mailing Address Check

After study samples had been constituted in the two sites, the names

and addresses of study subjects (based km school records at the time of dropout)

were given to the local post offices with the request that mailing addresses

be corrected. Approximately one-fourth of the subjects in the samples in each

city had last -known addresses that were no longer valid and which could not

be corrected through post-office :Information.

Interviewing

Field supervisors were designated for each study site: and, within

guidelines developed by the research staff, they were given full responsibility

for hiring interviewers and organizing their work. All of the interviewers

were Negro and male, with the Baltimore staff being larger and the St. Louis

staff being more diversified in terms of occupational background (see Table 5).

Training sessions were conducted at each site, and interviewing got under way

in July, 1969. Interviewing continued for approximately four months.

to
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Reults

Through inadvertence, nine subjects in St. Louis were not assigned to

interviewers so that the St. Louis sample was reduced to 291. Every effort was

made to reach all the other subjects; and interviews were completed for 64 nercent

of the Baltimore subjects and for 52 percent of the St. Louis subjects (see Table

6). Many ci the subjects who could not be reached--subjects in the army or in

jail, for example--were nevertheless reflected in information developed by the

study when the interviewers were able to find out what the subjects were doing.

In all, activity at the time of interview was developed either by interview of

subjects or from other informants for 86 percent of the Baltimore subjects and for

76 percent of the St. Louis subjects. An additional 5 percent of the St. Louis

subjects were found to be ineligible in the course of attempting to locate them

and were not interviewed.

In some cases, interviewing disclosed that school records had not

correctly identified study subjects. In most of these cases, the subject stated

that he had not dropped out of school; and the interviewer's instructions in

this event were to continue C.a interview. Such cases were then reviewed by

the field supervisor who decided whetier the subject was, in fact, eligible for

the study.
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TABLES

SELECTED INTERVIEWER CHARACTERISTICS

Characteristic
Baltimore St. Louis
N=19 N=11.

Usual occupation
Teacher 45%
Social worker 26 9

Public welfare interviewer 11 0

Other--security guard, police officer,
job placement counselor, factory
supervisor, recreational therapist 0 45

TOTALa 100% 99%

Mean years of age 31 34

Mean years of school 16 16

aIn this and in subsequent tables, percentages have been rounded
and consequently do not always sum to 100%.

TABLE 6

INTERVIEWING RESULTS

Results
Baltimore
N %

St. Louis
N %

Total

N %

Ineligibility determined prior
to interview 0 0%

_._

14 5% 14 2%

Interviewed 191 64 151 52 342 58
Not interviewed but labor force

activity ascertained 65 22 71 24 146 25

Not interviewed and activity
not ascertained 44 15 55 19 99 17

TOTAL INTERVIEWS ATTEMPTED 300 101% 291 100% 591 102%

Ineligible interviewed
subjects (number) ( 15) ( 18) ( 33)

Usable interviews (number) (176) (133) (309)

(12
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Interviewing Outcomes and Awe

the average age of all study subjects, as of July 1, 1969, was 20

years (see Table 7). In both Baltimore and St. Louis, subjects who were not

interviewed but chose activity at the time of attempted interview was as-

certained by the interviewer were several ronths older than other subjects.

Aside from this very significant
1
difference, study subjects were, on the

average, of the same age regardless of site or follow-up results.

Interviewing Outcomes and Highest School Grade Completed (School Records)

School records indicated that Baltimore subjects averaged fewer

school grades completed (8.7) than did St. Louis subjects !9.3 grades). This

marked difference between sites was apparent in all categories of subjects

with the exception of u- 1nterviewed suhects whose activity was ascertained

(see Table 8). Th_ t rrlults indiceted that military service (the principal

ascertained activity of ,Ion-interviewed subjects) tended to remove older and

better-educated dropouts from the interviewed portion of the study sample.

The generally higher school achievement of St. Louis 0...ibjects may have been

largely due to (1) the absence of St. Louis pre-ninth grade withdrawals, and

(2) the Baltimore schooling span (7-16, as compared with the St. Louis 6-16).

1
In this report, "significant" is reserved for descriptions of statis-

tical significance. "Very significant" connotes different -s that could be ex-
pected to occur by chance 1 time (or less) in 100, while '.,,gnificant" connotes
differences that could be expected to occur more often, but no more frequently
than 5 times in 100.

Standar, statistical procedures have been used to determine confidence
levels. The significance of differences between means has been evaluated through
the t-tst formula, r,n1 the significance of differences between percentages has
Len evaluated throuRh an adaptation of the t-test fornola. This z4antation is
described in the monoraph:

Vernon Davies, Rapid Method for Determinins,, Si!nlificance of Difference
Betwrn Tun ?ercev.ages Institute of Agricultural Science, Ilashington State
tnive'rsiti Str.tioas Circular 1S1 (revised July, 1962).

(73
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TABU?. 7

IN7ERVIE4IING OUTCMIES AND AVERAGE AGE

AS OF JCLY 1, 1969

Baltimore St. Louis Total
Number

Outcomes
Mean
Age

Number Mean
Age

Number Mean
Age

(years) (years) (years)

Interviewed 176 20.0 133 19.9 309 19.9

Not Interviewed
Activity ascertained 65 20.3 71 20.3 156 20.3
Activity not ascertained 44 19.9 51! 20.0 98 19.9

Subtotal, not
interviered 109 20.1 125 20.1 234 20.1

TOTAL 265 20.0 251 20.0 543 20.0

TABLE 8

INTERVIEUING OUTCOMES AID HIGHEST SCHOOL GRADE COMPLETED,
SCHOOL RECORDS

Baltimore

Number Mean

St. Louis Total

Number Mean Number Mean
Outcomes Grade Grade Grade

Interviewed 176 8.5 133 9.2 309 8.8

Not Interviewed
Activity ascertained 65 9.3 71 9.5 136 9.4
Activity not ascertained 44 8.4 54 9.5 98 8.9

Subtotal, not
interviewed 109 8.9 125 9.5 234 9.2

TOTAL 2R5 8.7 258 9.3 543 9.0
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Enrollment in Manpower Programs

Fifty interviewed subjects--31 in Baltimore api 19 in St. Louis--

reported that they had at some time enrolled in one or -4,,re of the out-of-

school Federal ". Manpower Programs. In many cases, the subject remembered little

about when or how long he had been enrolled, or reported limited experience with

the programs.' Perhaps because their experience was often minimal, the

characteristics of subjects who had ever enrolled in Manpower Programs were

generally similar to those of dropouts who had never enrolled. Subjects who

had ever enrolled, accordingly, have been considered with other subjects, with

significant differences between enrollees and non-enrollees being reported as

warranted by the data.

Interviewers' Impressions

Most subjects (68 percent) were renorted by their interviewer to have

been 'friendly, cooperative' during the interview, and one-fourth were reported

to have been 'casual, impersonal." Reluctance, suspicion, hostility, or in-

difference were reported for only 7 percent of the subjects. The attitudes

of study subjects toward the interview were substantially the same in both

sites and were generally conducive to good interviewing results (see Table 9).

After the interview was completed, Cle interviewer recorded his

impressions of defects apparent in the course of the interview that might

impair the subject's ability to work. Yost subjects (96 percent) had no

apparent disabilities. Defects reported--speech problems, partial blindness,

1See Chapt'r "1 for a report of experience with Manpower Programs.
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physical impairment and chronic disease--could limit the subject's productive

participation in the world of work to a greater or lesser extent; but, in

general, such defects were of very minor importance in the study samples.

TABLE 9

INTERVIEWER'S REPORT OF RESPONDENT'S ATTITUDE TOWARD INTERVIEW

Baltimore St. Louis Total

Attitude N=176 N=133 N=309

percent percent percent

Friendly, cooperative 65% 73% 68%
Casual, impersonal 27 21 25

Suspicious, reluctant 5 5 5

Hostile 1 1 I

Totally detached 2 0 1

---
TOTAL 100% 100% 100%

Unknowa (number) (2) (5) (7)

46
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Characteristics of Interviewed Subjects

The personal and family characteristics of study subjects, discussed

in this chapter, were reported to interviewers in the summer and fall of 1969.

In some instances--for example, years in the city--the information covered the

life-span of the dropout up to the time of interview; while, in other instances- -

for example, sources of support--the information was current as of the date of

interview. The variables involved have been treated in the approximate order

of their earliest reach, with the information reaching to the subject's earliest

years being discussed first.

Mobility

Most of the study subjects were born in the site States--84 percent

of the Baltimore subjects were born in Maryland, and 74 percent of the St. Louts

subjects, in Missouri (see Table 10). Considering also adjacent States - -often

cicsor to the site cities than outlyingrortion,:: of tie site States - -91 percent

of the Baltimore subjects, and 84 percent of the St. Louis subjects wzre livinc

in or close to their birth States at the time of interview. Extensive inter-

state migration, so far as movement from birth State was concerned, thus

characterized relatively few subjects. It is of interest, however, that almost

all of the Baltimore subjects not born in Maryland or adjacent States were born

in :forth or South Carolina; and, among comparable St. Louis s.biects, none was

born in the Carolinas and most were born in Mississippi.

Most of the subjects in both states had lived in their :!espective

47
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site cities 16, or more, years (s:e Table 11). Very significantly mole St. Louis

subjects, hcwever, migrated to the city in their childhood -23 percent of the

St. Louis subjects, as ccl..pared with 11 percent of the Baltimore subjects, had

lived in their respective cities less than 16 years.

TABLE 10

STATE OF BIRTH

State of Birth
Baltimore
N=176

St. Louis
N=133

Total
N=309

Site state
Adjacent states
North and South Carolina
Mississippi
Other_states

Percent Percent Percent

34%
7

9

0

1

74%

10

0
11

5

ROB

8

5

5

3

TOTAL 101% 1002 101%

TABLE 11

YEARS IN THE CITY AT TIME OF INTERVIEW

Years
Baltimore
N=176

St. tools
N=133

Total
N=309

5, or less
6-10
11-15

16, or more

Percent Percent Percent

2%

4

5

90

2

10

11

78

2%

6

7

85

TOTAL 101% 101% 100%

Mean Years in the City 18.1 17.2 17.7

el 8
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Although most of the subjects had spent most of their lives in their respective

site cities, very few of them had not moved within the city (see Table 12). On

the average, study subjects had lived in about four di ;erent places in the

city up through the time of interview.

In response to the question, "How do you usually get around the city?"

most subjects said that they either walked or used public transportation (see

Table 13). Very significantly more Baltimore subjects than St. Louis subjects

used public transportation; and very significantly more St. Louis subjects than

Baltimore subjects used their own means of transportation. These site differences

suggested that the city locations usually traveled to by subjects were more

accessible by public transportation in Baltimore than they were in St. Louis.

Alternatively, these results suggested that St. Louis subjects were more often

able to afford their own means of trans,lartation and preferred them to public

transportation.

Subjects were also asked, "Last month, what -,as the lot elt Atstance

(one-way) that you traveled from home?" and "About how often do you travel this

far from home?" iost of the subjects reported travels that were evidently not

connected with routine mobility but were weekly, monthly, or annual trips.

The percentages of subjects reporting annual or semi-annual tt'ls that oc.eurred

in the month preceding interview was considerably higher than those that would

have been expecttd by chance. These results suggested that the subjects often

had a desire to report their most extensive travels (see Table 1.4).

49
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TABLE 12

AUNZER OF RESIDENCES IN SITE CITY

Number of Residences
Baltimore
A=176

St. Louis
N=I33

Total

N=309

One
2-5

6-10
11, or store

Percent Percent Percent

3%

73

18
2

5%

79

15

1

7%

76

17

1

TOTAL 101% 1007 101%

:lean number of residences

Unknown (number)

3.9

(0)

3.8

(2)

3.9

(2)

TABLE 13

USUAL MEANS OF UJBILITY WITHIN THE CITY

Baltimore St. Louis Total
Means 1i =176 N=133 N=309

Percent Percent Percent

Walk 20 15% 202
Public transportation 61 46 54
Own conveyance 9 28 17

Other private conveyances 6 12 I

TOTAL 100% 101% 100%

Unknown (number) (13) (6) (19)

50
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TABLE 14

FREQUENCY OF LONGEST DISTANCE TRAVEL

Frequent;
Baltimore
N=176

St. Louis
N=133

Total
N =309

Percent Percent Percent

Daily 28% 33% 30%
Weekly 11 21 15

Once or twice a month 14 14 14

Ionthly 16 9 13
Once or twice a year 30 24 28

TOTAL 99% 1017 100%

Unknown (number) (18) (11) (26)

vven though many subjects reported extensive travel in the month

intetidew (veterarw were the most traveled), the median miles

trevcled - -18 in Baltimore and 10 in St. Louis--indicated that routine, daily

travel was probably somewhat more far-ranging in Baltimore (see Table 15).

Study results thus suggested chat gettinel to places might be more of a limitinc,

factor in St. Louis in that, compared to Baltimore, private transportation was

more often involved and in that the routine radius of mobility was somewhat

less.

51
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TABLE 15

LONGEST DISIANCE (ONE-WAY) 1RAVELED FROM HOME "IONTH,BEFORE INTERVIEW

Distance

Baltimore
N=176

St. Louis
N=133

Total
N =33.

Percent Percent Percent

5 miles or :ass 21% 39% 29%

6-10 miles 21 13 18

11-25 miles 12 19 15

26-50 miles 18 5 12

51-100 miles 8 4 6

:tore than 100 miles 20 21 20

TOTAL 100% 100% 100%

Unknown (number) (16) (7) (23

Median miles traveled (18) (10) (13)

Family BackgroLnds

Up to the time they left school, most of the study subjects had lived

in two-parent families (see Table 16). Approximately une-third of the subjects

in each site, however, nad grown up in fatherless families.

In Baltimore, 42 percent of the principal adults in the subjects'

families--their fathers, in the case of two-parent families, or their mothers

in the case of mother-onl.., ;amities--had-,lot gone beyond eighth grade (see Table

17). In St. Louis, the educational achievement of principal adults tended to
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be higher with only one-third completing 8 grades or less and one-third com-

pleting high school or more. Information concerning the education of princioal

adults tended co be incomplete in that about one-fifth of the subjects did not

report their fathers' (or their mothers') educational attainment.

TABLE 16

FAMILY UNIT TO TIRE OF DROPOUT

Subject lived with
Baltimore
N=176

St. Louis
N=133

Total
N=309

Percent Percent Percent

Both parents 61% 53Z 60%
nother only 31 29 30

Father only 2 3 2

Other relatives 5 3 5

Foster home 2 1 1

Other 0 1 0

TOTAL 101% 100% 99%

Unknowa (number) (1) (3) (4)
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TABLE 17

HIGHEST SCHOOL GRADE CO?TPLETED BY PRINCIPAL ADULT

Aighest Grade
Baltimore
N=176

St. Louis
N=133

Percent Percent Percent

7, or less 31% 19% 26%

8 11 14 12

9 13 5 9

10 18 10 15

11 8 19 12

12 15 22 18

Schooling additional to high
school 4 11 3

TOTAL 100% 100% 95%

Unknown (number) (33) (27) (60)

As would be expected in view of their education, relatively few of

the principal adults in the study were high on the occupational ladder (see

Table 18). Approximately one-fourth of the principal adults were reported

by their sons to have had occupations at the skilled manual level or above,
1

1
Occupations were tabulated in accordance with the ranked categories

proposed by Hollingshead. See:

August B. Hollingshead, Tajo-Factor Index of Social Position, 1965
Yale Station, New Haven, Conn. (1957).

'4
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and approximately two-fifths were reported to be either unskilled workers or to

have had no occupation at all. Compared to Baltimore, very significantly more

subjects in St. Louis reported more higher-level (skilled manual and above)

principal adult occupations--a circumstance
consistent with the higher educaticnal

levels reported for these principal adults.

In the year before dropout, approximately half of the subjects in

each study grouping estimated the annual incomes of their families to have

been about $4,000, or less (see Table 19). The number of persons dependent

on these family incomes averages 6.8 in Baltimore and 6.4 in St. Louis (see

Table 20). At the time of dropout, most of the subjects reported that two or

more family members were working and contributing to the family income (see

Table 21). Eight percent of the
subjects reported that no one in his family

was earning at the time of dropout; and only one earner was reported by about

30 percent of the subjects.

JJ
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TABLE 18

OCCUPATION OF PRINCIPAL ADULT

Baltimore St. Louis Total
Occupation N=176 N0133 N=309

Percent Percent Percent

Professional, administrative 2% 6% 3%
Clerical and sales 4 8 5
Technician, small self-employed 5 2 4

Skilled manual 9 17 13

:Lachine operators, operatives 25 23 24

Semi-skilled 8 6 7

Unskilled 32 25 29

None (housewife, relief) 14 13 14

TOTAL 99% 100% 99%

Unknown (number) (7) (6) (13)
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TABLE 19

ANNUAL FAMILY INCOME IN THE YEAR BEFORE DROPOUT

Income
Baltimore
N=176

St, Louis
N=133

Total
N=309

Percent Percent Percent

Less than $1,000 2% 3% 3%

$1,000 - $1,999 7 7 7

$2,000 - $2,999 19 13 16

$3,000 - $3,999 20 26 23

$4,000 - $4,999 20 13 17

$5,000 - $5,999 12 li 14

$6,000 - $6,999 6 7 6

$7,009 - $7,999 6 4 5

$8,000 or more 7 11 9

TOTAL 99% 101% 100%

Median $4,079 $4,129 $4,090

Unknown (number) (5) (13) (18)
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TABLE 20

NUMBER OF PERSONS IN HOUSEHOLD AT TIME OF DROPOUT

Number
Baltimore
N=176

St. Louis
N=133

Total
N=309

Percent Percent Percent

One to five 43% 47Z 44%

Six to ten 47 50 48.

Eleven to fifteen 10 4 7

TOTAL 100% 101% 99%

Unknown (number) (1) (2) (3)

Median 6.8 6.4 6.6

TABLE 21

NUMBER OF PERSONS EMPLOYED AND CONTRIBUTING
TO FAMILY 'NCO:1E, TIME OF DROPOUT

Baltimore St. Louis Total.
Number contributing N=17:1 N=133 N=309

Percent Percent Percent

done 7% 8% R%
One 30 31 30
Two, or more 63 62 61

TOTAL 100% 101% 99%

Unknown (number) (1) (2) (3)
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About one-fifth of the subjects reported that, up to the time they

left school, their families had received welfare assistance "all" or "most"

of the time (see Table 22). Indicators of economic status--the incidence of

mother-only families, the education and occupation of principal adults, estimated

annual income, number of contributors to family income, and the ez.tent of

welfare assistance--showed many similarities between the two study sites (see

Table 23). Although the information supplied by subjects vas incomplete con-

cerning the educational level of their breadwinning parent, and although the

subjects' competence to report family income might be questioned, the various

indicators of economic status provided comparable information that added up

family backgrounds characterized by poverty or near-poverty and by poor-paying

jobs. Substantial proportion; of subjects had backgrounds of even less effective

employment, coming from mother-only families on relief; and some subjects- -

particularly in St. Louis--had backgrounds of relatively successful occupational

activity.

TABLE 22

WELFARE RECEIPT PRIOR TO DROPOUT

Welfare received
Baltimore St. Louis
N=176 N=133

Total
N=309

Percent Percent Percent

All of the time 10' 16% 13%

Most of the time 11 2 7

Some of the time 8 9 8

OJce or twice 2 0 1

None of the time 68 /4 71

TOTAL 99% 1017. 1007.

Unknown (number) (2) (4) (6)
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TABLE 23

SELECTED VARIABLES, PRE-DROPOUT PERIOD

Variables
Baltimore
N=li6

St. Louis
N-133

Total
N=309

Family unit prior to dropout

Percent Percent Percent

Mother-only family 31X 29% 30%

Education of principal adult
42 33 38Completed 8th grade, or less

Occupation sfarlEcipal adult
46 38 43Unskilled or none

Annual income, year before dropout
48 49 49Less than $4,000

Contributors to family income
63 62 61Two or more

Welfare receipt prior to dropout
21 18 20All or most of the time

Financial Eligibility

Poverty guidelines restrict enrollment in the Out-of-School Neighborhood

Youth Corps and in the Job Corps. Study results indicated, however, that financial

ineligibility was--at most--a minor factor in non-participation. On the average,

subjects who had never enrolled in Manpower programs were as qualified' as

'NYC Program Standard No. 1-65 (March 29, 1966), for example, set the
eligibility standard for non-farm family of 6 at $4,135.

GO
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enrollee subjects in terms of average family income and number of dependence

(see Table 23). Relatively more of the subjects who had never enrolled (35

percent as compared with 26 percent) reported annual family incomes of $5,000

or more, however, and the average number of dependents on family income was

somewhat less among non-enrollees.

TABLE 23

ANNUAL FAMILY INCOME IN THE YEAR BEFORE DROPOUt,
NUMBER OF PERSONS IN HOUSEHOLD,

AND ENROLLMENT IN FEDERAL MANPOWER PROGRAMS

Family Income

Meyer enrolled
Reporting Perscns
Number Percent Mean

Ever enrolled
Reporting Persons
Number Percent Mean

Below $1,000 7 3% 6.4 1 2% 4.0
$1,000 - 1,999 16 7 5.3 4 8 6.5
$2,000 - 2,999 36 15 5.5 11 23 6.8
$3,000 - 3,999 57 23 6.3 9 19 6.4
$4,000 - 4,999 40 16 5.5 10 21 6.5
$5,000 - 5,999 36 15 6.4 5 10 6.0
$6,000 - 6,999 16 6 6.1 2 4 8.0
$7,000 - 7,999 13 5 7.9 3 6 6.3
$8,000 or more 22 9 6.8 3 6 7.4

TOTAL 243 99% 6.1 48 99% 6.6

Median income $4,125 $3,889

C1
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Compared to all subjects who had enrolled in Out-of-School 1:anpowe,

Programs, significantly fewer (12 percent as compared with 23 percent) subjects

who had never enrolled reported no occupation for the principal adults in

their families (see Table 24). Approximately the same percentages of subjects

in the two groupings reported principal adult occupations in the unskilled ane.

semi-skilled levels (31 percent among non-enrollees and 33 percent among en-

rollees), and the frequencies of occupations at higher levels were substantially

the same.

Compared to subjects who had never enrolled, more enrollee subjects

(26 percent as compared with 18 percent) reported that their families had

received welfare assistance "all" or "most' of the. time. In Baltimore the

difference between enrollee and non-enrollee subjects was slight (23 percent

and 21 percent, respectively); but, in St. Louis, enrollee subjects were fnr

more apt to report this degree of welfare assistance (32 percent as comnareri

with 15 percent). These results indicated that being in a 'welfare" family

might be a factor in enrollment. On the whole, however, the various indicators

of family financial status at the time of dropout suggest that relatively

of the study subjects were not financially qualified to participate in Federal

lanpower Programs.

62
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TABLE 24

OCCUPATION OF PRINCIPAL ADULT BY SUBJECTS' ENROLLMENT IN
OUT-OF-SCHOOL MANPOWER PROGRAMS

Occupations
Never Enrolled

N=259
Enrolled
N=50

Professional, administrative 4% 0%
Clerical and sales 5 6

Technicians, small self-employed 4 4

Skilled manual 13 13

Machine operators, operatives 25 18

Semi-skilled 6 15

Unskilled 31 21

None (housewife, relief) 12 23

TOTAL 100% 100%

Unknown (number) (11) (2)

Dropout

Study subjects were asked, "After September, 1966, did you ever quit

school before graduating from high school?" They were then asked when they

had left school, and the last grade that they had completed in school.

Compared to the dropout dates derived from school records, Baltimore

subjects tended to report earlier dropouts (see Table 25). Thirty-four percent

of the Baltimore subjects, for example, reported dropping out in the last

quarter of 1966, while school records showed only 17 percent of the dronoucs
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in this period. On the other hand, only 13 percent of the Baltimore subjects

reported dropping out in September-October, 1967, when school records showed

that 39 percent of the dropouts occurred.

The tendency of subjects to give earlier dropout dates might be ex-

plained by the facts that (1) student-initiated dropouts would be known to the

student before they were known to the school, and (2) lags inherent in record-

keeping would tend to post-date dronouts. The concentration of school-recorded

Baltimore dropouts in September - October, for example, strongly suggested an

accumulation of dropouts that were recorded in connection with the annual school

attendance listings rather than mass exits in these two months. It thus seems

likely that, in Baltimore, some absent students were carried as actively en-

rolled even though the students considered themselves to have dropped out.

A somewhat different situation obtained in St, Louis where 19 per-

cent of the subjects dated their withdrawal from school later than October,

1967. Here, again, school records might have been artifacts to some extent.

Records in St. Louis involved weekly withdrawal reports, and some of these

withdrawals might not have been considered permanent dropouts by the -students.

r 4
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TABLE 25

SUBJECT AND SCHOOL REPORTS OF DROPOUT MONTH

Dropout Month

Baltimore St. Louis

Subject
N=176

School
N=176

Subject School
N=133 M=133

Percent Percent

Earlier than October, 1966 12% 0% 8% 0%

1966

October 7 0 4 16

November 16 9 4 11

December 10 8 3 9

1967
January 7 10 10 5

February 6 8 9 15

March 3 6 3 6

April 7 12 4 4

May 5 4 9 6

June 11 5 9 6

July-August 1 0 1 0

September 5 14 8 7

October 8 25 8 16

Later than October, 1967 2 0 19 0

TOTAL 100% 101% 99% 101%

Unspecified (number) (7) (15) (9) (0)

65
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Interview data indicated that, on the average, Baltimore subjects had

dropped out of school 2(.8 months before July 1, 1969, while St. Louis subjects

had dropped out of school 25 months before (see Table 26). Compared to school

record data, subjects' reports averaged about three months more months out of

school in Baltimore and about three months less out of school in St. Louis.

These results supgest that dropping out of school is an episode that is fre-

quently not objectively identifiable at the tine of its occurrence. Although

the dates supplied by the study subjects T,rere more apt to be affected by in-

accuracies of recall, the apparent tendency of Baltimore records to post-date

dropout--and of St. Louis records to anticipate dropout--suggest that school

records reflect characteristics of record-keeping systems as well as student

attendance. The "true" dronout dates thus probably covered a somewhat greater

span than that demarcated by school record dates of dropout.

TABLE 16

MEAN ';11NTHS SINCE DROPOUT (AS OF JULY 1, 1969)

AND MEAN HIGHEST SCHOOL GRADE OF INTERVIEWED SUBJECTS

Baltimore St. Louis Total

Number Number Number
Reporting Mean Reporting Mean Reporting Mean

Vonths since dropout 169 28.3 124 25.0 293 27.2

Highest school graded
completed 173 9.3 132 9.8 305 9.5

C6
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On the average, interviewed subjects reported that the had completed

9.5 school grades, while school records showed an average comple0.on of 8.8

grades (see Table 28). Subjects in both sites thus reported higher average

grade completion than that indicated by respective school recorchl. This

discrepancy suggests a tendency to report highest grade level (diet is, dropout

grade) rather than the highest completed grade. The tendency to hang on to

the highest level of school experience probably affects to some octent the

responses to many inquiries' phrased in terms of highest complet(d grade.

TABLE 28

HIGHEST SCHOOL GRADE COMPLETED, INTERVIEWED SUBJECTS
COMPARISONS OF SUBJECT AND SCHOOL INFORMATION, BY SITE

Highest School Grade
Baltimore St. Louis Total

Subject School
N =176

Subject SchLol
N=133

Saject School
N=309

Percent Percent 'Percent

7, or less 10% 29% 2% 0% '6% 18%
8 15 15 8 26 '13 20
9 26 26 24 35 25 27
10 29 18 40 26 34 22
11 20 13 25 13 21 12
12 0 0 2 0 1 0

TOTAL 100% 101% 1012 100% 100% 49Z

Mean grades completed 9.3 3.5 9.8 9.2 9.5 8.8

Unknown (number) (3) (3) (1) (0) (4) (3)

1
Some inquiries, particularly those of a practical mature from oeers,

may produce reverse distortion. See, for example,
12.1liot Liebow, Tally's Corner (Boston: Little, Brolly', and Cumnany),

1967, pp. 54-55:

I graduated from high school but I didn't know anytIlno,. I'm dumb. Most
of the time I don't even say I graduated, 'cause then somebody asks my a question
and I can't answer it, and they think I was lying about gradualinn . . . They
graduated me but I didn't kno,z anything. I had lousy grades b ,t I gue3a they
wanted to get rid of me. (Richard, a Baltimore high school sv,duote, is beInn
quoted).
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Reasons for Leaving. School.

The subject's reasons for leaving school were ascertained by handing

him a card listing 14 reasons and asking him to indicate which, if any, were

hts reasons for leaving school. Additional responses ware provided for in an

Other" category, and interviewers were instructed to probe in order to find

out as much as possible about the subject's reasons. After getting all reasons,

the subject was asked to indicate his main reason for leaving school.

Responses were tabulated in two broad categories: reasons that re-

lated primarily to the school environment; and reasons that emphasized outside

circumstances. The division could not, of course, be rigidly recognised* be-

cause outside alternatives were often implied in reasons that emphasized school

or schooling, (or vice versa), and several reasons might actually be involved.

Three out of five subjects in both sites left school mainly because

of their school experience (see Table 29). Very sisnificantly more St. Louis

subjects (37 percent, as compared with Baltimore's 9 percent) reported that

sLey left because they had been suspended or expelled. Baltimore subjects, on

the other hand, were significantly more apt to report problems with school work

("some subjects too difficult" or "not learning aLythinp") and that they left

because they "lost interest" in school. The main reasons for leaving, school

thus tended to emphasize the subject's rejection of school in Baltimore and

to emphasize the school's rejection of the subject in St. Louis. With the

exception of the St. Louis subjects who reported suspension or expulsion,

most of the main reasons for leavinil stiool irplied choice rather than com-

pulsion.
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TABLE 29

MAIN REASON FOR LEAVING SCHOOL

Main reason
Baltimore
N..176

St. Louis
N=133

Yotal
N=309

TheSchool_Envirogment
Academic:

Percent Percent Percent

Problems with school work 5% 2% 4%
Not learning anything 10 0 6

Interpersonal:
Problems with teachers, students 9 5 7

Suspended or expelled 9 37 21

General:
Lost interest 31 19 26

Subtot4 school 64% 63% 64%

Outsid3 Interest or Pressure.
Employment:
Got narried, wife to support
Had to help family

3%
3

4X

4

4%

6

Needed money for expenses 11 10 11

Would rather work 6 12 9

Other outside:
Wanted to enlist 3 3 3

Jailed 3 2 2

Personal, family problems 1 0 1

Illness 1 2 1

Movcd 1 2 i

Subtotal, outside 37% 392 :38%

TOTAL 101% 102% 102%

Unknown (number) (4) (5) (9)
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In tha first part of their responses, when all reasons for leaving

school were sought, (see Table 30), Baltimore subjects averaged markedly more

responses (2.1) than St. Louis subjects (1.4). Compared to their main reasons

for leaving school, the total rationale of Baltimore subjects gave added weight

to two schoolrelated reasons ("some subjects too difficult" and "problems with

teachers and/or students") and to two preferred alternative activities ("needed

money for expenses" and "would rather work"). Among St. Louis subjects,

comparisons of all reasons with main reasons showed that school problems

("some subjects too difficult", "not learning anything" and "problems with

teachers and/or students") were the most important contributory causes of

leaving school. As with the main reasons for leaving school, about three-

fifths of all reasons were school-oriented. The additional responses in this

range of reasons brought our more difficulties with the school environment

than were apparent in the subjects' reports of main reasons. The additional

responses falling outside the school-oriented reasons emphasized the attraction

of working and earning spending money.
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TABLE 30

ALL REASONS FOR LEAVING SCHOOL

All Reasons
Baltimore St. Louis Total
N=176 N =133 N=309

Percent Percent Percent

The School Environment
Academic:
Problems with school work 17% 5% 12%
Not learning anything 23 3 15

Interpersonal:
Prob2ms with teachers, students 26 12 20
Suspended or expelle 13 41 25

General:
Lost interest 52 26 41

Subtotal, school 131% 87% 113'

Outside Interest or Pressure
Employment:
Got married, wife to support 5% 4% 4%
Had to he].p family 10 6 8
Needed money for expenses 30 16 24
Would rather work 23 16 20

Other outs:Lde:

Wanted to enlist 8 5 7

Jailed 3 2 2

Fersonal, family problems 2 5 3

Illness 1 0 0

Moved 0 1 0

Subtotal, oqtside 82% 55% 68:

TOTAL& 2M 142R 181%

Unknown (nunber) (4) (5) (9)

attore than one response possible, so totals can be more than 100%.
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Information concerning reasons for leaving school was also secured

from school records, but the results did not throw much additional light on

why students dropped out. In Baltimore, school records shmed that 76 percent

of the study subjects dropped out because they were "overage" while no reasons

were recorded for 18 percent of the subjects (see Table 31). School records

in St. Louis involved more categories, but also contained a large number of

"no reports" (24 percent). Of the 22 Baltimore subjects who reported that

they had left zhool because they were "suspended or expelled", only one,

according to school records, was expelled and the rest were either "overage"

or "no report." Of the 52 St. Louis subjects who reported suspension or ex-

pulsion, 50 percent, according to school records, were involved in disciplinary

or academic suspension and reasons were not reported for 20 percent. These

results indicatei that school records may considerably underestimate the extent

of rejection by schools that is experienced by dropouts.

TABLE 31

REASONS FOR LEAVING SCHOOL, SCHOOL RECORDS

Reasor.s

Baltimore
N=176

St. Louis
N'133

Percent

Expelled, Disciplinary suspension 1% 26;!

Overage 76

Failed to graduate 2

/Valerie suspension 6
Nonattendance 21
No interest 12
Er.ployment 1 6
Armed forces 1 1

Marriage 2
Nee .led at home 2

?loved 1 2

Jailed 1

No report 18 24

TOTAL 101% 102.%
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Liking for School

Following the questions concerning leaving school, study subjects

were asked to rate their liking for school on a five-point scale ranging from

"1" (hated it) to "5" (liked it very much), and to tell in their own words

why they had rated school as they did.

On the average, study subjects rated their liking for school above

the midpoint of the scale (see Table 32), and St. Louis subjects averaged

higher ratings (3.6) than Baltimore subjects (3.3). The open-end responses

given as reasons for the like-school ratings were broadly characterized according

to the negative or positive tone of the response (see Table 33). In many

instances, these responses indicated that the subject's current views concerning

the value of education, as well as his remembered like (or dislike) for school

as such, were reflected in the ratings. This comprehensive "reasoning" was

especially evident in responses that contained ref?ect.ions on dropping out,

such as "wish I'd stayed in" and often implied attitudes that might not have

been present at the time of dropout. In all, 30 percent of the subjects

expressed negative attitudes, 10 percent of the subjects expressed neutrality

("neither liked it nor hated it") and the rest of the subjects expressed

positive attitudes ranging from remembered good times to general endorsements

of schooling and education.

Four categories of negative attitude were tabulated: criticisms of

school (for example, "most teachers didn't care," "lessons too hard," and
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"teachers were biased"); personal or social (for example, "didn't like sitting

up in classes," "it was dull," and "everybody was dropping out"); qualified

(for example, "didn't like it much but know it was a good thing," "wanted to

stay but got put out," and "never really had a chance to learn, but like it");

and simple statements of dislike ("didn't like school"). Very significantly

more Baltimore than St. Louis subjects expressed criticisms of the school

and stated dislike of school.

TABLE 32

LIKE-SCHOOL RATING

Rating

Baltimore St. Louis
N=176 N=133

Total
N=309

Percent Percent Percent

1 - fated it 6% 4% 5%

2 16 10 14

3 40 39 39

4 20 22 21

5 - Liked it very much 18 26 21

TOTAL 100% 101% 100%

Mean rating 3.3 3.6 3.4

Unknown (number) (0) (1) (1)
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TABLE 33

REASONS FOR LIKE - SCHOOL RATINGS

Reasons

Baltimore
N=176

St. Louis
N=133

Total
N=309

Percent Percent Percent

Expressions of negative attitude
Criticisms of school 6% 4% 5%

Personal or social 8 5 6

Qualified 15 4 10

Simple statements of dislike 10 8 9

Subtotal, negative 39% 21% 30X

Neutral 10% 10% 10%

Expressions of positive attitude
Appreciations of school 20% 32% /5%
Personal or social 9 13 11

Simple statement of liking 14 16 15

Dropout explanations 8 9 9

Subtotal, positive 51% 70% 60%

TOTAL 100% 101% 100%

Unknown (number) (3) (2) (5)
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Expressions of positive attitudes toward school and schooling were

tabulated in similar categories. Significantly more St. Louis than Baltimore

subjects expressed appreciations of school (for example, "liked because of

what I could learn," "would like to have graduated," and "like the teachers").

Personal or social reasons for liking school (for example "liked bec,Ise of the

crowd that was going," "had a mellow time," and "got to meet new psople"),

simple statements of liking (for example, "nothing wrong with school" or

"better than working"), and responses that alluded to dropping out (for ex-

ample, "quit school to get a job with the aim of going back," "wanted money

in my pocket and school didn't put it there," and "alright, I wish I had

stayed in") occurred with about the same frequency in each site. These

"dropout explanations" clearly continued the train of thought started with

the questions concerning dropping out. They were considered as positive "reasons"

becavt_L - r.y were evidently premised on en acceptance of school, or, at any

rate, implied that dislike for school, as such was not a factor in the

dropout situation.

The criticisms of school expressed by two-fifths of the Baltimore,

and by one-fifth of the St. Louis subjects, indicated that anti-school

attitudes might be a persistent barrier to the participation of dropouts in

training programs perceived to involve school-like experiences. On the other

hand, some of the study subjects had come to value schooling since dropping out

and might, therefore, appreciate opportunitlea to repair their academic de-

ficiencies.
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Ability in Reading and Math

Most study subjects felt that their reading and nath ability was "as

good as," or "better than," that of the average high school graduate (see Table

34); but the majority proportions of math ability were significantly smaller than

those of reading ability (64 percent as compared with 84 percent in Baltimore

and 75 percent as compared with 86 percent in St. Louis). Baltimore subjectq'

comparatively poor opinion of their math ability was most marked--compared to

reports of reading ability, very significantly more Baltimore subjects rated

their math ability "worse" than that of high school graduates (36 percent as

compared with 16 percent); and, also, compared to St. Louis rennrts of math

ability, significantly more Baltimore subjects reported "worse" (36 percent as

compared with 24 percent).

It is possible that the definite perception of math deficiency would

inhibit subjects from involving themselves in situations that might include

math demands (for example, application procedures for employment or training

programs that might include arithmetic tests). On the other hand, training

opportunities that offered a chance to improve math ability might be perceived

as particularly relevant by those (31 percent of all subjects) who rated their

math ability as "worse" than that of the average high school graduate. Similarly,

those who felt their reading ability was "worse" (15 percent of all subjects)

might avoid reading situations and might be particularly interested in improving

their reading ability.

Compared to subjects who had never enrolled in Manpower Programs,
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significantly more enrollee subjects reported extremes of reading and math

ability (see Table 35). The tendency of enrollee subjects to rate themselves

as "better" or "worse ", rather than "the same", may have been, to sone extent,

an effect of program participation. Although these results are difficult to

interpret, they are not inconsistent with the view that manpower programs can

appeal to dropouts who perceive deficiencies in their academic skills.

TABLE 34

SUBJECT'S PiACEPTION OF READING AND MAT'-1 ABILITY

Compared to average high Baltimore St. Louis Total

school graduate N=176 N=133 N=309

Percent Percent Percent

Reading ability
Better than average 12% 17% 14%

Worse than average 16 14 15

About the same 72 69 71

TOTAL 100% 1005" 100%

Math ability
Better than average 9% 11% 10%

Worse than average 36 24 31

About the same 55 64 59

TOTAL 100% 99% 100%
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TABLE 35

READING AND MATH ABILITY COMPARISONS, ENROLLEES AND NON-ENR(LLEES

Compared to average
high school graduate,
ability was

Reading path
Enrollee Non- Enrollee.

N=50 N=259
Enrollee Non-Enrollee
N=50 M=?59

Better than average
Worse than average
The same as average

Percent

22%

22

56

Percent Percent Percent

9%

30

62

12%.

14

74

IS% '

38
44

TOTAL 100% 100% 1002; 101%

Vocational Usefulness of Schooling

In Baltimore, two-thirds of the study subjects reported that their

schooling had been without value as vocational preparation (sef,t Table 36).

Only half (very significantly fewer) St. Louis subjects, on tha other hand,

reported that their schooling had been vocationally useless.

Subjects who thought that their education had been nf value as vo-

cational preparation placed about equal emphasis on academic ;r1,1 vocational

course work. Approximately 10 percent of the subjects noted ,:,,reparational

values in learned vocational behaviors (how to get and hold alob, for example)

and social skills (how to get alone, with people, for example) or in combine-
.

tions of course work and behavioral skills.
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These results suggested that, if a young man felt the need for

vocational preparation, the perception that schooling had been useless in this

respect might imply (1) receptivity towards training programs perceived to be

vocationally useful and (2) disinterest in school-like training programs.

TABLE 36

USEFULNESS OF SCHOOLING AS VOCATIONAL PREPARATION

Usefulness

Baltimore
N=176

St. Louis
N=133

Total
N=309

Percent Percent Percent

Useful
Academic course work only 13% 19% 15%
Vocational course work only 13 17 14

Vocational behaviors only 7 4 6

Social skills only 0 2 I

Combinations of above 2 6 3

Unknown 0 2 1

Subtotal, useful 35% SO% 40%

Not useful 65% SO% 60%

TOTAL 100% 100% 100%

Unknown (number) (2) (6) (8)
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Schoolinp After Dropout

Most of the study subjects did not retqrn to school after dropping

out in 1966-67, and most of thosz who returned made little academic pro&ress.

In Baltimore, 87 percent of the subjects did not return to full-

time school after dropping out (see Table 37), and half of those who returned

stayed in school less than one year. Two percent of all Baltimore subjects,

however, not only returned to school but completed 12th grade. Comparatively

more St. Louis subjects returned to school (20 Percent as compared with 13

percent), and 7 percent of all St. Louis subjects not only returned to school

but completed 12th grade.

Approximately one-fifth of the Baltimore subjects tried to continue

their ecucation in special classes outside of fill -Lime school, and onetwentieth

of the laltimore subjects completed one or more grades in this way (see Table

38). Although comparatively more St. Louis subjects enrolled in special

classes. the percentage of subjects who passed i,he GED was the same in both

sites--:! percent.
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TABLE 37

RETURN TO FULL-TIME SCHOOL AFTER DROPOUT

Return

Baltimore
N=176

St. Louis
N=133

Total
N=309

Returned in school

Percent Percent Percent

Less than one year 6% 8% 7%

One year 3 5 4

More than one year 1 5 2

Unknown 3 2 3

Subtotal returned 13% 20% 16%

Did not return to school 87% 80% 84%

TOTAL 100% 100% 100%

Unknown (number) (1) (8) (8)

Completed 12th grade 2% 7% 4%
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TABLE 38

ENROLLMENT IN SPECIAL CLASSES AFTER DROPOUT.

Baltimore St. Louis Total

Enrollment N=176 N=I33 N=309

Percent Percent Percent

Fflruiled,_grades completed
None 17% 30% 22%

One 3 2 3

Two 1 0 0

Unknown 1 0 1

Subtotal, enrolled 22% 32% 26%

Did not enroll 78% 68% 74%

TOTAL 100% 100% 100%

Unknown (number) (4) (8) (11)

Passed GED 2% 2% 2%

All told, 6 percent of the young men who dropped out of school in

1966-67 and were interviewed subjects in thfs study had managed to complete

high school at the time of interview - -4 percent by returning to full-time

stool, and 2 percent by passing the GEO. Although St. Louis dropouts were

somewhat: more apt to continue their schoollAg, the great majority of subjects

in both sites had not noticeably added to their educational achievement after

leaving school.
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Vocational Courses After Leaving School

Only 7 percent of all interviewed subjects reported having enrolled

in vocational courses, other than those provided by Manpower Training Programs,

after dropping out of school (see Table 39). Most of the subjects who re-

ported enrollment in such courses stayed in the courses 6 months or less, and

less thin half completed their courses. These results indicated that community

resources outside of the school system and other than those provided through

Manpower Training Programs were a negligible factor in the preparations of

dropout youths for the world of work.

TABLE 39

VOCATIONAL COURSES AFTER LEAVING SCHOOL

Vocational Courses
Baltimore St. Louis Total

N-133 N=309

Percent Percent Percent

Enrolled in vocational course
Or courses 7% 6% 7%

In course 6 months or less 6 4 5

Completed course 3 2 2

1

1
The experiences of subjects with Federal Manpower Programs is reported

in Chapter VI.
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Military Service

Approximately three-fourths of all study subjects known to have

experience in the Armed Fcrces were in active service and not interviewed (see

Table 40). Interviewed subjects thus provided a fragmentary source of information

concerning the effects of military service on employment and preparations for

the world of work.

Ten percent of the interviewed subjects were, or had been, in the

Armed Forces at the time of interview (see Table 41), and about one-third of

these reported training for civilian occupations while in military service.

While military service might be an important source of vocational training,
1

so far as interviewed subjects were concerned, study results showed very slight

effects in this respect.

Most interviewed study subjects (61 percent) either reported no

draft classification or reported IA or 1-S, or 2-S. These subjects faced the

prospect of possible military service. There wao little explicit reference,

however, to the effect of possible periods of military service on employment

activities. One su'Oect, not working at the time of interview, said that he

was waiting to be called into military service, and several subjects mentioned

that military service might interfere with the achievement of their occupational

goals.

1
It could be speculated that interviewed subjects with, and non-inter-

viewed subjects reported to have had, experience in the Armed Forces, together
with interviewed subjects practically exempted (2A, 3A, 4F and 1Y) constituted
a universe of yoth experience and eligibility vis-a-vis the draft. If so,
practical exemption would be in the neighborhood of 39 percent, and three-fifths
of dropout youtho would experience military service. If one-third of these
received training; for civilian occupations while in the Armed Forces, military
service might be estimated to provide vocational training for approximately one-
fifth of dropout youths.
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Twenty-eight percent of the interviewed subjects had draft class-

ifications (2A, 3A, 4F, and 1Y) that, for all practical purposes, exempted

them from military service. The draft outcomes (about two-fifths of the known

induction examination outcomes) suggested that a number of subjects who were

IA or without Selective Service classification at the time of interview would

also be practically uninvolved with military service aad its potentials both

to interfere with and ultimatley to enhance preparations for, or the achievement

of, civilian employment.1

TABLE 40

INTERVIEW STATUS AND MILITARY SERVICE

Status and Service
Baltimore St. Louis Total

Interviewed
Completed military service 8 12% 8 121 16 12%

In military service G 12 6 9 14 10

Not interviewed
51 76% 54 79% 105 78%In military service

TOTAL 67 100% 68 100% 135 100%

1
The reader will recognize that these results were fragmentary

and did not provide bases for definite conslusions. They have been reported
in order to make available all study results that might shed some light on
the experience of dropout youth as well as on the proles of reseavching
that experience.
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TABLE 41

MILITARY SERVICE AND SELECTIVE SERVICE CLASSIFICATION

Service or Classification
Baltimore
N..176

St. Louis
N-133

Total

Percent Percent Percent

Military servicea
22 4% 3%1 year or less

13-24 months 5 5 5

25-36 months 2 2 2

Subtotal, military 9% 11% 10%

Selective service classification
39% 352 37%1-A

In reserve component (1-D) 2 0 1

Qualified in emergency (1-Y) 12 22 16
Overage liability 0 1 0

Deferred:
Occupational deferment (2-A) 1 0 1

Dependency deferment (3-A) 5 4 4

Student deferment (1-S, 2-S) 1 10 5

Not qualified (4-F) 11 2 7

Subtotali_selective service 712 74% 71%

No service or classification
b

21% 17% 19%

TOTAL 101% 102% 100%

Vocational training in military
service 3% 3% 3%

a
Includes 8 subjects in active military service.

b
Includes 2 percent "no report" in Selective Service classification.
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Family Circumstances at Time of Interview

Most of the study subjects were single mqn when they were interviewed

in the summer of 1969 (see Table 42). Fifteen percent of the Baltimore subjects,

and 23 percent of the St. Louis subjects, were or had been married, and most

of the marriages had occurred in 1968 or 1969. About one-fifth of the marriages

contracted by St. Louis subjects, had eventuated in separation at the time of

interview.

In both sites more subjects were fathers than were husbands (see

Table 43). This difference was very significant in Baltimore where about one-

third of all subjects were fathers but only 14 percent were, or had been,

married. Although also observable in St. Louis, this difference was not

significant in the midwest site.

TABLE 42

MARITAL STATUS, AND WHEN MARRIED (MONTHS BEFORE JULY 1, 1969)

Marital Status and Baltimore St. Louis Total
Whin Married N=176 N=133 N=309

Percent Percent Percent

Ever Married
Married up to 6 months before 3% 8% 5%
Married 7-13 months before 5 8 6

Married more than 19 months before 6 5 6

Married, when unknown 1 2 2

Subtotal, married 15% 23% 19%

Never Married 85% 77% 81%

TOT 100% 100% 100%

Separated 39 6% 4%
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TABLE 43

CHILDREN AND NUMBER LIVING WITH SUBJECT AT TIME OF INTERVIEW

Children and Number Baltimore St. Louis Total
Living with Subject N'176 N=133 N=309

Percent Percent Percent

Children
None Jiving with subject 18% 17% 17%
One living with subject 9 9 9

Two living with subject 3 2 3

Three living with subject c 0 1

Four living with subject 1 0 1

Subtotal. children 33% 289 31%

No children 66% 71% 69%

TOTAL 99% 99% 100%

Four out of five study subjects were still living in parental family

units at the time of interview ( :ee Table 44). Approximately one in ten had

married and become the head of his own household. The remaining subjects (8

rercent) were living by themselves or with friends. or in jail.

Even thour,;11 80 percent: of the subjects were still living at home, only

29 percent reported that their parental families were their major source of

support (see Table 45). Significantly more St. Louis subjects reported that
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their families were their major source of support. Most of the subjects, how-

ever, 67 percent in Baltimore and 57 percent in St. Louis, reported themselves

to be primarily supported by their own earnings. In addition a few subjects

had achieved financial independence from their families through undesirable

circumstances. These subjects were either dependent on welfare or their wive's

earnings, or were supported by their own hustling or by jail maintenance.

Additional sources of support were reported by 16 percent of the

subjects (see Table 46). Comparisons of all reported sources of support with

major sources of support indicated that multiple sources of support were most

apt to involve parental support and the subjects' earnings; that is, major

parental support was augmented by earnings or vice versa. In Baltimore, also,

"other" sources of support were important sources of additional income.

With respect to family circumstance variables, discussed above, there

were few significant differences between study sites and composite results thus

provided a fair reflection of all study subjects. These young men were, in

the summer of 1969, in varying phases of development toward social adulthood

(see Table 47). "Bost were not yet full-fledged adults in that they were still

living at home, and 29 percent were still primarily dependent on their parents.
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TABLE 46

vAMILY TWIT AT TIME OF INTERVIEW

Baltimore St. louis

1:176

Total
N0309

Percent Fer:ent Percent

With wife, no other adults 7% 11% 92

With wife and adult relatives 5 ?
3

Alone or with friends
3 5 4

In parental units 79 El 80

In jail or workhouse
6 1 4

TOTAL 100% 1C 1% 100%

Unknown (number) (1) (2i (3)

aIncludes one- and two-parent families and in loco rArentis units

(adult relatives, foster hones).
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TABLE 45

MAJOR SOURCE OF SUFPORT AT TIME OF INTERVIEW

lajor Support
Baltimore
N=176

St. Louis
N=133

Total
N=309

Percent Percent Percent

Subject's family 23% 36% 29%

Subject's earnings 67 57 63

Other
Wife's earaings 1 2 1

Welfare 1 2 1

Hustling 1 2 1

Jail maintenance 7 1 5

Subtotal, other 10% 7% 8%

TOTAL 100% 100% 1007.

Unknown (number) (0) (3) (3)
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TABLE 46

ALL SOURCES OF SUPPORT AT TIME OF INTERVIEW

Sout:es of Support
Baltimore
N=176

St. Louis
N=133

Total
N=309

Percent Percent Percent

Subject's family 27% 45% 35%

Subject's earningsa 70 62 66

Other
Wife's earnings 3 3 3

Welfare 1 2 2

Uremployment, disability comp. 3 1 2

Rtstling 2 1 2

J;11.1 7 1 6

Subtotal, other 16% 8% 15%

TOTAL
b

113,: 115% 116%

Unknown (number) (0) (3) (3)

Includes training allouance in one instance. Training allowance
no: principal source of support.

b:Sore
than one respon.;e possible, so total percentage more than 100.
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TABLE 47

SELECTED VARIABLES, ALL SUBJECTS AT TIME OF INTERVIEW

Variables

All interviewed
subjects
N=309

Average age (7/1/69) 20 years

Married, head of own household 14%

Children, at home or elsewhere 31%

Primarily supported by own earnings 63%

Living in parental family unit 79%

Primarily supported by parental family 29%
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Family circumstances might inflo:nce participation in manpower train-

ing programs in scrveral ways. The assumption of family responsibilities, for

example, might not only increase the particination of young men in the civilian

.-ork force,' but might also reinforce their motivation to enhance their voca-

tional prospects through training. At the same time, the force of family cir-

cumstances might bar s-ach young men from considerino programs whose allowances

were less than earnings in available, albeit occupationally undesirable, jobs.

On the other hand, young men without family responsibilities might lack the

motivation to sacrifice time to learning when their fir.ancial needs for

"spending money" could be net through combinations of family support and

casual jobs.2

!lays of Looking, for Jobs

Following a number of questions concerning specific employment ex-

periences, subjects were asked how they usually looked for jobs.3 Answers

to this question were structured through a response card that suggested nine

job-huntinl activities and also provided for "other" responses (see Table 48).

'O'Boyle has noted: "The strik-tngly lower rates /of
for married men suggest that family formation alters a young man's attitude
toward work, making him more willing then the unmarried man to accept and
hold a given job." (Edward J. O'Boyle, "From Classroom to Workshop: A
Hazardous Journey," Monthly Labor Review, Vol. 91, No. 12, p. 11)

2Harmood has concluded: "Pinny ghetto/ boys are underemployed and
subemployed because they value leisure as much as money which leads them to
seek only as much work is neelled to get by with enough of each." (Edwin
Harwood, "Youth unemployment - -A tale of two ghettos," The Public Interest,
No. 17, pp. 78-85).

3
Employment experiences are renortcd in Chapter V.
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Baltimore subjects reported more job-hunting activities
1

than St.

Louis subjects; and, compared to St. Louis subjects, Baltimore subjects em-

phasized asking friends and family connections. St. Lolls subjects, on the

other hand, placed more reliance on the Employment Service and on direct

personal inquiry at company hiring locations.

TABLE 48

WAYS OF LOOUNG FOR A JOB

Ways

Baltimore
N=176

St. Louis
Na133

Total
N=309

Percent Percent Percent

Asked friends 61% 29% 47%

Asked family, relatives,
family friends 43 9 28

Checked local newspaper ads 53 38 47
Checked out-of-town newspaper ads 3 2 3

Priva:e employment agencies 15 3 10

State Employment Service, YOC 39 36 33

Applied directly on news of
possible job 30 20 26

Inquired directly for possible job 30 37 33

Applied to companies outside the
city 3 2 3

Others 2 2 2

TOTAL 279% 178% 237%

lore that one way could be reported

1

The fact that Baltimore subjects used snore options in their responses
gave the impression that they may have been more energetic in their job hunting.
In general, hwever, Baltimore subjects tended trp give more cas!,ers 1,7%en options
vere rovieqd, and this impression might thus be nisleaditr.
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Attitudes Toward. Self, Work, and Life

A numter of interview questions asked the subject to :ate himself .).17

his experiences in vae.ous contexts. Responses to these questions, reported

below, indicated attitudes that might condition effective participation in

manpower programs.

Comparisons with Friends

Several questions asked the subject to compare himself with "most of

the youlg men wha are your friends." In general, responses to these questions

indicated that mast study subjects did not consider themselves to be in a

dropout-disadvantaged world. According to study subjects, most of their

friends either had not dropped out of school or had completed at least 10th

grade (see Table 49). Three-fourths of the study subjects, on the other hand,

had left school before completing 10th grade, and it can be concluded that

level of school.ng did not restrict the social circles of study subjects.

About half of the study subjects reported that most or all of their

friends had fu1L-time jobs (see Talle 50)--roughly the same percentage as

nose reporting full-time employment It the time of interview. At the same

time, a little more than one-fifth of the subjects reported that "only a iew"

or 'none" of their friends had full-time jobs. In view of the importance of

friends as information sources, subjects in social circles where unemployment

was rife were it a disadvantage. If. for example, they heard about a nossible

job from their unemployed friends, they mieht have to compete with these same

friends for the job. Subjects whose friends were, for the most part, employed,
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however, might reasonably count their circle of friends as a resource in

maintaining their own employment.

Nine out of ten study subjects considered themselves to be as well

off, or better off, than most of their friends (see Table 51). Relative dis-

advantage, with its implications for, on the one band, poor self-concept, or,

on the other hand, stimulation toward greater efforts to succeed, was thus a

comparatively minor circumstance.

Peer groups can powerfully influence the activities of their members.

Since these influences operate to achieve identification with and conformity

to the group, the results just reported indicate that peer groups might not

be a factor in stimulating dropouts to utilize manpower programs. Although

study subjects had considerably less schooling than their friends, most of

them felt as well off as their friends. Among those dropouts whose friends,

like themselves, had failed to achieve satisfactory adjustments to the world

cf work, the peer group might have served to reinforce poor employment adjust-

ments, and to impede activities directed toward vocational improvement such

as enrollment in manpower programs.
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TABLE 49

SCHOOLING OF MOST OF SUBJECT'S FRIENDS

Schooling

Baltimore
:=176

St. Louis
N=133

Total
N=309

rercent Percent Percent

Graduated from high school 36% 42% 38%

Dropped out after 10th grade 38 29 34

Droprd oQt before finishing
10th grade 26 29 28

TOTAL 100% 100% 100%

Unknown (number) (1) (4) (5)

TABLE 50

EXTENT OF FULL-TrE EMPLOYMENT. AMONG SUBJECT'S FRIENDS

How many friends have Baltimore St. Louis Total
full-time jobs? N=176 N=133 N=309

Percent Percent Percent

All 12% 9% 11%

Most 42 34 39

Some 27 29 28
Only a few 19 20 19

None 1 8 4

TOTAL 1017 101% 101%

Unknown (number) (3) (4) (7)
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TABLE 51

SUBJECT'S PERCEPTION OF HIS SUCCESS COMPARED TO FRIENDS

Compared to most of your friends
you are now getting along

Baltimore
N=176

St. Louis
N=133

Total
A=309

Percent Percent Percent

Much better than they 14% 18% 15%

A little better than they 21 19 20

About the same 51 55 53
Not as well as they 10 4 7

Much worse than they 5 4 5

TOTAL 101% 100% 100%

Unknown (number) (0) (3) (3)

Family Attitudes

About three out of five subjects reported that what their families

had expected of them while they were growing up had been "just about right."

(see Table 52). While this response did not indicate much about the character

of expectations, it did indicate harmony between subjects and their families

with respect to the subjects' activities. Two extreme responses (families

expected "too much' or "not enough"), on the other hand, were reported by 15

percent of the subjects and indicated critical attitudes toward families.

Finally, two responses ("too much' and "a great deal") indicated a high
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expectation, while two other responses ("not very much" and "not enough") in-

dicated low expectations. Very significantly more St. Louis than Baltimore

subjects (29 percent, as compared with 16 percent) reported high family

expectations while a reverse pattern was found with respect to low expectations

(13 percent as compared with 23 percent).

The influence of "significant others"--parents, teachers, and friends- -

has often been advanced as an important variable in educational and occupational

attainment.
1

Some reflection mf this variable was apparent in reports of

family expectations, and it was noteworthy that (1) the weight of family

expectations was greater in St. Louis, and (2) family expectations could be

"too much." In such cases, family pressures had not only failed co keep the

subject in school but had posbibly become a factor in family discord.

About three ont of five subjects reported that their families hcd

"usually" or "always" been fair with them (see Table 53), and about half of

the subjects reported that their wishes were "usually" or 'always" considered

in family decisions affecting them (see Table 54). Extreme nesative responses

("usually" or "always" unfair, "seldom" or "never" involved in decisions

affecting him) were infrequent.

1
See, for example,

Peter M. Blau and Otis Dudley Duncan, The American Occupational
Structure (New York: qiley, 1967), p. 165! and

William H. Sewell, Archibald 0. Haller and Alejandro Fortes, "The
Educational and Early Occupational Attainment Process," American Sociological
Review, Vol. 34, No. 1 (February, 1969), np.82-92.
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Two-thirds of all subjects reported that their families had been

"very interested" in the subject's activities (see Table 55). Very sign.aclutly

more St. Louis (75 percent) than Baltimore (60 ercent) subjects, however,

reported this degree of family interest.

About three out of five subjects reported that, so far as strictness

was concerned, their families had been "just about right" (see Table 56).

noticeably more Baltimore (31 percent) than St. Louis (22 percent) subjects,

however, reported that their families had been "rather easy" or "too easy"

with them.

Considered together, reports of family attitudes suggested that the

families of Baltimore dropouts were more frequently seen as having low ex-

p,..ctations, and lees interested in their children's welfare. This impression

was consistent with the subjects' reports of their families' attitudes to4ard

leaving school ( see Table 57). Compared to Baltimore, more St. Louis subjects

reported that their families had been opposed to their dropout, and fewer

St. Louis subjects resorted that their families "didn't care." The extent of

the differences between the two sites, however, were not statistically sig-

nificant in this respect. in both sites the weight of family influence was

against dropping out of school, and in both sites family wishes and expectations

had been disappointed by the subjects' dropout. It can thus be concluded that

family influence was generally ineffective in keeping study subjects in school.
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St. Louis subjects were significantly less apt: express maladjustment

to schooling by agreeing with the statement, "Most of your teachers had it in

for you and gave you a hard time " (see Table 58). Although mean differences

between the two cites with respect to most attitudinal restonses were not

statistically simificant, it was of interest that St. Los s subjects consistently

expressed a most industrious attitude, disagreeing more with "It ls better to

live for today . . ." and "Most work is dull . . .", and cn-reeing more with

"If you try hard enough . . ." Subjects in both sites averaged the same

degree of agreement with the statement You feel . . . as capable and smart

as other people."

TABLE 52

SUBJECT'S PERCEPTION OF FAMILY EXPECTATIONS 0?

What family expected was
Baltimore
N=176

St. Leuis
N=13

Total
N=309

Too much
A great deal
Just about right
Not: very much
Not enough

Percent Perc<!nt

llt

18

5P

Percent

7%

9

61
17

6

9%
13

59

13

6

TOTAL 100% 100% 100%
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TABLE 53

SUBJECT'S PERCEPTION OF FAMILY FAIRNESS TO HIM

In dealing with subject,
family was

Baltimore
N=176

St. Louir
N=133

Total
N=309

Percent Percent Percent

Always fair 23% 30% 26%

Usually fair 33 32 35

Sometimes fair, sometimes unfair 35 35 35

Usually unfair 3 3 3

Always unfair 2 1 1

TOTAL 101% 101% 100%

TABLE 54

SUBJECT'S PERCEPTION OF INVOLVEMENT IN FAMILY DECISIONS CONCERNING HIM

How often did family pay Baltimore St. Louis Total

attention to what you wanted? N176 N=133 1=339

Percent Percent Percent

Always 22% 18% 207'

Usually 24 38 30

Sometimes 42 32 38

Seldom 9 10 9

Never 3 2 3

TOTAL 101% 100% 103%
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TABLE 55

SUBJECT'S PERCEPTION OF FAMILY INTEREST TN HIM

Ho-4 interested was your family

in what you were doing?

Baltimore
N=176

St. Louis
N=133

Total
N=309

Very interested
somewhat interested
Not at all interested

Percent Percent Percent

60%
38
3

75%
22

2

66%
31

3

TOTAL 101% 99% 100%

TABLE 56

SUBJECT'S PERCEPTION OF FAMILY STRICTNESS WITH HIM

Baltimore St. Louis Total
How strict was your family 176 N=133 N=309

Percent Percent Percent

Too strict 5% 5% 5%
Quite strict 6 10 8

Just about right 58 63 60
Rather easy 22 17 20
Too easy 9 5 7

TOTAL 100% 100% 100X
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TABLE 57

SUBJECT'S PERCEPTION OF FAMILY ATTITUDE TO HIS Da0POUT

When you dropped out of school,
what was your family's attitude?

Baltimore
N=176

St. Louis
N=133

Total
N=309

Percent Percent Percent

Were in favor 4% 6% 5%
Were opposed 78 85 81
Didn't care 12 6 9

Divided opinion 6 4 5

TOTAL 100% 101% 100%

Unkncwn (number) (5) (7) (12)
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TABLE 53

ATTITUDES TOWARD SELF, WORK, AND LIFE, MEAN RATINGSa

Mean Degree of Agreement

Baltimore St. Louis Total

Attitudes

It is better to live for today,
and let tomorrow take care of
its if

Most work is dull and boring

You feel that your chances of
having a happy home life in the
future are good

You Zeal that so far in your
life you have been very lucky

When people "bug' you, they should
be told off even if it means getting
into trouble

You would say that you have a lot
of confidence in yourself

Most of your teachers had it in
for you and gave you a hard time

Most people cannot be trusted

If you try hard enough, you have
a chance of succeeding in what-
ever you want to do

You feel that you are as capable
and as smart as most otler people

N=176 N=133 N=309

2.3 2.5 2.4

2.5 2.7 2.6

1.8 1.7 1.7

2.1 1.9 2.0

2.6 2.7 2.7

1.5 1.3 1.4

2.9 3.2 3.0

2.3 2.4 2.3

1.4 1.2 1.3

1.7 1.7 1.7

a
Degree of agreement expressed on a five-point scale running from

"1" (strongly agree) to "5" (strongly disagree).
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purrmary

The characteristics of study subjects indicated that a number of

circumstances and attitudes wight play a part in the participation of dropouts

in Federal Manpower Programs. The differences between sites and, occasionally,

the difference between subjects who had never enrolled in ?lanpower Programs

and those who had indicated that differentitl strategies would be required to

overcome their impeding effects on participation in Manpower Programs. In

addition to the characteristics reported in this chapter, the subjects' em-

ployment experiences constituted important variables conditioning the reach

of Manpower Programs. The emplcyment experiences of study subjects are re-

ported in the next chapter.
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Activities Afte: Leaving School

This chrter reports the activities of study subjects since dropping

out of school -- their activities at the time of interview and in an 18month

period running from January, 1963, through June, 1969, their earliest and most

recent jobs, and their occupational goals. Except for activities at the time

of interview, which reflected both interviewed subjects and subjects for whom

the interviewer was able to ascertain activity from other informants, all of

the information in this chapter was derived from interviews.

Activities at the Time of Interview

Approximately eight out of ten interviewed subjects in both sites

were in the civilian labor force at the time of interview, and significantly

more of these subjects in St. Louis (29 percent, as compared with 19 percent

in Baltimore) were unemployed and looking for work (see Table 59). Most of

the uninterviewed subjects whose current activities could be determined were

in the Armed Forces--88 percent in Baltimore, and 76 percent in St. Louis.

Compared to Baltimore, very significantly more of the St. Louis uninterviewed

subjects were reported to be in jail (18 percent, as compared with three per -

cent in Baltimore). In Baltimore, on the other hand, comparatively more inter-

viewed subjects were in jail, so that the portion of subjects in jail at the

time of interview or attempted interview was the same in both sites (eight

percent).
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TABLE 59

ACTIVITY AT TIME OF INTERVIEW,
INTERVIEWED (I), AND UN INTERVIEWED (U), SUBJECTS

Baltimore St. Louis Total
I U All

N=176 N=65 N=241
I

N=133
U All

N=71 N=204
I

N=309
U

N=135

All

N=445

Percent Percent Percent

In Civilian Labor Force
Employed:

Full-timea 55% 0% 40% 46% 0% 30% 51% 0% 35%

Part-time 5 0 3 5 0 3 5 0 3

Not Employed:
Laid off 2 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1

Looking for
work 19 0 14 29 0 19 23 0 16

Subtotal, civilian 81% 0% 58% 31'4 0% 52% 80% 0 55%

Not in Civilian Labor Force
In military
service 1% 88% 24% 5% 76% 29% 3% 82% 27%

In school,
training 2 2 2 6 3 5 4 1 3

Not working,
not looking
for work 5 0 3 5 0 3 5 0 3

In jail 10 3 8 2 18 8 7 11 8

Other, incld.
sick 3 0 2 3 0 2 2 0 2

Deceased 0 8 2 0 3 1 0 5 J 2

Subtotal, not
in civilian 21% 101% 41% 21% 100% 48% 21% 99% 45%

TOTAL 102% 101% 99% 102% 100% 99% 101% 99% 1009.

aEmployed 35 hours, or more, a week.
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Baltimore's rate of indexed crime was about one and one-half times

that of St. Louis in 1968 (see Table 60), with violent crimes being even more

prevalent. It might, therefore, be speculated that the Baltimore environment

as more conducive to criminal activities, and the need for alternate, socially

productive activities correspondingly greater. Rates of crime reflect the inci-

dence of crime, rather than criminals, however, and study results indicated

that the latter were equally prevalent among dropouts in both sites and implied

equal urgency in the need for activities related to productive employment.

TABLE 60

INDEX OF CRIME, 1969, IN BALTIMORE AND ST. LOUIS
STANDARD METROPOLITAN STATISTICAL AREASa

Baltimore St. Louis

Population (thousands) 2,021.0 2,395.0

Total crime index (rate per 100,000) 4,449.2 2,899.6

Violent crime (rate per 100,000) 1,012.1 435.9

Property crime (rate per
100,000) 3,437.1 2,463.7

aSource: Uniform Crime Reports, 1968, Table 5, p. 77 (Baltimore)
and p. 87 (St. Louis).
Indexed crimes included murder and non-negligent nanslaughter,
forcible rape, robbery, aggravated assault, burglary, larceny
S50 and over, and auto theft. The latter three kinds of crime
are considered proverty crimes.

At the tine of interview, the activities of subjects who had never

enrolled in out-of-school Federal Yanpower programs were not substantially
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different from those of enrollees (see Table 61).
1

Twenty-four percent of the

Baltimore interviewed subjects who had never enrolled in Manpower Programs and

33 percent of the comparable St. Louis subjects were in the civilian labor

force but either employed only part-time or not working at the time of inter-

view.

TABLE 61

ACTIVITY AT TIME OF INTERVIEW, SUBJECTS WHO HAD NEVER AND
SUBJECTS WHO HAD EVER ENROLLED IN

OUT-OF-SCHOOL FEDERAL MANPOWER PROGRAMS

Activity

Baltimore St. Louis Total

Never
N=145

Ever
N =31

Never Ever
N=114 N=19

Never
N=259

Ever
N=50

In Civilian Labor Force

Percent Percent Percent

Employed full-time 56% 48% 47% 37% 52% 44%

Employed part-time 4 6 5 0 5 4

Not employed 20 29 28 31 24 30

Subtotal, civilian 80Z 83% 80% 63% 31% 7e:

Not in Civilian Labor Force
In military service 1% 0% 4% 5% 3% 2%

In school or training program 1 6 5 11 3 8

In jail 10 10 2 5 7 8

Not working, not looking
for work 6 0 4 11 5 4

Other, including sick 1 0 4 0 2 0

Subtotal, not civilian 197, 16% 19% 327 20% 22%

TOTAL 99% 99% 99% 100% 101% 100%

1 It should be borne in mind that study samples were not constituted
to reflect the experience of enrollees and that inferences concerning the em-
ployment effectiveness of program enrollment cannot be drawn from these results.
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Comparisons of civilian labor force status (see Table 62) in January,

1968, January, 1969, and at the time of interview (between July and November,

1969) showed that significantly more of the St. Louis subjects were outside

the civilian labor market in January, 1968 (47 percent compared with 29 per-

cent in Baltimore). The most important reason for this difference was the

greater percentage of St. Louis subjects returning to full-time school (21

p4rcent compared with four percent in Baltimore).

TABLE 62

CIVILIAN LABOR FORCE STATUS, TIM OF INTERVIEW,
JANUARY 1, 1968, AND JANUARY 1, 1969

Time and Status
Baltimore St. Louis

N=176 N=133

Percent Percent

Total

N=309

Percent

At time of interview
Employed 60% 51% 56%

Not employed 22 29 25

Not in civilian labor force 19 21 21

January 1, 1969
Employed 56% 45% 51%

Not employed 15 17 16

Not in civilian labor force 29 38 32

January 1, 1:68
Employed 58% 394 50%

Not emplo!ed 12 14 13

Not in civilian labor force 29 47 37

The proportion of St. Louis subjects not in the civilian labor force drew even

with the comparable proportion among Baltimore subjects by the time of inter-

view when approximately the same proportions of subjects in the two sites were

in the civilJln labor force and approximately the sane proportions of subjects

were unemplo ,d (22 percent in Baltimore and 29 percent in St. Louis).
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Activities in the 18-11onth Period, January, 1968 through June, 1969

In the 13 months just preceding the beginning of the interviewing

period, Baltimore subjects averaged a little more than 10 months in employ-

ment, a little less than three months in unemployment, and nearly six

months in activities outside of the civilian labor force (see Table 63).

Among these latter activities, military service and being in jail took up the

most time. Compared to Baltimore subjects, St. Louis subjects averaged some-

what less time In employment and somewhat more time outside the civilian labor

force, with schooling taking up the most time.

In Baltimore, 74 percent of all subjects who had not participated in

Federal c!anoower Programs were continuously in the civilian labor force in the

18-month period; that is, they had spent no tine in activities that might ex-

clude employment (see Table 64). Somewhat fewer St. Louis non-enrollee sub-

jects (67 percent) were continuously in the civilian labor force in the period.

The amount of full time employment reported by these subjects gave another

indication of the comparatively better employment picture in Baltimore. E'en

in the relatively better employment environment of Baltimore, however, 33 per-

cent of the subjects had been empleyed full-time no more than 9 months! and

in St. Louis, full-tine employment amounting to half, or less, of the 1" months

was reported by 43 percent of the subjects.
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TABLE 63

MEAN MONTHS IN ALL ACTIVITIES, 18-MONTH PEVIOD
(JAHJARY, 1968-JUNE, 1969)

Baltimore
Activities N=176

St. Louis
N=133

Total
N=309

Mean Months Mean Months Mean Months

In Civilian Labor Force

Employed:
Employed full-tine 9.6 7.5 8.7

Employed part-time .6 .8 .7

Not employed:
Laid off .1 0.0 .1

Looking for work 2.5 3.1 2.6

Subtotal, civilian labor force 12.8 11.4 12.1

Not in Civilian Labor Force

In military service 1.2 1.1 1.1

School or Training:
Ln school full-time .6 2.5 1.4
In school part-time .2 .4 .3

In vocational traininga .9 .6 .8

Not looking for work 1.0 1.3 1.1

In jail 1.7 .7 1.3

Sick .2 .1 .1

Other 0.0 .1 .1

Subtotal, not in civilian labor force 5.8 6.8 6.2

TOTAL
b

18.6 18.1 18.3

aVocational training included participation
well as in Federal Manpower programs (MDTA,
Careers).

b
Months total more than 18 because some subj

or more activities simultaneously.
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TABLE 64

FULL-TINE ENTLOYMENT, 18-MONTq PERIOD, INTERVIEWED SUBJECTS CONTINUOUSLY IN
CIVILIAN LABOR FORCE P.ND NEVER ENROLLED IN ANY OUT-OF-SCHOOL MANPOWER PROGRAMa

Full-time Employment

Baltimore

N=107

St. Louis
N=76

Total
N=183

Percent Percent Percent

None 7Z 127, 97

1 through 3 months 6 12 8

4 through 6 months 7 8 7

7 through 9 nonths 13 11 12

10 through 12 months 10 9 10

13 through 15 months 5 11 7

16 through 18 months 52 38 46

TOTAL 100% 101% 93%;

aSubjects who had ever enrolled in any prcgram, or who had
spent any time in activities outside the civilian labor
force (school, training, military, or jail) were excluded.

Study results indicated, as many other studies have indicated
1
, Oat

Nliployment protlems were extensive and persistent among urban male dropouts.

Civilian labor force status at several Points in time, as well as the weight

1See, for exannle,
Vera C. "errella, "Employment of high school - raduates and dropouts,"

'fonthly_Labor Review, Vol. 92, No. 6 (June, 1969) pp. 36-43. Perrella reported
that 32.2 percent of 1968 male dropouts were unemployed (14.8 percent) or not
in the labor force or in school (17.4 percent) in October, 1968. Her per-
centages were based on a aample reoresentinp the civilian non - institutional
copulation, excludins, persons in school, of 16-24 year olds. In the present
study, a comparable percentage base would be 268, and 36 percent of these sub-
jects were not working or Lot in the labor force or in school at the time o"
interview. Perrella's study included ',bite and Negro males nnd descried
their status approximately 6 months to a year after dropout; whereas, in the
nresent study, the status of Pegro male dropouts only was reflected.
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of various activities in the year and a half following the dropout year,

indicated that neither the passage of time nor the non-labor force activities

(including preparational activities for employment) materially improved the

incidence of employment among study subjects. Other aspects of employment are

investigated in the next several sections of this report.

Employment After Dropout

Very significantly fewer Baltimore subjects (8 percent) than St.

Louis subjects (22 percent) reported no jobs since leaving school (see Table 65),

and Baltimore subjects reported 2.9 jobs while St. Louis subjects reported

2.4 jobs.

TABLE r'.5

NWIBER CF JOBS SINCE LEAVING SCHOOL

Number of Jobs
Baltimore
N=176

St. Louis
N=133

Total
N=309

None

1-5

6-10
11-15

Percent Percent Percent

8%

79

13

1

22%

69

8

1

147,

75

11

1

TOTAL 101% 100% 101%

roan number of jobs

Unknown (number)

2.9

(3)

2.4

(3)

2.7

(6)
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Subjects were asked to give detailed information concerning their

first jobs, and also--if they were no longer working in their first jobs--de-

tailed information concerning their most recent jobs. Reports of when their

first jobs gegen Indicated that three-fourths of the Baltimore subjects and

38 percent of the St. Louis subjects, had first jobs in the dropout year, or

before
1

. The interval between dropping out of school and beginning, work was

considerable in some cases, however, and 11 percent of the subjects reported

no jobs at all between leaving school and the time of interview (see Table 66).

Most of these subjects had not been in the labor market during this Period.

TABLE 66

PREDOMINANT ACTIVITIES OF SUBJECTS REPOTTING NO JOBS
BETWEEN DATE OF DROPOUT AND DATE OF INTERVIEV

Baltimore and St. Louis
Activities Nr32

Percent

In Jail 25%
Returned to school 22

In military service 13

In training program 13
Not working, not looking for work 13
Not working, looking for work 13

TOTAL 99%

'Some subjects were already working at the time of dropout.
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These results indicated that, although many subjects did Lot go

directly Into the labor force; once begun, job hunting met with a measure of

success. Uith respect to the subjects who had had no jobs since leaving school,

it was of interest that interviewers noted in the Interviewer's Impressions

section of the interview schedule that each of these subjects appeared to be

mentally retarded.

The first jobs reported by Baltimore subjects were similar to those

reported by St. Louis subjects in several respects: about half were in un-

skilled labor or food preparation or service; about nine out of ten were full-

time; they were liked to the same degree (an average rating of 3.2 on a scale

of five), and nearly nine out of ten were no longer held at the time of inter-

view (see Table 67). Compared to St. Louis first jobs, Baltimore first jobs

paid considerably less well on the average($1.72 per hour as compared with

$2.04 per hour in St. Louis). These hourly rates were the highest earned on

the job an,t thus might reflect rates of pay above entry-level. Baltimore sub-

jects averaged about a month longer in their first jobs, however, so it is

probable that the difference in rates of pay reflects generally higher rates

of pay in St. Louis.1

1
This interpretation is consistent with the higher hourly rates

of pay reported for manufacturing production employees in St. Louis in
1969 (see Table 3).
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TABL 67

TPE FIRST JOB, SELECT,.) CHARACTEIUSTICSa

Characteristics
Baltimore
N=176

St. Louis
N=133

Total
N=309

Kind of I!ork

Percent Percent Percait

Clerical, data processing 12% SZ 10%

Sales 1 2 2

Subprofessional, aide, t:chnician 5 1 4

Crafts or tradesb 5 11 7

?Machine operator 6 13 9

Factory work 10 6 9

Food preparation or service 19 23 20

Miscellaneous and unskilled 42 37 40

TOTAL 1001 101 101%

ro lob since leaving school (number) (13) (28) (41)

Full-time employment (percent) 94% 88% 927,

Mean highest hourly earnings (aount) $1.72 $2.04 $1.84
Mean months in job 8.2 6.9 7.?

Like-work rating (mean)c 3.2 3.2 3.2

No longer have job (percent) 86% 84% C6Z

aMeans and percentages based on nurber renorting.

bIneludes apprentice jobs.

cBased on a five-point scale running from 'hated it" (1) to
"liked it very much" (5).

Subjects were asked to rate their liking for the job on a five-point

scale running from 'hated it" (1) to "liked it very nuch" (5), and to tell why

they had rated the job as they did. Although, on the average, subjects rated
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their liking for their first jobs above the midpoint of the scale, their

"reasons" gave slightly more weight to negative than to positive aspects of

the experience (see Table 68). About two-fifths of the subjects specified

only negative aspects of the job, and nearly one-fifth gave "pro and con"

responses (for example: "Work was hard but I needed the money," "Had its

good and bad points," and "Diln't like it -- didn't hate it"). The rationales

TABLE 63

REASONS FOR LIKE-1d011( RATING, FIRST SOP

Reasons

Baltimore
N=176

St. Louis
N=133

Total
W=309

Percent Percent Percent

Negative expressions
Working conditions 16% 5Z. 11%
Character of work 21 21 21

Lack of future 1 6 3

Other (including reiterated
dislike) 3 5 4

Pro and Con 12 22 16

Positive expressions
Working conditions 12 8 11

Character of work 29 29 29

Career potential 3 1 2

Othar (including reiterated
liking) 3 3 3

TOTAL 100X 1007 100%

Not reporting (number)a (22) (33) (55)

a Includes "Not Applicable (no first job), 41 subjects and
No Report" (missing observations), 14 subjects.
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for like-work ratings emphasized specific aspects of work experience, and the

career potential of the first jobs was given as the basis for very few ratings.

Three-fifths of the subjects reported that they had heard about their

first jobs after leaving school through "friends" or "family" (see Table 69).

The latter classification included adult relatives or friends of the family

including such adult "social" contacts as parish priests and precinct workers.

The most frequently reported other single category was "own efforts"-- a

category that might have actually reflected other informational channels (such

as friends or advertisements) but which did not specify them. Institutional

sources of information (school, neighborhood centers, training programs, or

the Employment Service) were infrequently reported as categories; but, to-

gether, they were reported by 18 percent of the subjects.

Most frequently, study subjects had quit their first jobs (see Table

70). In tabulating quitting reasons, an effort was made to distinguish between

"job" reasons (for example, "dissatisfied with pay") and "personal" reasons

(for example, "didn't get along with the supervisor"). Most of the job quits

were associated with job reasons, and the two kinds of "quits" accounted for

more than half of the job departures. Of next importance was "job ended,"

which accounted for 17 percent of the departures, and about 10 percent of the

subjects reported that they had been fired.
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TABLE 69

HOW SUBJECTS HEARD ABOUT FIRST JOB

How Heard
Baltimore
N=176

St. Louis
N=133

Total
N=309

Percent Percent Percent

Friends 42% 28% 37%

Family, family friends 18 27 22

School 1 4 2

Neighborhood Center 4 7 5

Training program (NYC, OIC, etc.) 5 6 5

Employment Service 3 11 6

Private employment agency 1 0 1

Previous employer 0 2 1

Ads or announcements 8 4 6

Own efforts 13 10 15

TOTAL 1002 99% 100%

Net reporting (numbcr)a (21) (34) (55)

aIncluded "Not Applicable" (no first job), 44 subjects, and No
Report' (missing observations), 11 subjects.
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TABLE 70

MAIN REASON NO LONGER HAVE FIRST JOB

Reason
Baltimore
N=176

St. Louis
N=133

Total
N=309

Percent Percent Percent

The job ended 172 16% 17%
Vas fired 10 8 9

Quit, dissatisfied with the job 39 33 36

Quit, personal reasons 17 20 18

Entered military service 3 4 3

School or training 7 8 7

Tlas jailed 4 8 5

Moved 1 0 0

Health 2 5 3

TOTAL 100% 102% 98%

Not reporting (number)a (44) (53) (97)

a
Includes "Not Applicable" (no first joh,.still have first job),
83 subjects, and "No Report" (missing observations), 14 subjects.

Compared to the first jobs, the current or most recent jobs of sub-

jects at the tame of interview indicated occupational mobility from poorer to

better jobs (see Table 71). Food preparation and service jobs--20 percent

of the first jobs--accounted for only 9 percent of the current or most recent

jobs, and the frequency of factory jobs nearly doubled--from 9 percent to

17 percent. The average hourly rate of pay was up more than 30 cents, with

St. Louis continuing to show higher rates of pay, and the average liking for
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the job increased to 3.7. As in their first jobs, Baltimore subjects averaged

more months in the job, although the composite total average was about the

same for both the first job (7.7 months) and the current or most recent job

(7.6 months).

TABLE 71

CURRENT OR MOST RECENT JOB, SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS8

Characteristics

Baltimore
N=154

St. Louis
N=99

Total
N=253

Kind of work

Percent Percent Percent

9%
2

t;

7%

2

1

8%
2

4

Clerical, data processing
Saleu
Sub-professional, aide, technician
Crafts, tradesb g 17 12

Machine operator & 12 10

Factory work 15 19 17

Food preparation and service 8 11 9

Miscellaneous and unskilled 45 30 39

TOTAL 101% 99% 101%

No job since leaving school (number) (13) (28) (41)

Unknown (number) ( 9) ( 6) (15)

Full-time employment (percent) 96% 96% 96%
Mean highest hourly earnings (amount) $2.09 $2.33 $2.19

Mean months in job 9.0 5.6 7.6

Mean like-work ratings 3.R 3.6 3.7

No longer have job (percent) 36% 442 39%

a Means and percentages based,pn number reporting.

bIncludes apprentice jobs

cBased on a five-noint scale running from "hated it' (1) to
'liked it very much" (5).
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Reasons for like-work ratings echoed the increased liking for work,

with 65 percent of all subjects expressing positive, and generally specific,

liking for their most recent jobs (see Table 72). As with the rationales for

their earlier like-work ratings, subjects largely ignored the career aspects

of their jobs in describing why they liked, or didn't like, their work.

TABLE 72

REASONS roA LIKE-UOTX RATTN(1, CURRENT OR !f0ST RECENT JOB

Reasons

Baltimore
N=154

St. Louis
N=99

Total
N=253

Percent Percent Percent

Negative expressions
Working conditions 11Z 2% 7%

Character of work 11 15 13

Lack of future 1 3 2

Other (including reiterated
dislike) 2 1 2

Pro and Con 9 17 12

Positive expressions
Workini! conditions 26 14 22

Character of work 35 39 36

Career potential 5 4 5

Other (including reiterated
liking) 0 4 2

TOTAL 100% 99% 101%

Unknown (number) (2) (1) (3)
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Social contacts continued to be the major source of information, 53

percent of all subjects reporting that they had heard about their most recent

jobs through friends or family (see Table 73). Reasons for leaving most recent

jobs, also, were similar to those given in connection with first job departure

(see Table 74). The most frequently reported reasons sere percent

because of dissatisfactions with the job, and 18 percent for personal reasons- -

and "job ended' (13 nercent).

TABLE 73

HOW SUBJECTS PEARD ABOUT CURRENT OP MOST RECENT JOB

Heard about through

Baltimore
N=154

St. Louis
N=99

Total
N=253

Friends
Family, family friends

Percent Percent Percent

20

32%

20

33%

20

Training Program (NYC, OTC, etc.) 5 6 5

Employment Service 7 JO 8

Private employment agency 3 0 2

School 1 4 2

P.Aghborhood Center 5 9 6

Previous employer 0 3 1

Ads or announcements 12 2 8

Om efforts 14 13 14

TOTAL 1012 99% 99
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TABLE 74

MAIN RPASON NO LONGER. HAVE MOST RECENT JOB

Main Reason
Baltimore St. Louis Total

N -154 N999 N=253

The job ended
Was fired

Percent Percent Percent

18% 197 18%
15 12 13

Quit, dissatisfied with job 33 33 33

Quit, personal reasons 15 23 18

Entered military service 5 2 4

School or training 4 5 4

Was jailed 9 2 6

Uealth 2 5 3

TOTAL 101% 101% 99%

Not reporting (number)a (99) (56) (155)

aIncludes "Not Applicable" (no most recent job other than first,
still have most recent job, no job), 147 subjects, and "No Re-

port.' (missing observations), 8 subjects.

Maladjustment to the job, from the employer's point of view, was

also reported by 13 percent of the subjects who were fired from their most

recent jobs.
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Occupational Goals

In answer to the question, "What kind of work would you really like

to be doing ten years from now?" subjects tended to concentrate their responses

in two occupational categories: entrepreneur or professional, and skilled

manual crafts, trades, or technicians (see Table 75). In view of the back-

grounds and experience of the subjects, it seems likely that an element of

fantasy may have been involved in coals of being self-employed or a member of

a professional, or semi-professional, group. To the extent that fantasy was

involved, these hio occupational goals could be expectedexpecte, to reflect discon-

tent with Lice-collar work rather than realistic aspirations that might moti-

vate a youth to improve his occupational qualifications.

TABLE 75

WHAT KIND OF WORK UOULD YOU REALLY LIKE TO BE DOING 10 YEARS FROM NOW

Baltimore St. Louis Total
Kind of Work N=176 N=133 N=309

Percent Percent Percent

Entrepreneur, Professional, and
Semi-Professional 31';, 357; 33%
Executives, M.-Anagers, and

Supervisor 6 6 6
Office clerical and Data
processing 9 10 9
Other clerical and sales 2 4 3

Health, welfare, social service,
and technicians 1 2 2

Crafts, trades, other technicians 32 27 30
Tlachine operator 7 2 5

Factory 1..7ork and semi-skiller! 3 2 3

Other and unskilled 3 4 3
Unspecific 6 6 6

TOTAL 1007 985 100%

Unlmown (number) (16) (5) (21)
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When occupational goal information was being coded, coders reviewed

the descriptions of the subject's current or most recent Job and evaluated the

goal in terms if its possible relation to occupation experience (see Table 76).

More than three-fourths of the subjects' occupational goals were apparently

unrelated to work experience. Abort one-fourth of the subjects, on the other

hand, seemed to have found their occupational roles: 15 percent luoked for-

ward to the same kind of employment, and 8 rercent looked forward to advancing

Lc higher career levels in work that they had experienced.

TABLE 76

CODER'S COMPARISON OF OCCUPATIONAL GOAL TITA MOST RECENT JOB

Comparison
Baltimore

111.76

St. Louis
N=133

Total
N=309

-------

Percent Percent Percent

The same ("about what I'm doing nce) 17% 12% 1.57

Advance ("a supervisor in the store
I work in now') 10 5 3

Different 74 82 77

TOTAL 101% 99% 100%

Unknown (description of goal and/or
most recent job missini) (number) (73) (60) (133)
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Thirty percent of the subjects thought that their chances of achieving

their ten-year occupat:tonal goals were "very good" (see Table 77), and 43 per-

cent thought their chances were "fairly good." A little more then half of the

subjects backed up an cptimistic estimate of goal achievement by reporting

that they saw "nothing" that would hold them back (see Table 78). Lack of

education or training was identifl.ed as the principal possible impediment to

goal achievement-38 percent of the subjects reporting this, as compared to

10 percent for all other impediments (discrimination, healLh, police or employ-

ment record, etc.). These data together with the data describing occupa-

tional goals, indicated that many of the subjects needed and could profit

from programs that upgraded their vocational skills, ?lany other subjects, on

the other hand, probably ne=eded to fix on realistic occupational goals before

such training could be optimally effective.

TABLE 77

SUBJECTS' ESTIMATE OF CHANCES OF GOAL ACHIEVEMENT

Chances of Achieving Baltimore St. Louis Total

Occupational Goal 715176 N -133 Nig309

Percent Percent Percet

Very good

...._

33% 269. 30%

Fairly good 33 55 43

Not so good 19 8 14

Unlikely 15 11 13

TOTAL 10095 100% 100%

Unknown (number) (26) (14) (40)
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TABLE 78

IS THERE ANYTHING THAT NICHT HOLD YOU BACK FROM ACHIEVING OCCUPATIONAL GOAL?

Impediments

Baltimore
N=176

St. Louis
N=133

Total
N=309

Percent Percent Percent

-Nothing holding me back" 42Z 63% 51%

Lack of education r trai-111 42 33 38

Discrim4mattoo 2 1 1

Health 2 0 1

Police record 6 2 4

Erploywent: record 1 0 0

'Myself" 1 1 1

Entrance tests
ilscellaneous (military service,
hate to get up in the mornins)

1

3

0

2

0

3

TOTAL 1007 1022 99%

Unknown (number) (27) ('.3) (40)

Compared to subjects who had never enrolled in Federe. out-of-school

!.Sanpower Programs, enrollee subjects were slightly more apt to :eport ten-year

occupational goals at the skilled manual level or above (see Table 79). En-

rollee subjects were significantly less apt to report goals unrelated to their

most recent work experience, were significantly more pessimistic about their

chances of goal achievement, and were significantly more apt to report that

lack of education or training might hold them back. Those results are not

inconsistent with the, view that occupational aspiration and realization of

preparational deficiency are both cerequisite to participatioh in trairing

programs.
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TABLE 79

SELECTED CHARACTEPISTICS,a OCCUPATIONAL GOALS
BY ENROLLMENT IN FEDERAL OUT-OF-SCHOOL MANPOWER PROGRAMS

Characteristics

Coals in skined manual
work, or above (percent)

Occupational goal unrelated
to ;York experience (percent)

Chance of achieving occupational
goal (meen)D

Lack of education or training
might hold back (percent)

Fever Enrolled
N=259

Ever Enrolled
N=50

Total
N=309

81% 89% 33Z

93% 74 77%

2.0 2.4 2.1

35% 51% 38%

'Means and percentages based on number reporting.

b Eased on a fourpoint scale running from "very good" (1)
to "unlikely' (4).

Lowest Acceptable Salary

Subjects were asked whether, when they were looking for a job, they

had a minimum acceptable rate of pay. In Baltimore, subjects reported an

average minimum of $1.92 per hour and in St. Louis, $2.13 an hour. The dis-

tribution of the responses from these two sites is reported in Table SO.
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TABLE SO

LOWEST ACCEPTABLE SALARY

Category
Baltimore

N=176

St. Loafs
N=133

Total
N=309

Percent Percent Percent

Less than $1.39 5% 2% 4'',

$1.40-$1.74 29 23 26

$1.75-$1.99 20 12 16

$2.00-$2.49 30 33 31

$2.50-$2.99 11 19 15

$3.00-$3.49 4 10 7

Over $3.50 1 2 1

TOTAL 1007 1On 100%

Unknown (number) (2) (5) (7)

Lowest acceptable salary (mean) $1.92 $2.14 $2.01

It is noteworthy that in both cities virtually all of the subjects

wanted more than $1.40 per hour, the rate paid by the Baltimore NYC program.

It seems apparent that for most of these youth, manpower programs cannot use

financial incentives fot participation without raising the rate to $2.00 or

more. This suggests that the r.ajoc inducement offered by these nrograms must

be vocational opportunities and training rather than money alone. Since the

interviewing was conducted a little over two years, on the averape, after

the subjects dropped out of school, it is probable that a lower rate night

have appeared attractive shortly after leaving school.
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Summary

Vhile most of the interviewed subjects were in the labor force, a

high proportion were either unemployed or working only part-time, thus indi-

cating a widespread need for manpower programs. Further evidence of this

need is provided by: the small proportion of their time spent in school

training programsy the large number who left jobs because of dissatisfaction,

personal reasons or being fire& and the wide discrepancy between the respon-

dents' occupational coals and their current jobs. In the next chapter, barriers

to participation in Federal Manpower ?rograms will be explored by examining

the quality of information about these programs, the respondents' impressions

of them and the degree to which they use then.
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Knowled3e and Attitudes Concerning
State Employment Service and Federal TTanpower Programs

Dropouts' perceptions of the manpower services were explored through

number of questions concerning, in turn, the State Employment Service, Youth

Opportunity Centers, the In-School reighborhood Youth Corns, the Out-of-School

Neighborhood Youth Corns, the Job Corps, '!DTA training programs, and New Careers.

Each section of this part of the interview began with the question, "Have you

ever heard of . . .7", and subsequent questions concerning the subjects' experi-

ences with and views of the Program in question were directed only to those

subjects who said that they had heard of the program.

Subjects who had heard of a prograN were next asked whether, if they

wanted to use the program, they would know where to go: and then the interviewer

asked the subject to 'tell me a little about what Itt (the program) does and

who it's for." Responses to this query were the bases for interviewers' ratinc,,s

of level of information: "knows quite a bit about it" (high); "knows only a

little hit about It (slight); or "confused, unclear, or no knowlelge."

Questions were then directed toward the subjects' experience with and impressions

of the various programs.

Two open-ended questions--'What is there about it (the service or

Prozram) that might make a person want to use it?" and 'That is there about it

that might make a person not want to use it?" produced impressions of the

various services and programs. Responses to these questions were tabulated

to reflect as closely as possible the subjects' ideas, and tabulation cate-

gories have been discribed wtth Illustrative quotations from subjects' re-

sponses.
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State Employment Service

Most of the interviewed subjects in both sites (86 r ?rcent in Balti-

more and 83 percent in St. Louis) reported that they had hears' of their State

Employment Service (see Table 81).1 Compared to Baltimore, v(ry significantly

more of the St. Louis subjects (77 percent, as compared with 'r2 percent) knew

where to register with the SES, and very significantly more (i7 percent, as

compared with 32 percent) had actually registered with the Er.pinyment Service.

In both sites, very significantly more subjects knew where register than

actually had registered with the SES. The inhibiting factor, in SES utiliza-

tion for these subjects was probably a function of the subjects' perceptions

of the relevance of the SES to their emnlovment needs. It vas of interest

that interviewers considered only about onefourth of the subjects in both

sites to know "quite a bit" about the ;1ES--a proportion considerably smaller

than the proportion of SES registrants (about one-third in 'Raltimore, and

about one-half in St. Louis).

1
It should be kept in mind that subjects whose ni:rticination in

Federal Manpower programs could be confirmed were elirninatcd prior to inter-
viewing. The information level of such subjects with resne:t to the State
Employment Service, Yvuth Opportunity Centers, and Federal '.fanpower programs
can be expected to be higher than for non-participants.
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SELECTED VARIABLES, STATE EilkLOYMENT SERVICE

Variables
Baltimore St. Louis Total
N=176 N=133

Percent Percent Pec.-.(ant

Had heard of SES 86% 88% 81";

If wanted to register, would
know where 62 77 69
Had registered at SES 32 47 :48

High information level con-
cerning SES 24 26 -'

Had never heard of SES 14 12 1s

Among subjects who had registered with the SES (see Table 82),

approximately the sane perceotays of subjects in both sites reported havir4

gotten a job through the SES (35 percent), having beets. referred tc a !fan-

power Program (10 percent), having been tested 0 coun-:eled (26 percent), and

"nothing happened" (27 percent). Approximately h7lf of the ngistraut subjects

in bath sires reported effective job referrals or referrals to organizations

serving youth (trel.ning prr2Trams or, in 71timore, Jae Youth Oppol"mnity eau-

ter).
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TABLE 82

STATE ErPLOTMENT SERVICF ACTIONS,
ALL SUBJECTS REGISTUIED IN SCS

SES Actions

Referrals
To employers:

Baltimore St. Louis Total
N55 N.,62 N=117

Percent Percent Percent

Got job 33% 37% 35%

Did not get job 9 24 17

To Federal tfanpooer Programs:
NYC 0 3 2

Job Corps 2 2 2

ITTA 5 6 6
To YOC 11 0 5

Subtotal, referrals 60% 72% 07%

Other
13Z
15

15%
10

14%
12

Tested
Counseled
Helned prepare for job intervieo 11 2 6

Unemployment compensation 7 0 1

Subtotal, other 417 27% 33%

Nothirg happened 29! 27% 27%

10TALa 110% 126% 127%

aMore than one action could be repotted.

Two questions elicited imnrussions concerning the SES: "ghat is there

about it that might make a person want to use it?" and "What is there about it

that might make a person not want to use it?" Positive Impressions concerning

the program generally were produ,ed by the first question, except that some

^ubjects reported that there was no reason" %by a person night want to use
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the program (thus responding negatively to the first question); and some sub-

jects reported that there "no reason" why a person might not want to use

the program (thus responding positively to the second question).

More than half of the subjects who had heard of the SES (52 Percent

in Baltimore and 71 percent in St. Louis) reported that a person might want to

use the service as an effective way of getting a job (see Table 83); and an

additional 10 percent of the subjects, on the average, renol7ted that the staff

quality of the SES was a nlus factor. All told, 61 percent of the. Baltimore

subjects, and 76 percent of the St. Louis subjects, thus endorsed the effec-

tiveness and quality of SES activities. On the other hand, about one fifth

of the subjects in both sites either expressed reservations, criticism, or

failed to report any reason why a person might want to use the SES.

Reports of sources of information probably represented the subjects'

ideas of valid and probable sources of information to some extent--that is,

a subject's report that he had heard about the SES from frlenis did not ex-

clude knowing about the SES from other sources such as public annonncements.

Multiple sources of Information "era rarely reported, however, so that the

dropout's marked tendency to resort his own social networks as information

sources connoted exclusion of institutional sources of information either

absolutely (actually never heard of SFS exclA through friends) or qualita-

tively (placed credence primarily in what ware heard of SES through friends).
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TABLE 83

INFRESStON3 OF THE EMPLOYMVIT SERVICE, PART 1
AL'. SUBJECTS WHO HAD HEARD OF THE S;-:S

What is there about SES that might Baltimore St. fortis Total
make a persoa want to use it? N=151 N=117 N=268

Pacent Percent Percerit

Convenience location 12 12 12

Referral effectiveness
"Quickness of finelng you a job,"
"if you really want a job, they
can give you one 52 71 60

SES servize

16 11

"No charge for finding you a
hustle, 'fair in dealings,"

"Feels as though they really
want you to have a job"

Quality of jobs

9 2 6

"They Five you good jobs,"
"jobs you have scne interest
in

Reservations
You suppose be able to get a job
quick," "they have good jobs for
some people,' If you quelify,
they might help you" 2 3 2

"No reason" (critical of SES) 2 5 3

Nune of ebove
Get working permit, unemployment
compensation. "helps dropouts,"
"a place for white peopie and
not the Negro," "job trainino" 5 3

No response 1' 10 12

TOTAL 101" 100% 992
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Private sources of information--the subjects' friends, families, or

family friends--were most often reported in answer to the question, "Now did

you hear but the State Employment Service?" (see Table 8C. Significantly

more St. Louis (15 percent) than Baltimore subjects (5 percent) reported hav-

ing heard through their schools or neighborhood centers. Institutional person-

nel informing subjects of the SES played a minor role in both sites, how-

ever, and the major public source of information concerning the SES was im-

personal general announcement. Subjects often reported public announcement

together with other sources of information and, in such cases, the other

sources of information were taoulated. The frequencies for public announce-

ment thus reflected reports of such announcements as the sole source of in-

formation.

TABLE 64

SOURCES OF INFORMATION ABOUT SES, ALL SUBOECTS 14E0 RAP BEARD OF SFS

Sources of information
Baltimore

Nm151
St. Louis
Nall?

Total
N=268

Percent Percent Percent

Private
Friends 39X 432 411

Family, family friends 35 25 31

Pvblic
YOC 2 0 1

School 2 8 5

Neighborhood Center 3 7 5

Ads I. announcements 15 16 15

Other public, including
public and private 4 1 2

TOTAL 100" 1002 1007

Unknown (number) (3) (2) (5)
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Turning to considerations that might make a person not want to use

the SES (see Table 85), approximately half of the subjects either stated that

there was "no reason" or failed to give any reason that night inhibit the use

of the SES. In addition, about 10 percent of the subjects reported that "the

person himself' might be a reason for not using the SES because he might not

want to work, or might not need to use the SES. Appl-oximately one-third of

the subjects reported specific defects in the 3E3 that mig%t make a person

not want to use it--slowness, undesirability of jobs, and the quality of SES

personnel.

Hard-and-fast conclusions cannot easily be drawn fro-1 the unstruc-

tured responses to these questions but, considered tof!ether. subjects' responses

on plus and minus factors in the SES provide some indication of the image of

the SES that night - -in view of the fact that most users hear of the SES through

friends--influence the use of the SES. Puttine, together the two sides of SES

impressions, it can be concluded _hat reports of the SES would include specific

mentions of good features in about two-thirds of the cases and specific men-

tions of bad features in about one-third of the casl. The rood reports might

be premised on the :Idea that the inquirer really wanted a job and was, perhaps,

more interested in employment, as such, than in a specific kind of work. The

bad reports night "turn off" would-be users of the service.
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TABLE E5

IMPRESSIONS OF THE EPTPLOYMENT SERVICE, PART 7
ALL SUBJECTS WHO HAD HEARD OF SES

What is there about the SES that
might make a person not want to
use it?

Locations lack cf information

The person himself
"If they don't want h 10b,"
"just plain lazy," "lack
of education"

SES Serviceslowness
'Too damn slow,- 'you have to
keep going back," "they keen
you welting all day," "nothing,
unless they don't like sitting
and standing around all day"

SES Service--Other
"Seems like they is trying to find
out what you can't do;' "too many
phoney people," "refer young
people to other agencies," 'white
personnel are prejudiced'

Quality of jobs
"Try to put you on a job you don't
want or has low pay," "never of-
fers anything important," "it's
better to go out an look for a
job on your own"

"No reason" (supportive of SES)

None of above
"They take money out of your pay-
check,- 'they might make you go
to work," "everything"

No response

TOTAL

Baltimore
N=151

St. Louis
N=117

Total
N=2

Percent Percent Percent

5% 1% 3%

12 0 10

13 17 15

3 9 6

13 12 13

11 15 13

5 3 4

36 35 36

100% 100% 100%
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Youth Opportunity Center

Subjects in both sites reported about the same knowledge and util.iza-

tion of YOC! About three-fourths had heard of the service, a little more than

half knew its location, and about 2 out of 5 had registered with the YOC (see

Table 8G). As with information concerning the SES, the proportion of subjects

who impressed their interviewers as knowing "quite a bit" about the service

was substantially smaller than the proportion who reported registration.

TABLE 86

SELECTED VARIABLES, YOUTH OPPORTUNITY CENTa

Variables
Baltimore St. Louis
N=176 N=133

Total
N=309

Percent Percent Percent

Had heard of YOC 74% 77% 76%
If wanted to register, would
know where 56 53 54

Had registered, YOC 40 38 39

H .01 information level con-

cerning YOC 20 19 20
Had never heard of YOC 16 23 24

Although about ta same Percentages of subjects in both sites re-

ported YOC registration (56 percent in Baltimore, and 53 percent in St. Louth),

the proportion of YOC registrants who reported getting a Job through YOC, or

being referred to a training program through YOC, was significantly higher in

Baltimore than in St. Louis (see Table 87). Compared to SES registrants in

Baltimore, also, very significantly more Baltimore YOC registrants (70 percent)

than Baltimore SES registrants (40 percent) reported getting a job or being

referred to a training program.
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TaLE 87

YOC ACTIONS, ALL SUBJECTS REGISTERED IN YOC

Baltimore St. Louis Totn1
Actions N=70 N=51 N:=121

Perc.-!nt Percent Percent

Referrals
To employers:

Got a job 5C2 'o5% 53%
Did not get a job c 16 11

To train L:? programs:
NYC 3 0 2

Job Corps 0 4 2

OJT 1 0 1

?fOTA 7 0 4

Subtotal, referrals 76?, 659 73%

Other
Tested 17% 4% 12Z

Counseled 26 16 21

Helped prepare for job interview 14 12 13

Subtotal, other 57% 32% 46%

Nothing_ happened 13X 25Z 18%

TOTALS 1462 1227, 131

aMore than one action could be reported.

Most of the subjects in both sites (63 percent in Baltimore, and 68

percent in St. Louis) reported having heard about the YOC through their own

friends or through their family and family friends (see Table 88).
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TABLE 88

SOURCES OF INFORMATION ABOUT YOC, ALL SUBJECTS WHO HAD HEARD OF YOC

Sources
Baltimore
N=131

St. Louis
N=103

Total
N=234

Percent Percent

Private
Friends 44? 607, 517.

Family, family friends 19 8 15

Public
School 6 10 8

Neighborhood Center 2 7 4

Ads, announcement only 20 10 16

Public and private 8 5 7

TOTAL 997, 1007 101%

Unknown (number) (2) (3) (5)

Most of the subjects who had heard of YOC found something Rood to say about

it in response to the question, "What night make a person want to use it?"

(see Table 89). YOC functionsyouth specialization and referrals to jobs

or training--came through clearly in most of the responses to this question.

At the same time, a few subjects supnested he:e that a person might not want

to use YOC, expressing reservations about the service or saying that there

was "no reason" a person would want to use it (4 percent of all subjects),

and 15 percent of the subjects found nothing to say. Some subjects, also

(10 percent of all subjects who had heard of YOC), indicated that they had

confused the YOC with a work training program.
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TABLE 89

PfrinssioN1 OF YOC, PART 1, ALL SUBJECTS WHO HAD HEARD OF YOC

Mat is there about the YOC that
might make a person want to uce it?

El? ltimore

N=131
St. Louis

N=103
Total
N=234

Percent Force i7t Percent

Referral effectiveness
"It helps people ;;et jobs," "to
get into training programs,"
"friends had gotten job at YOC"

Youth specialization

24%

21

54X,

11

35%

16

"Help young teenagers who are
out of school to find employ-
ment,' "helps find summer em-
ployment," "they have a lot of
suggestions abut training, Jobs,
and going back to school"

YOC service
"They can get you a job if the
ES can't," "they really try
their best to help people
and give them good jobs" 36 7 12

Qualitypf_jobs
7 1 4'They get you a good job

Reservations

5 2 3

"They really help a person find
work but the jobs aren't that
good, "they do find jobs if
you are patient," "they get you
pretty nice jobs sometimes"

None of the abode
'Helps trill you to do some kind
of work, "start you off at a
reasonable salary for 4 days'
work," "gets jobs for students
who have families who can't
afford to send their kids to
school' 14 5 10

"No reason" 1 2 1

No report 13 18 15

TOTAL 1012 100i 997.
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The generally good impresion of YOC on study subje(ts was also

indicated by responses to the question, 'What might make a perlen notwant to use
;

YOC?" .:see Table 90). Two- thirds of all subjecrl who had heerd about YOC

gave no indication th6t they thoup:It there was Lnything, abou YOC that would

prevent its use: 45 percent gave no response, 12 percent sad there was "no

reason" not to want to use it, and 9 percent indicate,1 that !;'the person him-

self" (rather than YOC) might be a disqualifying factor. TI-ct most frequently

reported inhibiting aspect of YOC was the kind of j0):: a person might get

through the service.

Considering the responses to both qLestions, the impression made by

OC in St. Louis was better in several respects than that 'in Baltimore :. Al-

though about the same proportions of subjects remarked on!YOC's service in

referring youths to jobs or training (73 percent in St. Lmia, and 6(s percent

in Baltimore), comparatively more Baltimore subjects specified defects in

YOC service (1 percent, as compared with 2b percent), ald comparatively more

Baltimore subjects' responses connoted some misconceptioA of YOC functions

(16 percent, as compared with 6 percent).
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TABLE 90

IMPRESSIONS OF YOC, PART 2, ALL SUBJECTS WHO HAD HEARD OF YOC

What is there about YOC that might
make a person not wan-. to use it?

Baltimore St. Louis
1 =131 N=103

Total
N=234

Percent Percent Percent

Location, lack of information 1% 0% 02

The person himself
An older person would not want
to use it because of the salary,"

"if a person didn't like sugges-
tions about training, jobs, and
going back to school," if you
don't wan:: the Job Corps," "if
he wants to be a thug and hang
in the streets"

YOC service--slowness
"Have to keep coming Lack,"
"a lot of kids don't havt.: the

time"

YOC service--other
"The way they treat people," they

don't be doing nothing for you."
"don't show enough concern," "ask
tco =my questions"

Qualitf of lobs
"A person maybe can find a better
job by going to the company and
in less time,' "send you beyond the
city limits when there are jobs
in the city': "might not: be the

job you want"

Nom: of above
"Only for students," "il he
doesn't want training," 'they
don't get summer jobs"

"No reason'

lo report

TOTAL

10 9

7 11 9

4 4 4

27 13 21

2 1. 1

14 9 12

38 53 45

101% 1012 101%
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Summary, SES and YOC

In all, 17 percent of the study subjects reporter! ever having gotten

a job or been referred to a training program through the SES, and 26 percent

reported ever having gotten a jcb or been referred to a training program through

YOC. Barriers to the utilization of these serv::.ces included lack of informa-

tion and impressions of the services that might be expected to "turn off" would-

be dsern. Since 'friends" were a very important source of information, the

fact that about 50 percent of all study subjects expressed reservations, mis-

conceptiols, or specific criticisms of the SES and the YOC could be expected

to restrict the reaen of these services. Good reports of the SES and the YOC,

1.t is true, outnumbered bad reports and were urdoubtedly instrumental in getting

some subjects to the SES and the YOC.

Federal Manpower Programs

Although this study was focused on young men who had not enrolled

in out-of-school Federal Manpower Programs (the Out-of-School NYC, the Job

Corps, liDTA programs, or New Careers), it proved unfeasible to eliminate all

such youths prior to interview. Some youths ware excluded at the outset be-

cause of their known participation in these programs, however; with the reeult

that tie subjects described in this section cannot be considered as "samples"

of program populatiors. It is possible, furthermore, that the partial ex-

clusion of participants in Manpower Programs ninimized the reflection of

dropouts with In-School NYC experience in the results. Although such subjects

were rot intentionally excluded, there were acme indications that 7n-School
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NYCers were more apt to enroll in Out-of-School Manpower Programs and thus

were more apt to be excluded from the study. In all, 18 subjects reported

In-School NYC enrollment, and 6 of these also reported enrollment in the Out-

ofSchool Manpower Programs--a significantly higher percentage than that of

subjects who had not enrolled in the In-School NYC.

In the original samnle, 76 subjects were found, prior to interviewing,

to have participated in manpower programs (47 in Baltimore and 29 in St. Louis).

Manpower program participation for 50 additional subjects was determined through

interviewing. In total, 19 percent of the original sample plus replacements

participated in Federal Manpower Programs. A greater percentage of Baltimore

subjects participated in the Job Corps (16 percent, as compared to 5 percent

in St. Louis), and more St. Louis subjects participated in the NYC (9 percent,

as compared to 4 percent in Baltimore). (See Table 91)
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TABLE 91

PARTICIPATION OF TOTAL SAME IN
FEDERAL MANPOWER PROGRAMS BY SITE

Program Participation
Determined

Baltimore
N 7

St. Louis Total
,te

Job Corns
Prior to interview 42 12% 3 45 7%

trough interview 15 4 12 4

57
2/ k_

Total 57 16'i 15 72 11%

Out-of-School NYC
Prior to interview 6 2% 2e 9% 34 5%
Through interview 7 2 2 1 9 1

Total 13 4% 30 10 43 6%

MDTA
Prior to interview 0 07 0 0% 0 0%
Through interview 7 2 3 1 10 2

Total 7

.

2% 3 17 10 2%

No or more programs 2 1% 2 1%, 4 1%

Sub-total, Manpower Programs 79 23% 50 177. 129 20%

Non-Participants 145 42% 114 36% 259 39%
Military, not interviewed 57 16 54 17 113 17
Other, not determined 66 10 100 31 166 25

TOTAL SUBJECTS 347 100% 318 101h 665 101%

Information thas systematically secured roncerninp five Federal Man-

power programs: the In-School Neighborhood Youth Corps, the Out-of-School

Neighborhood Youth Corps, the Job Corps, YDTA training programs, and New

Careers. Only nir,e subjects -..: in Baltimore and 4 in St. Louie -- reported hav-

ing heard of New Careers. None of these subjects had enrolled in New Careers,

and 7 of the 9 had not thought of applying. The role of New Careers in the
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activities of study subjects was thus negligible.

In both sites, by far the nost widely known program was the Job

Corps (see Table 92). Almost every !ztvz!)? subject had heard of the Job Corps,

and 9 percent of them had actoall; enrolled in the ?rogram. In Baltimore,

approximately the same percentages subjects reported having heard of the

NYC and the MDTA (about 27 percent), and the same percentages of subjects re-.

ported enrollment in these programs (5 percent). In St. Louis, preliminary

work in sewing up the study had removed most Out-of-School NYC enrollees from

the study group and only 2 percent of the St. Louis study subjects had any

experience with the Out-of-School NYC. Twenty-eight percent of the St. Louis

subjects hac..heardof the Out-of-School NYC, howev.-considerably fewer than

had heard of the In-School NYC (45 percent) or the MDTA (43 percent).

Most of the subjects who had heard of the various programs hrd not

considered applying to them. Lack of interest in the program thus constituted

a second barrier to participation. In the widely-known Job Corps, lack of

interest apparently cancelled much of the potential advantage of widespread

recognition--even though, for example, three times as many subjects had heard

about the Job Corps as the Out-of-School NYC, three times as many subjects ver.:

net personally interested in the Job Corps as were not personally interested in

tFe Out-of-School NYC. The tnlatively smaller amount of real interest in the

Job Corps was also evidenced by enrollments considered as a portion of all

who thought of applying. About half of the subjects who reported considering

the Out-of-School NYC and MDTA programs--those who thought about applying,

C.lose who applied and those who actually arolledactually enrolled in these

programs, while only about one-third of the subjects who considered the Job

Corps ae..aally enrolled.
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TABLE 92

SUBJECTS' RECOGNITION OF AND INTEREST IN FEDERAL MANPOWER PPOGRAMS
BY SITE AND PROGRAM

Recognition and Interest
I/S
NYC

Pis
NYC

Job
Corps MDTA

Percent Percent Percent Percent

Baltimore (N=176).

Heard of program
Enrolled 6! 5% 9% 5%

Applied, but did not enroll 2 2 5 2

Thought about applying 2 2 22 3

Did not consider applying 20 17 61 17

Subtotal, heard of program 30% 26% 97% 27%

Never heard of program 70% 74% 3% 73%

TOTAL 100Z 100% 100% 100%

St. Louis (N=133)

Heard of pram
Enrolled 8% 2% 10% 4%

Applied, but did not enroll 2 3 6 2

Thought about applying 2 2 9 6

Did not consider applying 31 20 71 29

Subtotal, heard of ::.cogram 437. 27% 96% 41%

Never heard of program 571; 73% 4% 59%

TOTAL 100% 100% 100/ 100%

Total (N,s309)

Heard of program
Enrolled 6% 3Z 9% 47

Applied, but did not enroll 2 2 5 2

Thought about applying 2 2 17 5

Did not consider applying 25 20 65 22

Subtotal, heard of program 35% 27% 96% 33%

Never heard of program 65% 73% 44 67%

TOTAL 1002 1002 100% 1007
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Between half and two-thirds of the subjects who had heard of the

programs--depending on the program and the site--reported that they knew the

program's lccation (see Table 93). In general, St. Louis subjects were more

apt to know locations, with at least three-fifths of the subjects who had heard

of each program knowing where it vas and, in the case of Out-of-School NYC,

four-fifths. The whereabouts of MDTA was most apt to be known in Baltimore

(65%), and the locations of other programs were only slightly less apt to be

known.

TABLE 93

SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS, EXPERIENCE IN AND WOWLEDGE OF MANPOWER PROGRAMS
BY SITE AND PROGRAM- -ALL SUBJECTS WHO HAD HEARD OF PRO'.P\MS

Characteristics
I/S
NYC

0/S
NYC

Jcb

Corps MDTA

Baltimore
Had heard of program (numbe.:) (52) (46) (170) (48)

If wanted to apply, would know
where 56% 50: 57% 65%
Information level rated 'high" 33% 28% 36% 21%
Enrolled in program 19% 20% 9% 17%

St. Louis
Had heard of program (number) (57) (36) (128) (55)

If wanted to apply, would know
where 63% 83% 632 60%
Information level rated "high" ]9Z '97 35% 25%
Enrolled in program 18% 8% 10% 9%

Total
Had heard of program (number) (109) (82) (298) (103)

If wanted to apply, would know
where 60% 672 697, 62%
Information level rated "high" 26% 24% 34% 23%
Enrolled in propram 18% 15% 10% 137
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The proportion cf study subjects who had ever emi:olled in 7e.!eral

Manpower progrsma was very small (see Table 94) and enrollments rarely lasted

for more than six months. Even through program experience was thus generally

limited, it wds of interest that most of the enrollees in the NYC and MDTA

programs reported that their program experiences had helped them to get jobs,

while the percentage of Job Corpsmen who reported that their experience had

helped them to get jobs was lower.

TABLE 94

SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS, PROGRAM EXPERIENCE

Characteristics
I/S

NYC
0/S
NYC

Job
Corps MDTA

Percent Percent Percent Percent

Baltimore (N=176)

6% 5% 9% 5%Ever enrolled in program

St. Louis (N=133)

8% 2% 10% 4%Ever enrolled in program

Total (N=309)

Ever enrolled in program 6% 4% 9% 4%
It program 6 months or less 5 3 7 4

Program helped subject get a job 5 3 4 3
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Sources of Information Concerning Federal manpower Programs

The three most frequently mentioned sources of information concerning

manpower programs were friends, school, and public announcements (see Table 95).

Friends were most frequently mentioned in both sites for each program with the

exception of the St. Louis In-School NYC, In this instance, friends were re-

ported as the information source by 41 percent of the subjects who 11...d heard

of the program, ane school, by 43 percent. In St. Louis, school was also an

important information source for the Out-of-School NYC, being, reported by 19

percent of the subjects who had heard of the Out-of-School NYC. In Baltir,oro,

school wrs an iniportanc information source for the In-School NYC (22 percent),

but was reported as a source by 7 percent, or less, of the subjects in con-

nection with other programs.

Public announcements were fairly important sources of information

connection with all Baltimore programs, bein[-, reported as the sole souzce b;

from 13 percent to 27 percent of the subjects who had heard of the various pYo-

grams. In St. Louis, public announcements were important information sources

only for the Jots Corp e (30 percent) and the 11ITA rcrcent).

In view of the relatively slight actual experience with Federal _an-

power Programs reflected in the study, most of the impressions that subjects

had of these prog:ami vere derived from the hearsay cf their friends and from

public announcements. Word-of-mouth intonation from informed personnel was

a relatively minor information source with the exception of school sources in

connection with the In-Schocl NYC.
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TABLE 95

HOW .SUBJECTS HEARD ABOUT FEDERAL MANPOWER PROGi:MS
BY SITE AND PROGRAM

Site & Source of Information NYC
0/5
NYC

Job
Corps MDTA

Baltimore
Number who had heard of program 52 46 169 47

Percent
Heard about program through:

Private sources
Friends 39% 52% 41% 43%
Family, relatives, family friends 4 9 12 12

Public sources
Employment Service, YOC 4 4 6 6

School 22 7 2 2

Neighborhood Center 6 9 4 6

Ads and announcements only 14 13 27 26

P.olic and private sources 12 4 8 4

TOTAL 101% 98% 100% 99%

St. Louis
Number who had heard of program 56 36 128 54

Percent
Heard about program through:

Privateseurces
Friends 41% 44% 45% 46%
Family, relatives, family friends 4 3 7 9

Public sources
Employment Service, YOC 0 11 9 9
School 43 19 2 7

Neighborhood Center 4 11 6 6
Ads, announcements only 4 8 30 17

Public and private sources 5 3 1 6

TOTAL 101% 99% 100% 100%

Total
NMber who had heard of program 107 82 297 101

Percent
Heard about program through:

Private sources
Friends 40% 43% 45%
Family, relatives, family friends 4 6 10 11

Public sources
Employment Service, YOC 2 9 7 R
School 33 12 2 5

Neighborhood Center 5 10 5 6
Ads, announcements only 8 11 28 21

Public and privat.1 sources 8 3 4 5

TOTAL 100% 100% 99Z 101%
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Impressions of the In-School NYC

Less than one-tenth of the study subjects in both sites had ever been

enrolled in the In-School NYC, but 30 percent of the Baltimore subjects and 43

percent of the St. Louis subjects reported that they had heard of the prcgram.

A little more than two-thirds of the subjects who had heard of the In-School

NYC specified reasons why a person might want to enroll in the In- School NYC

(see Table 96). The work itself--the pay, what enrollees did--was mentioned

favorably in about half of the responses, while general career or educational

opportunity was mentioned in the remainder of the reasons.

Turning to reports of what might make a person not want to enroll,

nearly half of the subjects who had heard of the In-School NYC did not report

any reason, another one-fifth specifically stated that there was "no reason ",

and 5 percent reported in this connection that something about the person- -

rather than the vrogramight produce this situation. All told, about thrco-

fourthd of the subjects passed un the opportunity to criticize the program

provided by this part of the interview. Aspects of the program that might

inhibit enrollm,mt included poor pay, slow pay, part-time work, restriction to

juniors and seniors (in St. Louis), interference with study, and lack of real
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TABLE 96

IMPRESSIONS OF THE IN-SCHOOL NYC, SUBJECTS NH/ KNEW OF PRO3RAM, BY SITE

Impressions
Baltimore St:. Louis Total

N..52 N =i7 N=109

Percent Perent Percent__
What might rake a person want to enroll?

Pay
Earn lunch money, carfare, extra money 17%

39%
18%

Work and working conditions
Jobs not hard, good job;,, only
work 4 days and get paid for
whole week 10 7 8

Educational uportunity
Work and stay in school. 19 0 19

Employment or career opportunity
Helps you get other jobs, helps
train for different jobs 23 i9 21

Other
Something to do, keep out of
trouble 4 12 3

No reason (critical of NYC) 0 2 1

Not reporting 27 '32 29

TOTAL, Want to enroll 100% .00% 95V,

What might make a person not want to enroll?

The person himself
Not interested in self-betterment

Pay
They only pay $1.40 an hour,
slow about paying

Work and working conditions
Only alloyed to work 26 hours a
week, for juniors and seniors
only, temporary work

Other
Works too slow to get people right
kind of job, takes too much time
from study, might not get a job

No reason (endorsement of NYC)
Not reporting

8% 2% 5%

17 13

0 7 4

8 12 10

23 j 19 21

44 51 48

TOTAL, Not want to enroll 100% 98% 101%
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Impressions of the Out-of-School NYC

Compared to the In-School NYC, even fewer study subjects had ever

been enrolled in the Out-of-School INC (5 percent in Baltimore and 2 percent

in St. Louis), and only 27 percent of the study subjects reported that they

had ever heard of the program. About two-thirds of the subjects who had heard

of the program reported reasons why a person might want to enroll in it, with

the work itself and the opportunity that it represented receiving about equal

mention (see Table 97). Some subjects (one-tenth of all subjects reporting)

criticized the pro9nsm at this ooint, saying; sarcastically that a person night

want to enroll "if you like low wa-es,' or stating that there was "no reason'

why a netson would want to enroll. A few subjects, also (4 percent of all re-

porting) had evidently confused the nrcmam with the Job Corps in that they

referred to getting away from hoe*. as a program feature.

Negative impressions of the propran were reported by 38 percent of

the Baltimore subjects and by 18 percent of the St. Louis subjects. All of

these negative impressions implied consideration of the NYC as a job and

emphasized the pay, work, working conditions, and pro:;ram staff. Fatty sub-

jects used this cart of the interview to endorse the program or, at least, not

knock it: 12 percent stating, that there vas "no reason" why a person might

not want to enroll, and 10 percent noting tl'at nersonal reasons extraneous

to the proeram night be a factor. In addition, as with the In School NYC,

about half of the subjects did not say anything at this point.

1 r 9J,
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TABLE 97

I!PRESSIONS OF THE OUTOF-SCHOOL NYC, SUBJECTS WHO KNEW OF PROGRAM, BY SITE

Baltimore St. Louis Total
Impressions N=46 N=36 N=82

What might make a person want to enroll?

Pay

Percent Percent Percent.

2% 87, 57,An easy way to male a buck
Work

Jobs for people who can't find work,
cnance to woe: around young children 14 25 24

Careor, personal development
Could help you get started. training
fo..7 a better job, place for younp
people who have dropped out of
school to get help 33 25 29

NYC environment
Tha people are nice and they pet you
pretty good jobs 4 6 5

Criticism of program
No reason to enroll, if you can't
get any thing better, if you like
lcw wages 11 6 9

"No Reason" 3 0 1

Coni:us!on

4 3 4'U!avel and get away from home
Not reporting 20 28 23

Total, want to enroll 1017 101% 100%

What might make a person not want to enrol)?

The person himself
They don't want to work, they don't
need it .1% 14% 109;

Pay
Sularies too low, they pay only every
other week 20 8 15

Vo.:k

the kind of work they send you to 7 0 4

WC: environment and conditions
Personnel is not too cool, would
rather work full-tine, you have to
wait too long 9 6 7

Career, personal development
Only temporary jobs, not for future 2 3 2

'No Reason" (endorsement of NYC) 9 17 A2

Ccnfusion
Travel and tnt away from home 2 3 2

Nct rerortino 46 50 48

TOTAL, Not want to enroll 102Z 1017, lonz

TE-3-
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Impressions of the Job Corps

Althougl only 9 percent of the study subjects had ever enrolled in

the Job Corps, almost everyone had heard of this program. The program feature

of getting away from home was important to subjects' impressions-16 percent

of the subjects who had heard of the program Ainking that this might be a

reason to enroll, and 30 percent, thinking, that this might be a reason not to

enroll (see Table 91).

Approximately four-fifths of the subjects who had heard of the Job

Corns thought that a person might want to enroll in this program because of

the vocational opportunity that it represented or because the Job Corps experi-

ence in itself was a good thing--the nay, the quality of the exnerience. One-

fifth of the subjects, htwever, die, not ref.oct any reason for joining the Job

Corps or explicitly stated that there was "no reason.' why a nerson might want

to join.

The fact that the Job Corps was "for" disadvantaged youths was noted

as a possible: teason for not wanting to enroll in it. This aspect of the Job

Corps, together with negotive imp-sessions of the Job Corps experience, accounted

for all of the specified negative inn-cessions other than those associated with

?saving home. All told, 56 nercent of all subjects who had heard of the Job

Corps reported specific reasons uhy a person might not want to enroll in it.

This was a much higher percentage: than comparable percentages in the In-School

NYC (32 percent) or the Out-of-School NYC (38 percent).
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TABLE 98

InPRESSIONS OP THE JOB CORPS, SUBJECTS WHO KNET/ OP THE P:10GRATI, B? SITE

Impressions

What might make a person want to enroll?

Getting and being away_ from home

Baltimore St. Louis Total
1:1=169 N=128 N=297

Percent Percent Percent

Some people like to travel, helps you
get away from your friends and learn
better, if you can't find anything
else In the street and volt to work 19% 13% 16%

Job Coro experience
It's a pretty regular outfit, lot of
fun, meet new people, clean place to
sleep and work, can teach you things .

that school sometimes can't, gives
yon a new start 5 4 5

Career value, vocational opportunity
They train you for a job to rake sore
long bread, $50 a mo-;th and learn 9.

trade, School droper.sts can get a 1).etto..

job and training 59 57 58
Other

Keep from being drafted 1 2

"No Reason" (critical of Job Corps) 0 6 3

Not reportine 16 18 17

TOTAL_,_ :,ent to .3nroli 100% 100% 100%

What might rake c perton not want to enroll?

The ninselt_person
Pride--being enbarassed, don't need it,
don't like meeting, new neop?.e 117 27 7%

Getting and being away from hone
Too far from home, might get huresick 29 31 30

Job Corps Experience
Too much school, have to wear JC
clothes, no girls, fines, racial troubles,
unqualified instructors, low pay, long
hours, waiting period, just gives a
nigger something to do, for people vho
can't pet a job otherwise 19 20 19

No Reason' (endorsement of Job Corps) 7 5 6

Not reporting 34 41 37

TOTtL, not wart to enroll 100% 997 99%
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Impressions of the MDTA

Four percent of all study subjects had ever enrolled in an MDTA train-

ing program, and one-fAxd of all subjects had ever heard of this program. In

specifying why a person night want to get into an MDTA course, 53 percent of

thos'! who had heard of the program mentioned vocational opportunity, including

the earn and learn features of MDTA (see Table 99). Slightly more than one -

third of those who had heard of the 111)TA did not give any reason why a person

might. want to join, ,.nd the rest gave "reasons" that suggested misconceptions

of tle programfor example, that it was "for" alcoholics, dropouts, or people.:

who could get no other job, or that it was a substitute for regular school.

One percent of the subjects said there was "no rearon" why a person would want

to vae the MDTA.

As for reasons why a person might not want to use the TtDTA, 56 per-

cent of all subjects who had heard of the program did not respond, 13 petce;It

said that there was "no reason" why a person 4ouldn't want to use the 'IDFA,

and 8 percent noted that is person might not want it because he didn't need it

or was ignorant of It. Slecified drawbacks to the program were reported by

23 percent of the sCojects who had heard of the program and who noted that,

as a job, MDTA paid poorly; as vocational preparation, ,IDTA did not lead to

good jobs; and, as an experience, VDTA involved classes and supervision.
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TABLE 99

IMPRESSIONS OF THE nTA, SUBJETS VH0 ENW OF THE PROCRAM, ny SITE

Impressions

Baltimore
N=47

St. Louis
N=54

Total
N=101

What might mete a person want to enroll?

The person i;imself

Percent Percent Percent

People who are alcoholics, who
can't get ocher jobs, dropouts RZ 4% 6%

Earn, earn and learn
Need a job, paid while learning
a trade 15 11 13

oppov:unity, vocational training_General

Helps you advance; career handed
down to you if I didn't know how
to do nothing, they would show
me how 31 47 40

!111TA experience

You only wok a week 3r clic), learn

what you world have it regular
school 6 2 4

"No Reason" (critical or progra.1) 0 2 1

Not reporting 40 34 37

TOTAL, want to enroll 100% 100% 101%

Mat might make a perscli. not w5at to ,cro12?

The person himself
Don't rt8e. it, '.pint it, or krow

about it 9% 7% CZ

Pay, conditons
Not a steady jo low pay, fines 17 13 14

1DTA experience
Classes y(u have to go to, super-
vision, cLn't gF.t the jobs you're
skilled for, they don't have all
the equipment 13 5

"No Reason" (endorsement of ;ETA) 6 18 13

Not reporting 56 56 56

TOTAL, not wane to enroll 101% 99Z 1005:
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Summary

The extent and character of information concerning manpower services

and programs obviously influence? the utilization of these agencies. The Em-

ployment Service, the Youth Opportunity Centers, and the Job Corps were widely-

known in the sense that most subjects had heard of these agencies. Knowiag an

agency by name, however, was considerably more prevalent than having a oracti-

cal knowledge of it--knowing where to go if one vented to register, and know-

ing what it did. Finally, even though most of the subjects had never enrolled

in any of the out-of-school Federal manpower Programs, negative im)tessions

had been formed that might prevent the subject from trying to utilize these

programs.

Although 96 percent of the subjects wl.,o had never enrolled in any

Federal Vanpowar program had heard of the Job Cc -pl, only 51 percent knew where

to go in order to apply, and only 27 percent impressed their interviewers as

knowing "quite a bit" .'out the Corps (se: Table 100). Forty-five percent of

these subjects, n_:-erthlless, exp.es,,ed spcxific critL!..sms of this program.

With reect to the Out-of-School NYC and th'; TIDTA, lack of informa-

tion rather than '71.2 presanceof negative impressions, appeared to be the major

informational bar:iers to participation.
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TABLE ino

IN7ORMATION RELATING TO OUT-OF-SCHOOL NYC, JOB CORPS, AND !TTA,
SELECTED CHARACTERInICSa

BY ENROLLMNT IN FEDERAL MANPOWER PROGRAMS

Characteristics

Jut-uf-School Job

Corps !DTA
Never Ever Never Ever Never Ever

Had heard of program

Perr;ant Percent Percent

24% 40% 96% 100% 31% 43%

Had heard of pro7ram and:
Knew louation 15 31. 51 93 17 M
Knew "quite a bit" about it 4 20 27 76 4 26

Specified negative
impressionsb 5 1P 45 62 7 16

aPercentaps ,msed on Nev:?: Enrc,Ied N,259, .ad Ever Enrolled
N-50.

b Specific crlicisms of service r program exT,ressed in response
to 'What is .here about ('t) t-wt mict mai:: a per3on no__want
to use it?"
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Variables Associated with Quality of Employment Outcomes

The relationship of many variables -- inadequate education, lack of skill

and work experience, unawareness of available training and job opportunities,

and discrimination--to the labor market difficulties of Negro male school dropouts

are well understood. Less is known, however, about the interaction among economic,

sociological, and psychological characteristics that permit some individuals to

make a satisfactory adjustment to the "world of work" while others do not. An

understanding of the factors that influence work adjustment and the interactions

among them should be useful_in the development of policy measures designed to

improve tha-work adjustment of Negro male youths.. This chapter explores some of

those tAationships by reporting the results of analyses based or the quality of

employment adjustments.

Categories of Employment Adjustment

Poor the purposes of analysis, subjects were categorized In six ranked

kinds of adjustments to the world of work, and to society as follows:

1. Good adjustments to tha world of work. This category included subjec'

Oho were employed full-time when interviewed, and who had been employed full-time

at least 17 of the 18 months in the period January 1, 1968, through June 30, 196q.

2. Probable good adjustment to the world'of work. This categOry'includ(

subjects who were employed full -time at the time of intervil and rho had spent

at least 15 of the 18 months in activities that were consistent with maintaining

employment (employment, military service, school, or training).
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3. Possible good adjustments to the world of work. In this category,

the evidence was more tentative than in category 2. Subjects who were in military

service, school, or training programs at the time of interview, or who had snent

at least 15 months in these activities or employment ia the 18 -month period,

qualified for the third category.

4. Fair to poor employment adjustments. This category was the residual

remaining after the good adjuJtments (categories 1, 2, and 3) and the poor adjust-

ments (categories 5 and 6) had been allocated.

5. Poor adjustments to society. This category included subjects who

were in jail at the time of interview, or in jail during the 18-month period,

except those whose employment records qualified them for categories 1, 2, or 3.

6. Poor adjustments to the world of work. This category included

subjects who were unemployed at the time of interview, or who had been employed

one month or less in their current jobs if employed when interviewed, and who

had been unemployed nine months or more in the 18-month period.

About half of the interviewed subjects had achieved "good" adjustments

to the world of work (see Table 101). As would be expected, comparatively more

subjects who had ever enrolled i.1 Federal ManpYer Programs were in adjustment

categories "2" and '3", their participation in such programs tending to reduce

their time in the civilian labor force and their potential to achieve full

employment required by category "I'. Caterry "1" adjustments in this analysis

did not foreclose subjects from consideration as possible clients for Federal
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About half of the study subjects were in categories of "good" ad-

justment to the world of work, and about half were in categories of "poor"

adjustment (see Table 101). Neither enrollment experience nor site (see Table

102) was associated with adjustment category. These results indicated that,

more than two years after leaving school, about half of the study subjects

were not making it in the world of work and were urgently in need of enhanced

employability. Even though the study was not designed to evaluate the effec-

tiveness of Federal Manpower programs, it was of interest that the very limited

reflection of such program experience in the study pointed to thk1 importance

of achieving effective program participation as much as the need for enroll-

ment in employability-enhancing programs.
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TABLE 101

EqPLOYMENT ADJUSTMENTS BY SITE AND PAROLLI.2NT IN .

OUT-OF-SCHOOL FEDERAL MANPOWER PROGRAMS

Adjustmentsa

Baltimore St. Louis Total Grand
Never Ever Never Ever Never Ever Total
N=145 N=31 N=114 N=19 N=259 N=50 N=309

Percent

Good

Percent Percent Percent

1 Good 30% 19% 19% 5% , 25% 14% 23%
2 Possibly Good - Employed 12 23 12 11 12 . 18 13
3 Possibly Good -Not in

Civilian Lf,bor Force 11 13 18 21 14 16 15

Subtotal, Good 534 55% 494 379 51% 48% 51%

Poor

4 Fair to polr 17% 19% 202 32% : 19% 24% 19%

5 Poor-Jail 16 19 11 11 14 16 14

6 Poor-Unemployed 14 6 18 21 16 12 16

Subtotal, Poor--____-- 47% 44% 494 64% ! 49% 52% 49%

TOTAL 1002.: 99% 98% 101% 100% 100% 100%

a
See pn. 146-147 for detailed description of adjustment catcgorie.g.
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TABLE 102

CATEGORIES OF EM1`L0Y11ENT ADJUSTMENT, ENROLLMENT
IN MANMIER PROGRAMS, ANT) SITE

Categories (Number)

Enrollment

Never Ever
Total

a
Site

Baltimore St. Louis
TOtala

Good
1 ( 72) 90% 10% 100% 63% 32% 100%
2 ( 40) 78 22 100 60 40 100
3 ( 45) 32 18 100 44 55 99

Subtotal, Good (157) 85% 15% 100% 59% 41% 100%

Poor
4 ( 60) 80% 20% 100% 52% 48% 100%
5 ( 44) 82 18 100 6G 34 r)
6 ( 48) 83 13 101 48 52

Subtotal, Poor (152) 83% 17% 100% 55% 45%

TOTAL (309) 84% 16% 100% 57% 43%

aRos, Totals.
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Family Backgrounds and Employment Adjustment

Socio-economic characteristics is the family backgrounds of subjects

in the various employment adjustment categories indicated that these variables

were not consistently related to the quality of adjustments to the world of

work (see Table 103). There was, for example, little difference between the

highest and lowest categories in the percentage of subjects whose families re-

ceived welfare assistance "all" or "most of the time" (20 percent and 23 per-

cent, respectively); the percentage of subjects who grew up in "mother-only"

families (28 percent and 23 percent, respectively); or the percentage of sub-

jects with families in which the principal adult had completed nine school

grades or lees :50 percent and 47 percent, respectively). Similarly, hi-lo

comparisons of percentages of subjects with families in which the principal

adult's occupation was at or above the skilled manual level (22 percent and

27 percent, respectively) and of the percentages of subjects with families in

which the principal adult was not working at the time of dropout (27 percent

and 15 percent, respectively) indicated no association between these variables

and the employment adjustments of study subjects.
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TABLE 103

SELECTED SOCIO-ECONOMIC FAMILY CHARACTERISTICS
AND CATEGORIES OF EMPLOYMENT ADJUSTMENT

Characteristics 1

N=72

Categories of Employment Adjustment

2 3 4 5

N=40 N=45 N=60 N=44 N=48

While growing up:
Mother-only family 28% 28% 34% 33% 36% 23%
Welfare assistance all or

most of time 20 13 26 12 16 23

Principal adult
Completed 9th grade or less

b
50 45 35 54 49 47

Skilled manual laborer, or above 22 27 25 28 21 29
No occupations 17 L 21 16 7 9

Not working at time of dropout 27 15 33 24 14 15

Median family income, year before
dropout (dollars) 4615 4643 3909 3923 3:08 4038

Median size of household at time
of dropout (number of persons) 6.3 6.1 6.4 6.7 5.9 6.9

a
Principal adult was male head of household except in families that

lacked male heads--principally "mother-only' families. In such cases, the mother
was the principal adult.

b
Included skilled manual labor, Technicians and Self- Employed, Clerical

and Sales, Professionals, Semi-Professionals, and Executives.

c
Instead of occupational description, subject reported that Princioal

Adult was "retired", "on relief", or "none".
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School Experience and Employment Adjustments

Compared to subects who had made "poor" adjustments to the world of

work, subjects who had made 'good" adjustments were very much more apt to have

completed mote than 9th grade (see Table 104). Very significantly more of the

subjects in the "good" categories--"1", "2", and "3"--had completed 10 or more

grades than had subjects in the "poor" categories. As might have been expected,

the subjects making the poorest adjustment to society (category "5") said that

they liked school the least.

Three reasons for leaving school were associated with categories of

employment adjustment: (1) very significantly more subjects in category "5" than

it category "1" reported that they had been "suspended or expelled"; (2) very

significantly more subjects in category "6' than in category 'i" reported that

they left because they would "rather work than study"; and (3) Nery silnificantly

more subjects in category "1" than in category "6" reported that they left school

because they 'got married and had to support my wife." Noticeably
1
more subjects

in category "6" than in category "1", also, reported that they had left sci,00i

because they "needed money for expenses."

Very significantly more subjects in category "6" than in category "1"

felt that their reading ability was 'worse" than that of the average high school

graduate, and noticeably more of the subjects in category "6" than in category

"1" reported that their math ability was "worse" than that of the average

school graduate.

1,,
difference is reported as noticeable when it appears to be 4.nterest`nr

and falls, between a confidence level of .05 and .10.
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These results indicated that dropouts in need of employability help

tended to have greater educational problems, compounded of lower school achieve-

ment and more negative attitudes towards school. Serviceable motivations for

productive participation in Manpower Programs for these young men might be

achieved through experiences directly related to their preference for work over

study and to their desire for money of their own.
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TABLE 104

SELECTLu SCHOOL EXPERIENCE CHARACTERISTICS
AND CATEGORIES OF EMPLOYMENT ADJUSTMENT

1 2 3 4 5 6

Characteristics N=72 N=40 N=45 N=50 N=44 N=48

Completed 9th grade or lessa 42% 32% 18% 59% 52% 53

Ltke-school rating (mean)
b

3.4 3.6 3.7 3.2 3.0 3.5

Main reasons for leaving school:
Suspended or expelled 11% 18% 25% 20% 34% 21

Would rather work than study 1% 10% 10% 12% 7% 15

Needed money for expenses 10% 50 10% 14% 2% 2:

Got married and had to support wife 13% 0% 2% 2% 0% 0

Compared to average high school
graduate, ability "worseTrin:
Reading 8% 15% 7% 17% 14% 31

Math 26% 25% 20% 41; 36% 3:,

School helped prepare for job 42% 54% 37% 48% 279.' 33

a
Subjects' reports of school grade completed.

b,
elean of rating on five-point scale running from "hated it" (1) to

'liked it very much" (5).
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Characteristics at Time of Interview

Subjects with "good" employment adjustments were older, on the average,

than subjects with "poor" adjustments (see Table 105). This characteristic was

particularly marked among subjects in adjustment categories '2" and "3".

Compared to subjects who had made "good" adjustment ("1"), subjects who

had made "poor" adjustments ("6") were veI7 significantly Less apt to be married

and living with their wives, were very significantly more apt still to be living

in their parental households and to report their paren!-al families as their principal

source of support. It was of interest that "good" adjustment was also associated

with children when they were living with the subject, while children not living

with the subject were about equally as apt to be reported by subjects in all

categories of employment adjustment.

Compared to subjects in the highest category (''l"), very significantly

more subjects in the lowest category ("6") reported an exclusive dependence on

walking as their usual means of getting around the city, and significantly more

of the subjects in the lowest category had travelled, at rest, 5 miles or less in

the month preceding interview.

Subjects in the lowest category of employment adjustment ("6') were

noticeably less apt to report that, in considering employment, they had a minimuu

rate of $2 an hour, or more. It was of interest that this apparently realistic

"asking price" was not characteristic of subjects tn category "5', three-fifths

of whom put their minimum at $2 an hour, or more.
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TABLE 105

SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS AT TIME OF INTETWIEq
AND CATEGORIES OF EIPLOYMENT ADJUSTMENT

Characteristics

1

N=72

2

=0
3

N=45

4

N=60

5

N=44

6

N=48

Mean age, 7/1/69 (years) 19.2 29.5 20.3 18.8 19.9 18.9

More than 20 years old 25% 28% 20% 12% 7% 6%

Married, living with wife 28% 20% 16% 10% !)% 2%

Living in parental household 57% 75% 67% 84% 50% 81%

Children;
Living in subject's household 31% 8% 11% 12% 2% 10%
Living elsewhere 18% 18% 11% 15% 14% 19%

Parental family principal support 3% 13Z 41% 45% 25% 52%

Usually walks in getting around 6% 32% 20% 19% 31% 957

Traveled 5 miles or less last month 230 23% 33% 26% 33% 40%

Lowest acceptable hourly rate of
pay, $2 or more 55% 55% 59% 53% 61% 38%

10-year occupational foal in skilled
manual work, or above 79% 82Z 88% 84% 83% 82%

Occupational goal relatad to work in
most recent job 29% 36% 19% 16% 16% 11%

Chances of achieving goal rated as
"not so good" or "un'Ltkely" 13% 3Z I3X 10% 26% 14%

"Nothing holding me back" 637. 54% 61% 41% 38% 457

a
See Table 25 for description of occupational categories.
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Although approximately the same proportions of subjects in each em-

ployment adjustment category had 10-year occupational goals in skilled manual

labor or above, noticeably more subjects in the highest category ("l") reoorted

that "notaing (was) holding mo, back" from the probably achievement of occupational

goals. Subjects in category "5° were least likely to give this confident assessment

of their prospects, and were most likely to rate their chances of goal achievement

as "not so good' or "unlikely.' Compared to subjects in the highest category ("1"),

noticeably more subjects in the lowest category ("6") had 10-year occupational

goals that were unrelated to the kind of work they did in their current or most

recent job.

These results indicated that the drolouts mos', in need of employability help

had some latitude in achieving satisfactory adjustments to the world of work in

that most were young, unattached, and at least partially supported by their parental

families. On the other hand, they tended to be restricted to their home localities

and to have had little employment experience that was relevant to their occupational

goals.

Manpower Fro_gyam Information and Emnlament Adjustment

Almost every subject had heard of the Job Corps, but other Federal

Manpower Programs were unknown to a majority of the subjects. Even subjects who

"had heard" of the various programs, furthermore, often knew little about the

programs, so that the range of information variables was quite ltmitcl.

Subjects in the highest category of employment adjustment ("1") wer

often most similar to subjects in the lowest category of employment adjustment ("6")
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with respect to information concerning Manpower Programs (see Table 106). With

respect to the In-School NYC, for example, about one-fifth of the subjects in

these two categories had heard of the program, six percent in both categories

knew where to go if they wanted to apply, and eight percent expressed reasons

why a person might not want to use the program.

From one-fourth to one-third of the subjects in the three lowest

categories of employment adjustment ("4", "5", and "6") had heard of the Out-

of-School NYC--a program that possessed the potential to enhan;:c their employ-

ability. One in twenty, or few.r, of these subjects, however, impressed their

interviewers as knowing "quite a bit" about the program; and one in 20, or less,

knew where to go if they wanted to apply for enrollment in the plogram. Even

though information levels vere very low, 11 percent of the subjects in cate-

tf,ry "4" and 14 percent of the subjects in category "5" gave reasons why a

person might not want to use the oro?,ram.

As noted above, levels of information were highest in connection with

J L C ki)s! LA, at the sem,: time, the proportior, of subjects giving rea-

sons for not wanting to be in the Job Corps were higher than comparable per-

centages for any other program.

Information concerning MDTA programs among subjects in categories

"4", "5", and "6" ,as similar in exte,it and character to information concerning

the Out-of-School NYC. In the poorest adluE.tment category ("6") three-fourths
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of the subjects had never heard of the Out-of-School NYC, and three-fourths had

never heard of MDTA. None of the subjects in this category knew where to go if

they wanted to apply for either of these programs. Since locating information

could easily be developed, the striking absence of locat.on knowledge probably

reflected lack of interest in the programs compounded partly of the subjects'

perceptions of what they wanted, on the one hand, and what the programs had to

offer on the other. Although the percentages involved were very small, responses

indicated that adequate knowledge of Cie pro;rams was generally equalled or

exceeded by perceptions of program operations that night ma%e a person not want

to use the program.
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TABLE 106

FEDERAL MANPOWER PROGRAM INFORMATI1N
AND CATEGORIES OF afPLOT/ENT ADJUSNT

Information

1

N=72

2

N=40

3

N=45

4

U=60

5

N=44

6

N=48

In-School NYC
Had heard of program 22% IT, 18% 21% 13% 18%

Knew where to apply 6% 5' 9% 7% 7% 6%
Knew "quite a bit" about it 10% 13% 16% 9% 5% 4%

Gave reasons for not using it 8% 10.4 7% 7% 18% 8%

Out-of-School NYC
Had heard of program 21% 32% 22% 33% 30% 25%
Knew where to apply 4% 5% 7% 5% 2% 0%
Knew "quite a bit" about it 6% 13% 13% 5% 2% 2%

Gave reasons for not using its 7% 13./ 4% 11% 14% 2%

Job Corps
Had heard of program 99% 95% 93% 100% 100% 96%
Knew where to apply 7% 137, 27 12% 11% 13%

Knew "quite a bit" about it 25% 40Z 36 35% 43% 27%
Gave reasons for not using it 49% 40Z 44 47% 45% 40%

:1DTA

Had heard of program 21% 537 44% 357 34% 25%

Knew where to apply 0% 8% 9% 4% 9% 0%
new "quite a bit" about it 3% 18% 13Z 4% 5% 10 %

Gave reasons for sot using its 4% 18% 11% 5% 9% C%

only.

a
Reasons specifying drawbacks in program (personnel and operations)
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Public Employment Agencies and Employment Adjustment

Subjects in the highest category of employment adjustment ("1") reported

Jess ES registration than subjects in any other category except "5" (see Table 107).

Subjects in the highest category also reported YOC registration less frequently

than subjects in any other category. Although subjects with the best employment

adjustments wiz° had registered teth the ES or the YOC reported having secured a

job through these services about as often as compnable subjects in other categories

of adjustment, low registration rates result d in 1.elatively low placement percentag

Only 10 percent of the subjects in the highest car.:gory of employment adjustment had

ever gotten a job through the Employment Service, and only 13 percent, through the

YOC.

Compared to subjects in the higher: category, subjects in the next two

highest categories ('2" and "3") reported si:nificantly more registration with

public employment agencies, 55 percent of the subjects in "2" having registered

with the ES, and 53 percent of the subjects in "3" havin:! registered ,Ath the YOC.

The proportion of registrants who reported ever having gotten a jcb thrcugh these

services also tended to be higher in categories '2" and "3"--pacticularly the

proportions reporting placements through YOC. Categories "2" and "3" thus tended

to show more utilization of the ES and the YOC than did category "1".

Subjects in categories of poor adjustment ("4", "5", and "6") exhibited

varying utilization of the ES and YOC. With respect to the z:S, subjects in "4"

and "6" were closest to subjects in the "good" category "2". Subjects in the
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"poor" category "5", however, reported the least utilization of the ES--only 23

percent had ever registered with the ES, and eAly 2 percent had ever gotten a job

through the ES. With respect to the YOC, though, subjects in category "5" were

about as apt to have registered as subjects in all other categories excent "3";

and subjects in "5" and "6' were less apt to ever have gotten a job through YOC

than subjects in categories "2", "3", or "4".

Very few subjects reported ES or. YCC epolr,yment sn?.rv:.ces other than job

referral, and the incidence of re-ports of such seryces (referrals to !raining

progrems, and counsel) tended to be confined subjects in the higher categories

of employment adjustment. None of the subjects in category "5", for example,

reported such services from either the ES or the YCC; and only 2 nercent of the

subjects in categories "4' and "6" reported services from the ES, while none

reported such services from the YOC.
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TABLE 107

UTILIZATION OF EMPLOYMENT SERVICE AND YOUTH OPPORTUNITY CENTER,
AND CATEGORIES OF EMPLOYMENT ADJUSTMENT

Utilization
1

N=72
2

N=40
3

N=45
4

N=60
5

N=44
6

N=48

Employment Service
Heard of ES 86.: 93% 91; 88% 82% 85%

Registered with ES 27 55 33 47 25 46

Job through ES 10 20 9 25 2 13

Referrals to training
programs, counsel 4% 10% 0' 2% 0% 2%

Youth Opportunity Ce-.ter
Heard of YOC 76% 80% 90% 80% 70% 63%
Registered with YOC 30 40 53 45 36 35

Job through YOC 13 30 27 27 14 19

Referrals to training
programs, counsel 6% 0% 4% 0% 0% 0%

Subjects in category "5' reported, on the average, 2.7 ways in which

they usually looked for jobs--considerably more than the average in other categories

of employment adjustment (see Table 108). Taking into consideration the total

number of responses in the various adjustment categories, the principal differences

between subjects in these groups lavolved the weight given to two ways of looking

for jobs: asking friends, and using the Employment Service.

Compared to subjects in category "1", subjects in categories "3" and "4"

were significantly less apt to report that they usually asked their friends when
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they were job-hunting. Subjects in category "1", on the other hand, less frequently

reported the Employment Servica than did subjects in other categories. The

differences in this respect were large enough to be significant in comparisons

with categories "2", '3', and "4".

Study results indicated no consistent relationship between the utilization

of public employment services and _imployment adjustment. Although subjects In

adjustment categorieF "2" anti "3' 'reported ccy.4iderzAe utilization of these

services, so, also, id subjects with poorer eriploypnt adjustments; and subjects

with the best employment adjustments ("l") reported comparatively less utilization

of public employment .-,ervices. These results suggest that subjects with poor

adjustments to the world of work are, perhaps, more in need of employability

enhanr:ement than plac-ement assistance; and the latter continue to be

ineffective until the subject has become quaEfied to hold jobs that are satis-

factory to him. If so, the very s:ight extent of rcl'errais to trainins programs

reported by subjects in categories "4", "5", and "6" indicated a Serious malfunction

in the employment opportunity systsm. At the same :.5.me, the fact that about two -

fifths of the subjects in categories "4" and '6" mentioned the Employment Service

as a job-finding resource ind:cated that these subjects might be reached through

tlie Service.
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TABLE 108

USUAL WAYS OF LOOKING FOR JOBS
AND CATEGORIES OF ViPLOYMENT ADJUSTMENT

1 2 3 4 5 6

Ways of Looking N=72 N=4U N.45 N=60 N.44 N=48

Asked friends 56% 45% 29% 40% 61% 50%
Asked family, relatives,

family friends 25 !8 22 27 40 38

Checked local news:-aper ads 49 A 47 52 45 38

Private employment agencies 15 5 2 3 14 10

Public Employment Services 24 53 40 43 33 40

Applied in person where firms
said to be hiring 28 23 27 27 29 19

Applies in person t, firms to
find out whether hiring 36 !.0 29 30 40 33

Applied to companies outside
of city 3 0 g

, 3 '4 2

TOTALa 235% 220% 198% 2317 271% 230%

More than one way could be reported.
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Attitudes and Employment Adjustment

Compared to "most yovag men who are your friends", 18 percent of the

subjects in category "4" and 31 percent of the subjects in category "5" felt that

they were getting along "not so or "much worse" (see Table 109). Only 6

percent of the subjects in the lowest employment adjustment category ('6 "), however,

responded in this wy--results c..lat suggested that most of their friends may have

been in the same best. Two indicators of the characteristics of peer groups- -

extent of full-time emplo7ent, .and dropout lrade level -- showed no significant

differences between adjustment groups with the exception of the e::tent of full-

time employment of eriends reported by Subjects in category "1". Nor? than three-

fifths of the subjects in category "1" reported that 'all" or "most" or their

friends had full-tine employment--more than lompatable proportions in any other

adjustment category, and significantly more ,.han in categories "3", "5", and "6".

In general, then, comparLd to subjects in category "1", "friends" cou'A be expected

to be a less-valuable jo/-huntin:, resource for subjects in the other adjustment

categories. It was of interest that subjects in category "3" my hat-. recognized

this by placing relatively less 'eight on this source of job intormatien.

The extent of poor r:c.er-self assessments in category '5" was probably

largely due to jailingthe pri "cipal characteri6tic of this category. The exten!

of poor assessments in category 4' cannot readily be interprerd. It was of

interest, however, that relatively more of the peers of this category had full-tlioa

employment and had gone beyond lath grade .,-.han was the case in the other poor

adjustment categories.
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TABLE 109

SUBJECTS' COMPARISONS OF SELF WITH REPORTS
OF "MOST YOUNG mEN MHO ARE YOUR FRIENDS"
AND CATEGOUES OF EMPLOYMENT ADJUSTMENT

Comaprisons and Reports

Subject is gettinb along "not c;
well" or "much worse" than fri.c Ids

"All" or "most" of friend; have
full-time jobs

"Most" friends dropped out of
school before cotrleting 10th
grade

1 2 3 4 5 6

N=72 N=40 N=45 N=60 N=44 N=49

33 2% 8% 13% 31% 6%

63% 50% 41% 46% 38% 39%

25% 30% 24% 21% 34% 31%

Subjects in th= varicts categories of employment adjLatmen: differed

considerably in their re?orts o; family attitudes and practice; (see Tabl,_, 110),

with the extremes of hi-lo ccz.,Irisons usually associated with lood-1oor adjust-

ments. Very significantly mor of the subjects (20 percent) in category "6"

than in category "1" (5 percent) reported that their families had expected 'too

much" of them; and very antly more of the subjects (21 sercent) in categery

"5" than in category "1" (5 pe_:ent) reported that their famil-;es had "seldom"

or never" paid attention to their wishes in family decisions that concerned

them. Signific;Jltly r.ore of tie subjects (80 percent) in cate,,,ory "3" than in
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category "6' (60 percent) reported that their families had been "very interested"

in their activities; ane very significantly more of the subjects in category "3"

(77 percent) than in category "4' (42 percent) reported that their families had

been "always' or "usually" fair with them. One hi lo difference occurred between

the two lowest categories 15 percent of the subjects in category "5", and none of

the subjects in catypry "6" reported that their families had been "too easy" with

them. One other difference, not,ceable at the .10 level of confidence, has been

reported in Table 110-13 oercei.: of the subjects In categories "4" and "5", as

compared with only 2 perce.,t of the subjects in category "3", reported that their

families "didn't care" whei they dropped out of sc:iool.

TABLE 110

SUBJECTS' REPORTS OF FA.MTLY ATTITUDES AND AACTI';ES UP Tr., 'ME OF DROPOUT,
'AD CATE47,0RIES OF EMPLOYil.NT AIUSTMENT

1 2 3 A 5 6

Attitudes and Practices N42 N =4" N=45 l';.,60 N=44 '0,-4F.

Family expected "too much' 5% n 4% 5% 11% 2!',1

Family "usually" or "always"
fair in dealings with sub!,cct 66% 65% 77% 42% 52Z Jr

Family was "too easy" with subj- t 5% 57 LIZ :I% 15% I,%

Family was "very interested" it
subject's activities 621 62% 80% 66X 63% 601

Family "seldom" or "never" paid
r.ttention to subject's wishes in
de isions concerning him 5% 14% 9% 0% 21% 151

Family "didn't care" whether subject
dropped out of school 6% 7C 2% 139.' 13% E.;

133
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Mean degrees of agreement with various statements of attitude, like the

qualitative distributie;:s of attitudes reported in Table 110, often showed a

general consistency with good-poor adjustments to the world of work. Comparisons

based on combineu extreme categories ( "1" and "2" compared with "5" and "6")

indicated significant attitudinal differences associated with adjustments to the

world of work (see Table 111). C:mpared to subjects who had made good adjustments,

subjects who had mac:.: poor adjust:2nts agreed more, on the average, with the

statements that 'Most work is du.: and boring" and Your teachers had it in for

you and gave you a hard tim?." Seblects with poor .Ajustments agreed less, on

the average, with the statcr.ents "Your chance. of hrAting a happy home life are

good," "So far in yor life you feel that you have been very lucky," and "You

have a lot of confid nce in yourself."

Ten attitude questions were include: in the interview schedule, and in

ePch case the subject maki-s a be, :er ajustment to work gave, on the ,14erage,

a more "sociolized" respone than lid the poorly ad!usted group. For live of the

ten questions the diffarerles we significant at the .05 level < con'idence or

greater. For two other questio , the confidence level was between .J5 and

-10. These findings auppo._t prous research that Optimism, Self Confidence,

and Vnscciolozed Attitudes are r ated to work adjustment.
1

'See The Social Research Group of The George Washingto- University
(Regis H. Walther, Principal Inwstigator) "A Study of the Effectiveness ol
e.elected Out-of-School Neighborhood Youth Corps Prograns--The Measurement of
Work- Relevant Attitudes" (1969).
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TABLE ill

SIGNIFICANT ATTITUDINAL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
COMBINED CATEGORIESa OF EMPLOYMENT ADJUSTMENT

Attitude Statement
b

Adjustment CONFIDENCEc
LEVELGood

N=112
Poor
N=92

It is better to live for today and let
tomorrow take care of itself 2.47 2.24 NS

Most work is dull ar.d boring 2.71 2.39 .05

You feel that your chances of having
a happy home life in the future are
good 1.58 1.95 .01

You feel that so far in your life you
have been very lucky 1.85 2.24 .01

When people "bug" you, they should be
told off even if it means trouble 2.70 2.50 NS

You would say that you have a let of
confidence in yourself 1.29 1.50 .05

Most of your teachers had it in for
you and gave you a hard time 3.12 2.82 .05

:lost people cannot be trusted 2.39 2.17 NS

If you try hard enough, you have a
chance of succT.eding in whatever you
want to do 1.77 1.z' .10

You feel that you are as capable and
as smart as most other people 1.61 1.80 .10

a"Good" is made up of employment adjustment categories "1" and "2",
and 'Poor" is made up of categories "5" and "6".

b
uepn degree of agreement baled on a five-no-Int s ale running from

'strongly agree" (1) to "strongly disagree" (5).

c
Two-tailed tests of significance. "NS" indicates that, in the

judgment of the author, differences are "not significant" and should be
attributed to chance.
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Summary

On the basis of their activities since leaving school, interviewed

subjects were sorted into six ranked categories of employment adjustment. About

half had achieved 'vod' adjustments, and about half, 'poor.' Subjects

with "good" adjustments might, nevertheless, benefit from employability help;

but their needs for such help were fat less urgent than those of Ojects with

"poor" adjustments who, more than two years after leaving school, were still not

making it in the world of work.

The characteristics of subjects in the "poor" adjustment categories

indicated that their employability needs were not only more but different.

Subjects in the two poorest adjustment categories, for example, differed significantly

in their optimism, self-ccnfidence, perception of preparations' deficiencies, and

attitudes towards schooling. The productive participation of Such subjects in

Manpower Programs thus implied a need for differential strategies of involvement.

This and other issues will be discussed in the next chapter on Improving the

Reach of the Manpower Programs.
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Improving the Reach of Federal Manpower Programs

The foregoing chapters have reported study results describing the

characteristics of Negro male dropouts in Baltimore and St. Louis, including

those characteristics that indicated needs for employability help and those

characteristics that indicated barriers to participation in Federal Manpower

Programs that might provide such help. This chapter reviews these results in

the light of their implications for possible improvements in program operations.

Extent of Need

Various irdicators of emnluyability needs showed extensive need for

employability assistance two and orehalf years on the average after study sub-

jects had dropped out of school. At the time of interview, when the average

age was 20.3 years, 27 percent of the subjects in the civilian labor force were

unemployed and looking for work. This statistic, however, does not reflect the

full extent of the need since a large proportion of the subjects were outside

the labor market. Considering, only interviewed subjects and eliminating sub -

jests who were in school, training programs, or military service, we found that

45 percent reported current activities that indicated adjustment problems (em-

ployed part-time, unemployed and either seekinp, or not seeking work, jailed),

while 55 percent reported full-tire employment. Even the subjects reporting

full-time employment could not be considered fully aelrsted to the world of

work. About 12 percent of these subjects vere earning $1_60 per hour or less;

27 percent had been in their current jobs 10 weeks or less; and 71 percent had

occupational goals unrelated to their current jobs. About one-fourth of these

subjects rated their chances of achieving their occupational goal; ao not so

good" or "unlikely," while only about one-third tout that they had a "very

good" chance of achievinR their goals.
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In summary, at an average age of a little more than 20 years, a large

proportion of the sample of Negro male school dropouts was having difficulty

adjusting to the world of work. Depending upon the adjustment criterion used,

the extent of occupational maladjustment ranged from 29 to 84 percent (see

Tat/ie 112). Tae unemployed subjects were in the most urgent need of employ-

ability help. At the same time, many of the subjects with full-time employment

might profit from opportunities to upgrade vocational skills, including the

behavioral skills involved in finding and keepinr jobs since only 29 percent

of them were in jobs related to their 10 year occupational goals.

TABLE 112

PROPORTION OF INTERVIEWED SAMPLE ';AUNO A POOP OCCUPATIONAL ADJUSTPTNT
USING VARIOUS ADJUST:1ENT CRITERIA

Category Baltimore and St. Louis

Percent

Unemp3oyed labor force participant; 29%

Pot employed full-timea 47

Not employed full. -time or not in a
job relevant to 10 -year goals 84

°Subjects in school. training, or military service
were excluded.

Eligibility fov Federal Vannower Programs

Manpower programs, such as the Jot, Corps and the reighborhood Youth

Corps, require that the participants qualify under novz/ty guidelines. The
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evidence from this research indicates that a large proportion of Negro male

school dropouts in St. Louis and Baltimore qualified under these crit-ria.

Family background data showed that 79 percent of the principal adults in the

families of study subjects had not completed high school; that Ki percent were

either blue collar workers or without occupational status; and that the median

family income in the year preceding dropout was $4,090, with an average family

size of 6.6 persons. One-fifth of the study subjects were frnm families that

had received welfare assistance "all" or "most" of the time while they were

growing up; and 30 percent were in "mother only" families at the time of dropout.

Compared to the family backgrounds of Out-of-School NYC enrollees,' these data

indicated that poverty t;a5 almost as ,rovalent oreng the Negro male dropout

subjects as it was among young people who had qsnlified enrollmort.

Comparison of subjects in the present study who had never enrolled in Manpower

Programs with subjects who had ever enrolled also indicated little difference

i:. this respect.
2

1
See Social Research Groop of The Ceorge qashington University (aegis

B. Walther, Principal Investigator), "A Retrospective Study of the Effectiveness
of Four Urbsn Out-of-School ryc Programs, Phase II." In a composite study groun
of 388 enrollees in Cincinnati, Durham, East St. Louis, and St. Louis, 24 percent
reported welfare assistnnce "all" or "most" of the time, 29 nercent were in
"mcs:hsr only' families, and 95 percent were in families with blue collar bread-
winners or in fannies in which the principal adult had no occunational status
(pp. 10, 19, and 21, respectively).

2
See above study, p. 37. Twenty percent of those who have never enroll:r;

and 16 percent of the who have ever enrolled, reported annual family incomes
in the year before dropout of $.5,000 or more.
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As barriers to participation in nannower Programs, poverty enrollment

criteria would thus appear to exclude only a small proportion of the sample.

!Mile most study subjects were poor enough to have qualified for enrollment in

programs with poverty selection criteria, it should be noted that employability

needs did not seem to be closely related to economic status. Thus, subjects who

did not meet the poverty standards appeared to have as v.reat a need for enhanced

employability as those who did.

Reach of Manpower programs

UnaYareness of the NYC and of ?)TA trainipc_; programs could sufficiently

account for the lion's share of nonpaaicipation in these programs by subjects

with salient employability needs. Thrce-r.ourths '3f the objects in the poorest

adjustment category and two-thirds of the subjects in the next two Poorest

categories, had never heard of these nanpoer Tro,;rams. Less than in twenty

of the subjects these "poor" adjus'neat categories impressed their intervinwers

as knowing "quite a bit" about the NYC, and less than one iG ten, as knowing

"quite a bit" about MDTA. At least 90 percent of these subjects thus lacked

the information that might enable them to participate in these programs.

The Job Corps was much better known than either tae TIC or 'InTA prograt%;--

almcst every subject had heard of it, and about one-third cf them knew "quite a

bit" about the proram. Gore than two-fifths cf the subjects, however; specified

program drawbacks in the reasons they gave why a person might not want to be in

the Job Corps. 'filth the Job Corps, therefore, the character of information and--

to tYe extent that this Jilformation was accur,te, the character of the program-

seemed to be barriers to participation.
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Being away from home was given as a reason for not wanting to be in the

Job Corps almost twice as often as it was given as a reason for wanting to be in

t%e Corps. The net effect of this program feature thus may have been a restric-

tionof the program's reach. The major implications for program operations of

such offset impressions of program features, however, would seem to involve the

recognition not only of differential employability needs but also of differential

characteristics that importantly modify reactions to the program.

While the impressions of the various programs indicated that some

misinformation was present, the idea of these programs as training opportunities

came through quite, .:learly in the positive impressions. In the negative impressions,

on the other hand, the vocational experiences of these training programs often

seemed to have been considered as a job. These results could be interpreted as

implying a need to fortify the training images of programs or as implying a

need to associate the programs more closely with desirable jobs.

The: extensive employability needs, summarized in at. earlier section,

reflected for the most part the adjustments of dropout youths who had never en-

rolled in the out-of-school nanpower Programs. The original design of the study

called for the exclusion of youths with Manpower Program experience, but nractical

difficulties resulted in the inclusion of some young men who had enrolled in

these programs. The employability needs of these young men--about 16 percent

of all interviewed subjects--were substantially similar to those of subjects who

had never enrolled in Manpower Programs. Although these results should not be

considered as indications of the effectiveness of these programs, they were of
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interest as indications that enrollment is only the beginning of effective

reach.

In addition to me finding that about the same nroportions of "ever

enrolled' and "never enrolled' subjects were in poor adjustment categories, it

was of interest that 62 percent of the subjects who had ever enrolled In the

Job Corps reported that the training and experience they got -.11cour,;h the Job

Corps had not helped them get a job. The slight reflections o lanpower Program

experience in the study showed short and single enrollments. these results,

together with study results indicating the extent of need, tent to support

findings from earlier research that effective employablity hep may require

multiple enrollments.) The characteristics of persons with employability needs,

discussed in the next section, should be taken into account not only in the

determination of employability objectives but in the design of program strategies

to achieve these objectives.

The Nature of Need

Ti'e extent of need for employability assistance has been well docur.entad

in a previous section. The nature of this need will no-t be explored through a

series of propositions.

1
See, for example, Social Research Group of The George Ilashington

University (Regis H. Walther, Principal Investigator), "is Study of the Effec-
tiveness of Selected Out-of-School Neighborhood Youth Corns Programs: Implication.;

for Program Operations and Research," (1969), pp.32-34.
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The Ned for Employability Assistance is not Restricted to Unemployed Youths

Looking for Work.

While, for some purposes, it is desirable to restrict the idea of

unemployment to those persons who are not working but looking for work, for

other purposes it is useful to consider a wider range of uaemployed activities.

The employability needs of dropout youths, for example, are only partially

reflected in tha activities that conventionally comprise the labor force. Youths

who are outside the civilian labor forceyouths not working nor looking for work,

in jail, in schools cr training programs, or in military service--have more or

lass urgent employability needs that may bring them within the purview of Manpower

rograms. In particular, youth: who are not doing anything--not working, not

look:r.u3 frir work, not in school or training, and not in service--would seem to be

in need of help that would get them into the mainstream of productive activity.

An early study' of the employment of high school graduates and dropouts drew

attention to the fairly large percentage of youths-- particular'.y dropout youths--

Oho were not working and not looking for work. In the present study, five percent

of the interviewed subjects were in this activity category. These subjects hare

been considered have employability needs as urgentthough not necessarily of

the same kind--as subjects Coo were unemployed and looking for work.

'Jacob Schiffman, "Employment of High School Graduates and Dropcx,ts in
1961," Mon.:111y Labor Review, Vol. 85. ;lo. 5 Clay, 1962), pp. 502-509. ScLiffman
found that 8.8 percent of the 1959 dropouts were not in the labor force or in school
in Octobe.., 1961, and somewhat higher percentages of '60 and '61 dropouts were in
this classification.
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Unemployment did not 1.esult Primarily from Lack of Job Opportunities.

Unemployment, a nrimary indicator of need for enhanced employnhility,

was apparently the reoult of poor employment adjustments rather than of the

lac:- of job opportunities. Subjects in the study on the averae. had held

almcat three jobs since dropping out of school, and twelve percent of the subjects

had held six jobs or more. Lack of jobs, therefore, did not seem to be a major

problem for these young men. While 11 nercent of the subjects reported no jobs

since dropping out, their non - employment as associated primarily with activities

outside the civilian labor force. Only four subjects had been unsuccessfully lookinc

for work throughout the period, and all of these impressed their interviewers

as being mentally retareed. In view of the circumstances associated with job-

lessness, as well as the number of jobs reported, it thus can be ccncluded that

in Baltimore and St. Louis during the period covered by Ole study, the subjects

in the study were able to find jobs.

Un the average, it was estimated that subjects were unemployed and

lookitg for work about 1.6 months per job. This estimate was based on the

estimated time in this activity between dropout and t'e date oe interview, and

the averap number of jobs reported for this period.

!ob Turnover Resulted Primarily from Non-Bconomic Causes.

Two primary economic causes of job turnover are unacceptably low

wages and elimination of jobs by the employer for economic reasons. Neither of

these factors appeared to be an important cause of job turnover in the present

study.
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Corparisons of highest hourly rages of pay in fte current or most

recent job and minimum acceptable hourly rates of nay indicated that subjects were

able to find jobs that met their standards of pay (see Table 113). In each

adjustment category, the average hourly rate of pay actually earned by the subjecL:;

exceeded the average minimum acceptable hourly rate. It thus can be concluded

that the employment problems of study subjects were not reflectit primarily of

job scarcity or of what available jobs paid.

TABLE 113

COMPARISON OF AVERAGE PAY OA '?ST RECENT JOB Inn
AVERAGE LOTIEST :..CCEPTABLE PAY BY RArKED ADJUSTMENT CATEGORIES

Ptalked Categories
Pay Most Recent Job

N=247
Lcwest Acceptable Pay

N=302

Category la 0.34 $2.10

2 $2.32 $2.14

3 $2.14 $2.07

4 $2.15 $2.00
5 ;2.13 $2.35
6 $2.09 ;1.87

Total Group $2.19 52.04

aSee pp. 14S-147 for definitions of categories.
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About half of the study subjects who no longer had their most recent

job reported that they had quit because of dissatisfaction with the job or for

personal reasons, and 13 percent reported that they had been fired. While 18

percent of these subjects xeported that the job hal ended, most of the job

losses reflected maladjustments to the job rather than impermanent employmnnt

as such. The major cause of job turnover thus seemed to lie in lack of fit- -

either the subje,lt did not fit the job, or vice vecsa.

There was a Wide Discrepancy Between Occuoational Goals and Current Job.

Another aspect of occupational naladjustnent was suggested by dis-

crepancies between subjects' occupational experience and coals (see Table 114).

Almost 40 percent of the subjects wanted to be in high-level jobs-in executiAa

or managerial positions, in business for theuselves, or in professional work --

in 10 years; but none of them reported any experience in these fields and most

were far down the occupational ladder from these goals. Part of the apparent

discrepancy between goals and experience night reflect the immaturity and in-

experience of many of the subjects and this might have been recognized by the

27 percent who reported that their chances of achievement were "...ot GO good" or

"unlikely.' Vhile these data ore not inconsistent with motivations to achieve

occupational improvement, they also suggest a large amount of frustration

occupational experience.
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TABLE 114

COMPARISM OF 10-YEAR OCCUPATIONAL GOAL WITH MOST RECENT JOB

Occupational Category Most Recent Job 10-Year Gal

Fercent Percent

Entrepreneur, Professional,
and Semi-Professional 33%

Executive, Managers and
Supervisors 6

Clerical and Sales 10 12

Sub-Professional and
Technicians 4 2

Crafts, Trades 12 30

Machine Operators 10 5

Factory Work and Semi-
Skilled 17 3

Food Preparation and
Service 9 1

Other and Unskilled 39 2

Unspecified 6

Total 101% 100%.

Need did not De:rease with Age in the .1,,e Ranr,es Inclueed in this S udy..

It is generally accepted that the incidence of unemploymeit, and the

corresponding employability needs for vocational skills and placeme / help, tend

to decrease with ace. One recent study has suggeste0 that the age if 20 may be

critical, .with high youth nnemplop,ent rates occurring in the teenae years and
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unempleimeht approachinz national averages after the ags of 20.
1

While the

present study was not designed to ,estigate unemployment trends related to

age, study results throw some light on this subject.

The activities of interviewed subjects at three points in time--

approximately 12 months, 24 months, and 33 months after leaving school--shTyed

no decrease in the proportions of unemployment. At the final point in time, the

time of interview, subjects averaged slightly more than 20 years of ace.

results, therefore, did not indicate reductions in unemployment assoc ith

age through an average age of 20.

Comparison: between subjects born in 1948 or before (and therefore at

least 20.5 years old at time of interview) and younger subjects, showed that

the older subjects reported significantly more full-time emoloymen;: as of 1/1/68,

as well as significantly more employment as of the date of interview (see Table

115). While the over-20 subjects thus were more likely than the under-20 to he

employed at the tian of interview, the older subjects were also more likely to

have been cnoloyed shortly after having loft school when they were 18 years old,

or younger. ,he better employtfent adjustments of the older subjects thus would

be more adequately explained by the assumption that factors influencing age of

school dropout also influences employability.

1

Sec nanpower Administration of the U.S. Denartment of Labnr, Career
Thresholds, Vol. 1, (nanoower Reset rch nonogrash No. 16), P. 74.
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The study results reviewed above did not provide adequate tests of

the idea that the incidence of unemployment is sharply reduced after tlf3 age

of 20. At the same time, they did not support expectations based on this idea.

On the contrary, study results indicated that employabilitl needs were ersistent

and were aot markedly reduced by the passage of time reflected in the study. In

a previous study, some reduction in unemployment rate was found between the ages

of 21 and 22.5, but the rate at age 22.5 for school dropouts meeting poverty

guide lines was even higher than what has been reported iA this study.

TABLE 115

COMPARISON OF VULLTIME ElPLOYIENT AS OF 1/1/68 Ali) DATE Or INTERVM
BY DATE OF BIRTH, ALL MEM/MED SUBJECTS NOT L SCHOOL,

TRAINING PROGUIS, 01 MILITARY SEWICE

Full-time Employment

As of 1/1/68
Year of Birth

As of date of Interview
Y.lar of 31 _ __

1943 or ,49 c
earlier later
N=47 N=242

1948 or
earlier
N=37

1949 or
later
N=205

Employed full -time 73% 54% 81% 49%
Not employed full-time 27% 46% IC% 51%

Total 100 103% 100%

1
See Social Research Group of The George Washington University (Regis

U. Walther, Principal Investigator), "A letrospective Study of the Effectiveness
of Four Urban Out-of-School Programs Phase II (1969), p. 33.
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Lack of Education or Training Reported as Principal Barrier to Occupational

Goal Achievement.

When asked, Nhet might hold you back from achieving your occunational

goal?" approximately one-half of the subjects said that nothing was holding

tnem back. This response might indicate either lore occupational goals, the

absence of career planning, or an unwillingness to discuss the quest.ion candidly

with the interviewer. Among those who did report a deterrent however, about

76 percent said that lack of education or training was holding them back and

only two percent reported that discrimination was a factor. The siRnificance

of these results as difficult to interpret. The uniillineness of the respondents

to assign to society the responsibility for their linited occupational prospects

is contrary to what is generally expected. It would be interesting to explore

this issue further to determine whether this was a true reflection of their

feelings or whether it was a "aocially approved" response given to the inter-

viewers.

Program Implicetions

Study reaults suggested that the employability assistalce needed by

regro rale school dropouts in the center cities of large metrorolitan areas

were general, not limited to those qualifying under the poverty guide lines,

and continued oast the age of 20.

11 first priority of Manpower Programs, to mal,.e the target populations

aware of what is available war, met by the Job Corps but not by the Out-of-School

NYC or ttUTA programs. The apparent success of the widespread use of media
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announcements by the Job Corps suggests that this means of reaching youth in

need of the services of Manpower Programs might increase the awareness of other

programs. :mprovement in counseling by schools, State Employment Services, and

Youth Opportunity Centers also is needed if this client population is to be

reached. The usual channels of information--friends and family -- clearly cannot

be relied on to produce awareness of Manpower Programs.

Advertisements and other means of disseminating, information concerning

Manpower Programs, however, are only the first steps in achieving effective

employability assistance. The services provided by the prograPJA must be relevant

to the needs of these youth. Such needs are varied, hard to identify, and bard

to meet, but they must be recognized if program operations are to be effective.

Employability help involves, on the one hand, consideration of the

perceptions of youths with employability problems; and, on the other hand, the

effective remediation of employability handicaps. The fact that moat of the

data produced by this study involve,' the perceptions of dropout youths must be

taken into account, but programs must deliver in terns of basic employability

enhancement. The motivation for instant employability must, somehow, be stretched

and buttressed to power the acquisition of skills essential to produtive par-

ticipation in the world of work. Expansion of oh opportuni0.es or the development

of specific job skills do not appear to be enough. The job should appear to the

youth to offer a career opporttLaty and at the same time th youth must develop

skills directly focussed cn job objectives as well as other skills such as
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management of self that make it possible for an individual to function effectively

in his job.
1

Fine has suggested that human performance is a complex of three

sequential skilla' Adaptability, Functional, and Specific Content skills.

Adaptability skills appear to be a precondition of acquiring Functional skills

and both AdaptatAlity and Functional skills appear to be a precondition for

acquiring Specific Content skills. These skills are defined as follows:

Adaptive skills refer to those competencies that enable an individual

to accept and adjust to the physical, interpersonal, and organizational arrangements

and conditions in which a job exists. Included are putctuality, grooming,

acceptance of supervision, are of property, getting along with others, and

impulse control. These skills are normally acquired in the early developmental

years, primarily in the family situation and among one's peers, and reinforced

in the school situation.

Functional skills refer to those competencies that enable individuals

to relate to Things, Data, and People in some combination according to their

personal preferences and to some degree of complexity dppropriate to their

abilities. They include skins like tending or operating machines; comparing,

compiling, or analyzing data; and exchanging information, consulting and supervising

1

The Discussion here borrows very heavily on Sidney A. Fine, "Nature of
Skill: Implications for Education and Training." Proceedings, 75th Annual
Conventioa, American Psycaologi,:al Association, 1967.
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people. These skills are nor-ally acquired in educational, training, and avo-

cational pursuits and reinforced in specific job situations.

Specific Content skills refer to those compe:encies that enable an

individual to perform a specific job according to the specifications of an

employer and according to the standards required to satisfy the market. These

skills arc no -mally acquired either in an advanced technical training school ar

institute, extensive on-the-job exnerience, or on a specific job. They are as

numerous as specific products, services, and emolovers vho establish the standards

and conditions under which those products and services are produced.

The concentration in classroom training programs has been on r,nctionel

skills: and in on-the-job training programs, on Snecific Content skills, ignoring

for the most part Pdaptiv,1 Numeilour governmcnt training, nrograms

designed to train the disadvantaged somehow have not achieved their objectives

of on-the-job sucr.O3S for the trainees, although the trainees appeared to aLquire

runctional skills during their training. What probably happened ;a as that they

lacked "management of self' skill' which continuously blocked their acquisition

of on-the-job skills that would enable them to use their functional potential

to the best advantage. The problems that have developed have to do with the

worker's punctuality, regularity of attendance, dealing with authority, and

interpersonal situations, even when the trainees were able to perform the tasks

under the relatively idealized circumstances of the training situation.
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Perhaps the primary problem Li training the eisadvantk,ed youth

effectively is teaching them Adaptive skills appropriate to productive work

in our economy after they have reached the age of 15 or more. A particularly

difficult alpect of this problem is that people who have grown up iu dis-

advantaged, racist, or ghetto environments have frequently developed Adapti.ve

skills which may be suitable in the ghetto environment (for example, keeping

continually on the move), but which arc essentially nonadaptive in normal work

situations. These are hard to change because they become embedeed in the life

style of the individual.

The development of Adaptive skills in out-of-school youth can probably

be achieved better on the job than through a classroom approach and it is likely

to be a slow, difficult process in which the youth needs to learn from his

mistakes and to be rewarded for his successes. Training and employment

opportunities need to be kept available, but it should be recognized that the

youth may not be able to take advan'ige of these opportunities at any Particular

time, but may need to ma'se some mistakes befere he is motivated to apply himself.

Training opportunities of the type proviied by MDTA programs are useful, but can,

by themselves, solve the problems of only a small proportion of the youth. Pro-

grams like JOBS and PSC which follow the Policy of "hire first, train later" can

be useful strategies for youth with Adaptive skills above some minimal level, but

cannot be expected to meet the needs of youth with Adaptive skills falling below

that level. The Job Corps can be expected to help certain types of the youth
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outside the community and the NYC can help other cypes of youth inside the

community to improve their Ada7cive skills, but then furthf:r assistance at

the Functional skill levels can perhaps be provided by MDTA, JOBS, and PSC

prograns.

The importaat point is that the process of enhancing, the emplOyability

of these youth can be expected to be slow and complex. Contact 1,tt.h such a

youth should be established at the time lie drops out of school, or, if possible,

at an earlier time when it becomes clear that he IA a potential eiropout. The

training and employment opportunities available should be made known to him at

that time and he should be counseled in-the develo=ent of career plans. Then

contact should be maintained with him until he achieves satisfactory employment.

Failure in one program should not exclude him from another. Opportunities should

be kept open to him, he should be made aware of these opportunities and encouraged

to use them.

Seriously disadvantaged youth often need a number of chances--if a

single opportunity were enough, most of them could succeed without special

assistance. Our earlier studies also have suggested that the best result? are

achieved when reasonable standards are maintained and that excessive leniency

or excessive strictness tends to reduce the value of training or work experience.

Manpower Program.; should help the youth test reality and temporarily terminate

him when he fails to meet reasonable performance standarez. He should, however,

be encouraged to return when he makes a decision to meet the standards of the

program. Such an approach over a period of tine can help him develop his Adaptive
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skills.

While the development of Adaptive and Functional skills appears to be

a crucial element in an effective manpower program, the nature of tie job oppor-

tunity structure cannot be ignored. It is clear from our study that there is

widespread dissatisfaction with the quality of available lobs. Efforts to expand

the range of jobs, which can be realistically considered by Negro male school

dropouts, can be expected to pay big dividends, cs can programs for upgrading the

skills of the already employed and the elimination of dead-end lobs through

redesigning of jobs.
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APPENDIX A

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

A STUDY OF PARTICIPATION IN FEDERAL WORK - TRAINING PROGRAMS

Social Research Grcup
The Georgc Washington University SRG/40

I.D. # 4 0

I'm an interviewer for The George Washington University in

Washington, D.C. We are doing a study in several cities of young men

and their employment problems. For this study, we have been intervis.,;-

ing many men with a lot of different kinds of experience. We hope you

will help us by telling us what you think. Our conversation will be

kept confidential, of course.

(TIME INTERVIEW BEGAN a.m.

p.m.)
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Jse Onlv

DECK 1

1-6

7,8-

9,10-

16-

17,18-

19-

20,21-

Before we oegi!, would you tell me . .

1. Where were you born?

SRG/40 _Rage 1

(city) (state)

2. When were you born?
mo da yr

3. How many years have you lived in this city?

4. (IF LESS THAN ONE YEAR) Eow many months?

5. In how many different houses, apartments or rooming houses in this city
have you lived?

(number)

6. Now let's talk a little about your school experience. Thinking back
to September, 1966 . . . After September, 1966, did you ever quit school
before graduating from high school? (CIRCLE)

1 Yes
2 No

7. What date did you leave school? / /

MO yr

8. What was the last grade you had completed when you left school?

218
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For Office
Use Only

DECK 1

22A-

23B-

24C-

25D-

26E-

27F-

28C-

29H-

301-

3/J-

32K-

33L-

34M-

35,36-

37-

38,39-

SRG/40 page 2

9. (HAND CARD 1)
People have different reasons for leaving school. Please look at this
list and tell me if any of these were your reasons for lewing school.
(READ CONTENTS OF CARD ALOUD. CIRCLE AIL VAT APPLY. PROBE FOR ALL
REASONS.)

A. Some subjects were too difficult

B. Wasn't learning anything in schcol

C. Didn't get along well with tea,-hut;

D. Didn't get along well with other :,tudcnts

E. Was suspended or expelled

F. Parents wanted me to leave; had to help out my,family

G. Would rather work than study

H. Lost interest in school

I. Grmluated

J. Wanted to enlist in the military service

K. Got mcried and had to support ny wife

L. Didn't have enough money for clothes and othEr expenses

M. ',.her reasons (WHAT?)

3.0. What was the main reason, of all those you have mentioned, why you
left school? (UNDERLINE ONE MAIN REASON)

(RETRIEVE CARD 1)

11. If you wete asked to rate how much you liked school, ising the aumbers
1 to 5, and choosing 5 meant you liked It very much aid choosing 1
meant you hated it, which number from 1 to 5 would yoi choose to show
how you felt about school in general? (CIRCLE)

Liked it
Hated it very trod

1 2 3 4 5

12. Why lo yol say that? (PROBE: A. %ything else?)

1
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DECK 1

40-

43-

44-

45-

46,47-

SRO/40 page 3

13. When you left school, cii.A you feel that what you learned there had
helped prepare you for a job? (CIRCLE)

1 Yes

2 No (IF "NO," SKIP TO QUESTION 15)

14. What, spacificglly, did you larlrn that helped prepare you for a job?

15. Would you say that you can read better, worse, or about the same as the
average high school graduate? (CIRCLE)

1 Better than average
2 Worse than average
3 The same as average

16. Would you say that you can do math better, worse, or about the same as
the average high school graduate? (CIRCLE)

1 Better than average
2 Worse than average
3 The saa.a as average

17. Did ;nu return to regular full-time school after the time you left
school? (CIRCLE)

1 Yes
2 No (IF "NO," SKIP TO QUESTION 21)

18. What was the tGtal Lumber of hours of class time? (PROBE FOR EXACT
INFORMATION BASED ON NUMBER OF HOURS PER DAY, NUMBER OF DAYS PER WEEK,
AND NUMBER OF WEEKS.)

X X
(Hrs. per day) (Days per week) (No of weeks)

19. What were the dates? / To

mo y r tr.0 yr

(Total Hours)

20. What was the highest grade you completed after returning?
(grade)

21. Did you ever try to finish school in special classes or schools, like
adult education or night school?

1 Yes
2 No OF "NO," SKIP TO QuiSTION 23)
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DECK 1

51,52A-

53B-

54C-

55D -

56E -

57-

SRG /40 page 4

22. How far did you get? Did you earn any specific credits, finish any
grades -r pass the General Educational Development (GED) test?
(CIRCLE LETTER /S)

A. Credits earned
(number)

B. Additional grades finished

C. lassed the GED test

D. Any other progess (SPECIFY)

E. No progress

(grades)

23. While you were not attending school full-time, did you take any voca-
tional or training courses like welding or machine shop, or did you
go to business or trade school? (CIRCLE)

1 Yes
2 No (IF "NO," SKIP TO QUESTION 29)
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DECK 1

58-

59-
60-
61-
62-

63,64-

65,66-
67,68-
69,70-

71-

72-

73-

74-

SRG/40 page 5

24. What vocational or training courses have you had? (LIST)

(FOR EACH ONE OF TOTAL NUMBER OF COURSES, FILL IN THE INFORMATION FOR
THE FOUR QUESTIONS BELOW. IF MORE THAN FOUR COURSES WERE TAKEN, USE
THE BOTTOM OF THE PAGE.)

25. What kind of work were
you being trained for?

25a. Where did you go for
the training?

26. What were the dates?

27. Did you complete the
training? (CIRCLE)

28. Did you get any kind of
certificate or license to
sho that you are qualified
to do that kind of work?
(CIRCLE

Course A Course B Course C Course D

/ _./ I /

/

/ / /

/

mo yr
TO
/ /

mo yr

/

mo

mo

yr
TO
/ /

mo
_./

yr
TO
/

mo yr mo yr yr mo yi

1

2

Yes

No

1

2

Yes

No

1

2

Yes

No

1

2

Yes

No

1

2

Yes

No

1

2

Yes

No

1

2

Yes

No

1

2

Yes

No
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DECK 1

75-

76-

DECK 2

1 -6-

7..

8,9-

10-

13-

SRG/40 nage 6

29. Now let's go back the time when you were growing up . . . During
most of the time before you left school, did you live with both your
fattier and mother? (CIRCLE)

1 Yes
2 No (IF "NO") Please tell me vith whom you did live

30. What kind of work was (FATHER OR PERSON NAMED) doing m:3t of that time?

(DESCRIBE)

31. Was (FATti'. ' PERSON NAMED) working at the time you left school'. (CIRCLE)

1 Yc.s

2 No

32. That was the highest grade of schooling that (FATHER OR PERSON NAMED)
completed?

(grade)

33. (HAND CARD 2) Now we would like to know about your family's income for
the last year before you left school. Would you please look at this
card and tell me which number comes closest to describing the total
family income at that time? (CIRCIE)

1

2

Below
From

$1000

$1000 to $2000
3 From $2000 to $3000
4 Fr $3000 to $4000
5 From .$4000 to $5000
6 From $5000 to $6000
7 From $6C00 to $7000
8 From $700 to $8000

9 Above $8000

'RETRIEVE CARD 2)

34. At the time before you left school, how many people, counting both
children and adults, were living in your household?

(number)

35. How many of these were working and helping out with family expenses?

(number)
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DECK 2

14-

15-

16-

17,18-

19-

20-

21-

SRC/40 page 7

36. Up to the time you left school, did your family ever receive welfare
payments, not counting Social Security or unemployment or strike
benefits? (CIRCLE)

1 Yes
5 No (IF "NO," SKIP TO QUESTION 38)

37. About how much of the time did they receive welfare--all of the time,
most of the time, some of the time, or only once or twice? (CIRCLE)

1 All of the time
2 Most of the time
3 Sore of the time
4 Caly once or twice

38. Are you married now or were you ever married? (CIRCLE)

1 Yes
2 No (IF "NO," SKIP 10 QUESTION 41)

39. lire you living with you: wife now or are you separated, divorced or
widowed? (CIRCLE RESPONSE)

1 Married, living with wife
Separated

3 Divorced
4 Widowed

40. Or what date were you married? _/_ /

mo yr

41. Do you have any children? (CIRCLE)

1 Yes
2 Nc (IF "NO," SKIP TO QUESTION 43)

42. How many of them are living with you?
(number)

43. With whom do you llye now, that is, who are ft e adults in your household?
Give me their relationship to you, not their name.;. (CIRCLE)

I Both parents
2 Father only
3 Mother only
4 Wife only
5 Live alone
6 Other (DESCRIBE)
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Oulv

DLO: 2

22A-

23B-

24C-

25D-

26E-

27F

28C-

29H-

30I-

31

32-

33,34-

35-

36-

37-

38-

SRG/40 page 8

44. Where does the money that you live on now come from? Does money for your
food, living place, clothes and other expenses come from , . . (HAND CARD 3.

READ CATEGORIES ALOUD. CIRCLE LETTERS OF ALL THAT APPLY. PROBE FOR ALL
SOURCES OF INCOME.)

A, Earnings of father and/or mother

B. Welfare payments to father and/cr mother

C. Other income of father and/or mother (DESCRIBE)

D. Earnings of wife

E. Welfare payments to yourself or wife

F. Other income of wife (DESCRIBE)

G. Your own earnings

A. Your own other income (DESCRIBE)

I. Other (DESCRIBE)

45. What is your major source of support: (UNDERLINE ONE CATEGORY ABOVE)

(RETRIEVE CARD 3)

46. Have you ever been in any branch of the military service? (CIRCLE)

1 Yes
2 No (IF "NO," SKIP TO QUESTION 50)

47a. When were you in the service? _/ / To / /

mo yr mo yr

47b. Did you enlist or were you drafted:

1 Enlisted
2 Drafted

48. Did you have any vocational training while you were in the service? (CIRCLE)

1 Yes
2 'o (IF "NO," SKIP TO QUESTION 51)

49. What kind of work wert you trained to do? (DESCRIBE)

50. What is your draft classification now?
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DECK 2

39,40-

41-

42-

43,44,

45-

46,47-

48,49-

50-

SRG/40 -P281_2.

51. Since leaving school, have you had any part-time or full-time jobs? (CIRCLE)

1 Yes
2 No (II- "NO," SKIF TO QUESTION 74)

52. How many jobs have you had?
(number)

53. Would you give us some information abcut the first job you had What
kind of work did you do? (DESCRIBE)

54. How many hours a week did you work?
OR

(How many hours per day and how many days psr week

55. What was your highest rate of pay? $ per hour, or $

56. What date did you begin that job? / /

mo yr

57. Are you still employed there?

1 Yes (IF "YES," SKIP TO QUESTION 60)
2 1,o

58. What was the date the job ended?
mo yr

?)

per weak.

59. (HAND CARD 4) Which of these was the main reason why you left that job?
(READ CATEGORIES ALOUD. CIRCLE ONLY ONE REAWN)

1 The job ended
2 Was fired
3 Returned to school or entered a training program
4 Entered military service
5 Moved
6 Was jailed
7 Was sick or in the hospital
8 Left for other reasons (WHY?)

(RETRIEVE CARD 4)
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DECK 2

51-

52-

53-

54-

55-

56,57,
58-

SRC/40 page 10

60. How did you hear e'bout this job? (CIRCLE RESPONSE NUMBER)

1 Public Employment Service
2 Private employment agency

3 Friends
4 Family and other relatives, family friends
5 School
6 Previous employer
7 Neighborhood Center or Opportunity Center
8 Ads or announcements--newspaper, radio, TV, bus
9 Went to place of employment and asked about a job

10 NYC, MDTA, OIC, Job Corps or sorr.e other training program

11 Other (DESCRIBE)

61. If you were asked to rate how much you liked that job, using the numbers
1 to 5, and choosing 5 meant you liked it very much and choosing 1 meant
you hated it, which number from 1 to 5 would you choose to show how you
feel about that job? (CIRCLE NUMBER)

Liked it

Hated it very much
1 2 3 4 5

62. Why do you say that?

63. Did you say you were still working at that same first job? (CIRCLE)

1 Yes (IF "YES," SKIP TO QUESTION 74)
2 No

64. Now would you tell us about the job you have now or the last job you
had? What kind of work did you do? (DESCRIBt)

65. How many hours a week did you work?
OR

(How many hours per day and how many days per week ?)

66. What was your 114.ghest rate of pay? $ per hour, or $ per week.

67. What date did you begin that job? /

mo yr

68- Are you still emplofed there?

1 Yes (IF "YES," SKIP TO QUESTION 71)
2 No
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DECK 2

59,60 -

61-

62-

63-

6i-

SRG/40 page 11

69. What was the date your job ended? / /

mo yr

70. If you no longer have this job, which of these was the main reason why

you left it? (HAND CARD 4. READ CATEGORIES ALOUD. CIRCLE ONLY ONE

REASON)

1 The job ended

2 Was fired
3 Returned to school or entered a training program

4 Entered military service

5 Moved
6 Was jailed
7 Was sick or in the hospital

8 Left for other reasons (WHY?)

(RETRIEVE CARD 4)

71. How did you hear about this job? (CIRCLE NUMBER)

1 Public Employment Service
2 Private employment agency

3 Friends
4 Family and other relatives, family friends

5 School
6 Previous employer

7 Neighborhood Center or Opportunity Center

S Ads or announcements--newspaper, radio, TV, bus
9 Went to place of employment and asken about a job

10 NYC, MDTA, OIC, Job Corps or same other training program

11 Other (DESCRIBE)

72. If you were aaked tl rate how much you like that job, using the numbers
1 to 5, and chcosing 5 meant you liked it very much and choosing 1 meant
you hated it, which number from 1 to 5 would you choose to show how you
feel about the job? (CIRCLE NUMBER)

Liked it

Hated it very much

1 2 3 4 5

73. Why do you say that?
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DECK 2

65A-

66B-

67C-

68D-

69E-

70E-

71G-

72H-

73I-

743-

75,76,
77-

DECK 3

1-6-

SRG/40 page 12

74. (HAND CARD 5) People have many different ways of looking for jobs. When
you are looking far a job, which of the ways on that list have you used?
Have you: (READ CATEGORIES ALOUD. PROBE FOR ALL METHODS. CIRCLE LETTERS
OF ALL THOSE MENTIONED.)

A. Asked your friends about jobs they might know about.

B. Asked your family, other relatives or family friends about
jobs they might know about.

C. Checked local newspaper ads.

D. Checked out-of-town newspaper ads.

E. Private employment agencies

F. Checked at State Employment Service or Youth Opportunity Center.

G. Applied directly at local company hiring gate or personnel office
where you heard they were hiring.

H. Went to local hiring gate or personnel office of companies to s,!e
if they were hiring.

I. Applied at companies eilside the city.

J. Other ways of looking for jobs (DESCRIBE)

(RETRIEVE CARD 5)

75. when you're looking for a new job, do you have some hourly wage or
weekly salary that you won't go below--that is, what is the lowest
wage per hour that you would accept? $ per hour.
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DECK 3

7,8-

9,10-

11,12-

13,14-

75,16-

17,18-

1J,20-

21,22-

23,24-

25,26-

27,28-

29,30-

31,32-

33-

34-

35-

36-

SRG/40 page 13

76. (HAND CARD 6) Now, I'd like to know about your activities, that is,
work, school, e.c. since a year ago January. Please use the. list on

this card and tell me what you were doing the first and second halves
of each month. Let's stdrt with January, 1908--what were you doing
then? (READ THE CATEGORIES ALOUD. PROBE TO DETERMINE FnR EACH HALF-
MONTH PERIOD EXACI1Y WHAT RESPONDENT'S STATUS WAS. WRITE NUMBER OF
ACTIVITY LISTED BELOW IN APPROPRIATE HALF-MONTH SPACE. THE MAIN
ACTIVITY FOR EACH. HALF-MONTH SHOULD
EQUAL TIME, WRITE IN BOTH NUMBERS.)

BE USED.

EXAMPLE:

IF TWO ACTIVITIES TOOK

[27812/:911 71

1 Employed full-time

2 Employed part-time

3 Had job but not working due to illness, slack time, strike, etc.

4 Notemployed, but looking for work

5 Nut employed, but not looking for work

6 In the military service full-time

7 In jail

8 In school part-time

9 In school full-time

10 Sick or disabled

11 In a manpower training program: On-the-Job training, NYC,

12

CEP, New Careers, MDTA, OIC, or any other
Other (DESCRIBE)

1968:

Jan

Oct

Feb Mar

II I
Nov )ec

Apr May June July Aug

--]

1969:

Jan Feb Mar Apr May

Sept

Er]
June

111 ICI I 11
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77. And right now, you are doing what? (CIRCLE AS MANY AS APPLY)

A. Employed full-time

B. Employed part-time

C. Have job but not working due to illness, ,lack time, strike, etc.

D. Not employed, but looking for work

E. Not employed, but not looking for work

F. In the military service full-time

G. In jail

H. In school part-time

1. In school full-time

Sick or disabled

L. In a manpower training program: On-the:Job training, NYC,
CEP, New Careers, MOTA, OIC, or any oth0-

Other (DESCRIBE)

(RETRIEVE CARD 6) ;

78. How au you usually get around the city, that Ls, do you walk, drive,
take the bus or what? (CIRCLE ONE ANSWER ONLY)

1 Walk
2 Public transportation (bus, cab, subway, streetcar, trolley, etc.)
3 Own transportation (own car, scooter, motorcycle, etc.)
4 Other private transportation (friend's cir, motorcycle, etc.)

79. Last month, what was the longest distance in mths (one-way) that
you traveled from home?.

(miles)

80. About how often do you travel this far from homy (CIRCLE)

1 Every day
2 About one a week
3 A couple cf times a month
4 About once a month
5 Several times a year, or less
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We are interested in finding out how many people have ever heard of
some of the programs that the government has set up to help people.
(HAND CARD 7) Here is a list of some of those programs and I'd like
you to tell me which ones you have heerd of.

Have you ever hearj of the State Employmenc Service? (CIRCLE)

1 Yes
2 No (IF "NO," SKIP TO QUESTION 92)

DECK 3

56-

57- 82. If you wanted to register there, would you knew where to go? (CIRCLE)

1 Yes

2 No

58- 83. Can you tell me a little about what it does and who it's for?

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * . * * * * * * * * * * * * *
(ON BASIS OF RESPONDENT'S REPLY, FORM JUDGMENT OF WHETHER HE UNDER-
STANDS WHICH AGENCY IS IN QUESTION. INTERVIEWER'S IMPRESSION OF
RESPOWIENT'S UNDERSTANDING OF AGENCY. CIRCLE)

59- 1 Knows quite a bit about it
2 Knows only a little about it
3 Confused, unclear or no knowledge

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 1: * * * * * * * *

60- 84. Have you ever registered at the State Emplo rent Service? (CIRCLE)

1 Yes
2 No (IF "NO," SKIP TO QUESTION 89)

85. (HAND CARD 8) After you registered, did the Employment Service: (READ
ALL CATEGORIES ALOUD SLOWLY. CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

61A- A. , :fer you to an employer fot a job

62B- B. Give you any kind of test.

63C- C. Cive you any kind of counseling

64D- D. Hllp prepare you fi r a job interview

65E- E. Refer you to any training program (DESCRIBE)

66r- F. Ott-et (DESCRIBE)

67/C.- C. Nothing ha;pened

(RETRIEVE CARD 8)

69-

92ti
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86. Did you ever get a job through the State Employment Service? (CIRCLE)

1 Yes
2 No

87. Did you get help in ony other way from the State Employment Service?

1 Yes
2 No (IF "NO," SKIP 10 QUESTION 89)

38. What kind of help? (DESCRIBE)

89. How did you hear about the State Emplc...,7)ent Service? (CIRCLE)

1)0.

1 Friends
2 Family, other relatives or ;amily friends
3 School
4 Neighborhood Center
5 Ads or announcements -- newspapers, radio, TV, bus
6 Other (DESCRIBE)

What is it about the State Employmeit Service that might make a person
want to use it? (DESCRIBE)

91. Whet is it about the State Employment Service that might make a person
not want to use it? ( DESCRIBE)

92. Have you ever heard of the Youth Opportunity Center, the Y00? (CIRCLE)

1 Yes

2 No (IF "NO," SKIP TO QUESTION 103)

93. If you wanted to register there, could you know where to go? (CIRCLE)

1 Yes
2 No
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94. Can you tell me a little about what it does and who it's for?

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * x * * * * * * *

(ON BASIS OF RESPONDENT'S REPLY, FORM JUDGMENT OF WHETHER HE UNDER-
STANDS WHICH AGENCY IS IN QUESTION. INTERVIEWER'S IMPRESSION OF
RESPONDENT'S UNDERSTANDING OF AGENCY. CIRCLE.)

1 Knows quite a bit about it
2 Knows only a little about it
3 Confused, unclear or no knowledge

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

95. Have you ever registered at the Youth Opportunity Center? (CIRCLE)

1 Yes
2 No (IF "NO," SKIP TO QUESTION 100)

96. (HAND CARD 8) After you registered, did the Youth Opportunity Center:
(READ ALL CATEGORIES ALOUI, SLOWLY. CIRCLE ALL TEAT APPLY.)

A. Refer you to an vmployer for a job

B. Give you any kind of test

C. Give you any kind of counseling

D. Help prepare you for a job interview

E. Refer you to any training program (DESCRIBE)

F. Other (DESCRIBE)

G. Nothing happened

(RETRIEVE CARD 8)

97. Did you ever glt a job Through the Youth Opportunity Center? (CIRCLE)

1 Yes
2 No

9S. Did you get help in any other way from the Youth Opportunity Center? (CIRCLF)

1 Yes

2 No (IF "NO," SKIP TO QUESTION 100)
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99. What kind of help? (DESCRIBE)

SRG/40 page 18

100. How did you hear about the Youth Opportunity Center? (CIRCLE)

1 Friends
2 Family, other relatives or family friends
3 School
4 Neighborhood Center
5 Ads or announcementsnewspapers, radio, TV, bus
6 Other (DESCRIBE)

101. What is it about the Youth Opportunity Center that might make a person
want to use it? (DESCRIBE)

102. What is it about the Youth Opportunity Center that might make a person
not want to use it? (DESCRIBE)

103. Have jou ever heard of the In-School Neighborhood Youth Corps, the NYC?
(CIRCLE)

1 Yes
2 No (IF "NO," SKIP TO QUEST-ON 114)

104. If you wanted to apply for the In-School NYC, would you know where to
go? (CIRCLE)

1 Yes
2 No

105. Can you tell me a little about what it does and who it's fur?

(ON BASIS OF RESPONDENT'S REPLY, FORM JUDGMENT OF WHETHER HE UNDER-
STANDS WHICH AGENCY IS IN QUESTION. INTEROEWERIS IMPRESSIONS OF
RESPONDENT'S UNDERSTANY.NG OF AGENCY. CIRCLE.)

1 Knows quite a bit about it
2 Knows only a little about it
3 Confused, ulclear or no knowledge

A*** A AA A **A** A A AA AAA*** AA ***AA AAA ******
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106. Did you ever think about applying for the InSchool NYC? (CIRCLE)

1 Yes
2 No (IF "NO," SKIP TO QUESTION 111)

107. Did yon e7er actually apply for the In-School NYC? (CIRCLE)

1 Yes

2 No (If "NO," SKIP TO QUESTION 111)

108. Have you ever been enrolled in the In-School NYC? (CIRCLE)

1 Yes
2 No (II' "NO," SKIP TO QUESTION 111)

109. What were the dates that you were enrolled in it? / To
mo yr mo yr

110. Do you feel that the training and ex,erience you got thruugh NYC
helped you to get a job? (CIRCLE)

1 Yes
2 No

111. How did you hear about the In-School NYC? (CIRCLE)

1 Public Employment Service or Youth Opportunity Center
2 Friends
3 Family, other relatives or family friends
4 School
5 Neighborhood Center
6 Ads or announcementsnewspaper, radio, TV, bus
7 Other (DESCRIBE)

112. What is it about the in- School NYC that might make a nerson want to get
into it?

113. What is it about the In-Schcol NYC that might make a person not want
to get into it?

114. Have you ever heard of the Out -of- School Neighborhood Youth Corps,
the NYC? (CIRCLE)

1 Yes

2 No (IF "NO," SNIP TO QUESTECN 125)
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115. If you wanted to apply for the Out-of-School NYC, *would you How
whem to go? (CIRCLE)

1 Yos
2 No

116. Can pou tell me a little about what it does and who it's for?

* * * * * 0 * * * * * * * * k * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

(ON (ASIS OF RESPONDENT'S REPLY, FORM JUDGMENT OF WHETHER HE UNDER-
STANDS WHICH AGENCY IS IN QUESTION. INTERVIEWER'S IMPRESSION OF
RESPONDENT'S UNDERSTANDING OF AGENCY. CIRCLE)

1 Knows quite a bit about it
2 Knows only a little about it
3 Confused, unclear or no knowledge

* * * * * # * * * * * * * * * * * x * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

117. Have you ever thought about applying for the Out-of-School NYC? (CIRCLE)

1 Yes

2 No (IF "NO," UIP TO QUESTION 122)

118. Have you ever actually applied for the Out-of-School NYC? (CIRCLE)

1 Yes
2 No (IF "NO," SKIP TO QUESTION 122)

119. Have you ever been enrolled in the Out-of-School NYC? (CIRCLE)

1 Yes
Z No (IF "NO," SKIP TO QUESTION 122)

120. Whiv: were the dates that you were enrolled in it? / To
mo yr mo yr

121. Do you feel that the training and experience you got through the Out-
of-School NYC helped you to get a job? (CIRCLE)

1 Yes
2 No

122. How did you hear about the Out-of-School NYC? (CIRCLE)

1 Public Employtent Service or Youth Opportunity Center
2 Friends
3 Family, other relatives or family friends
4 School
5 Neighborhood Center
6 Ads or announcements -- newspapers, radio, TV, bus
7 Other (DESCRIBE)
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123. What is it about the Out-of-School NYC that might make a person want
to get into it? (DESCRIBE)

124. What is it about the Out-of-School NYC that night make a person not
want to get into it? (DESCRIBE)

125. Have you ever heard of the Job Corps? (CIRCLE)

1 Yes
2 No (IF "NO," SKIP TO QUESTION 128)

126. If you wanted to apply for the Job Corps wouA you know where to go
or what to do? (CIRCLE)

1 Yes
2 No

127. Can you tell me a little about what the Job Corps does aad who it's for?

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 4 * * * * * * * * *
(ON BASIS OF RESPONDENT'S REPLY, FORM JUDGNINT OF WHLTHER HE UNDER-
STANDS WHICH AGANCY IS IN QUESTION. INTERVNER'S IMPRESSION OF
RESPONDENT'S UNDERSTANDING OF AGENCY. CIRCLE.)

1 Knows quite a bit zbout it
2 Knows only a little about it
3 Confused, unclear or no knowledge

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

128. Have you ever thought about applying for tie Job Corps? (CIRCLE)

1 Yes
2 No (IF "NO," SKIP TO QUESTION 1331

129. Have you ever actually applied for the Job Corps? (CIRCLE)

1 Yes
2 No (IF "NO," SKIP TO QUESTION 133)

130. Have you ever been emolied in the Job Corps? (CIRCLE)

1 Yes
2 No (IF "NO," SKIP TO QUESTION 13:1)
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131. What were the dates that you were enrolled in it? / / Tc
MD yr mo yr

132. Do you feel that the training and experience you got through the Job
Corps helped you to get a job? (CIRCLE)

1 Yes
2 No

133. How did you hear about the Job Corps? (CIRCLE)

1 Public Employment Service or Youth Opportunity Center
2 Friends
3 Family, other relatives or family friends
4 School
5 Neighborhood Center
6 Ads or announcements--newspaper, radio, TV, bus
7 Other (DESCRIBE)

134. What is It about the Job Corps that might make a person want to get
into it? (DESCRIBE)

135. What is it about the Job Corps that might make a person not want to
get late it? (DESCRIBE)

136. Have you ever heard of the Manpower Development and 'training Program,
the MDIA? (CIRCLE)

1 Yes
2 No (IF "NO," SKIP TO QUESTION 147)

137. If you wanted to apply for the MDTA, would you knew where to go?
(CIRCLE)

1 Yes
2 No
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138. Can you tell me something about what It does and who it's for?

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

(ON BASIS OF RESPONDENT'S REPLY, FORM JUDGMENT OF WHETHER HE UNDER-
STANDS WHICH AGENCY TS IN QUESTION. INTERVIEWER'S IVTRESSION OF
RESPONDENT'S UNDERSTANDING OF AGENCY. CIRCLE.)

1 Knows quite a bit about it
2 Knows only a little about
3 Confused, unclear or no knowledge

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

139. Have you ever thought about applying for the MDTA? (CIRCLE)

1 Yes
2 No (IF "NO," SKIP TO QUESTION 144)

140. Have you ever ictually applied for the MDTA? (CIRCLE)

1 Yes
2 No (IF "NO," SKIP TO QUESTION 144)

141. Have you ever been enrolled in the :1DTA? (CIRCLE)

1 Yes
2 No (IF "NO," SKIP TO QUESTION 144)

142. What were the dates that you were enrolled in the MDTA? / To
mo yr mo yr

143. Do you feel that the training and experience you got helped you to
get a job? (CIRCLE)

1 Yes

2 No

144. How did you hear about the MDTA? (CIRCLE)

1 State Employment Service or Youth Opportunity Center
2 Friends
3 Family, other relatives or family iriends
4 School
5 Neighborhood Center
6 Ads or announceme s--newspaper, TV, bus
7 Other (DESCRIBE)
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145. What is it about the 1WTA that might make a person want to get
into it? (DESCRIBE)

146. What is it about the MDTA that might make a person not want to
get into it? (DESCRIBE)

147. Have you ever heard of the New Careers Program? (CIRCLE)

1 Yes
2 No (IF "NO," SKIP TO QUESTION 158)

148. If you wanted to apply for the New Careers Program, would you know
where to go? (CIRCLE)

1 Yes

2 No

149. Can you tell me a little about what the New Careers Program does
and who it's for?

0 * * * * * * * * * * * * 0 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

(ON BASIS CF RESPONDENT'S REPLY, 11014'1 JUDGKENT OF MiETHER HE UNDER
STANDS WHICH AGENCY IS IN QUESTION. INTERVI WER'S IMPRESSION OF
RESPONDENCS UNDERSTANDING OF AGENCY. CIRCLE.)

1 Knows quite a bit about it
2 Knows only r little about it
3 Confused, unclear or no knowledge

* * * * * * * t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

150. Have you ever thouOt about applying for the New Careers Program? (CIRCLE)

1 Yes

2 No (IF "NO," !;KIP TO QUESTION 155)

151. Have you ever actually appliod for the New Careers Program? (CIRCLE)

1 leg
2 No (IF "NO," SKIP TO QUESTION 155)

152. Have you ever been enrolled in New Careers? (CIRCLE)

1 Yes
2 No (IF "NO," SLIP TO QUESTION 155)
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153. What were the dates that you were enrolled in it? / / To /

mo yr mo yr

154. Do you feel that the training and experience you got in New Careers
helped you to get a job? (CIRCLE)

1 Yes
2 No

155. Haw did you hear about New Career,3? (CIRCLE)

1 Public. Employment Service or Youth Opportunity Center
2 Friends
3 Family, other relatives or family friends
4 School.

5 Neightorhood Center
6 Ads or announcements--newspapPrs, radio, TV, bus
7 Other (DESCRIBE)

156. That is it about the New Careers Program that might /lake a person
want to get into it? (DESCRIBE)

15:, that is it about the New Careers Program that might make a person not
want to get it. o it? (DESCRIBE)

(RETRIEVE CAFG 7)
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(HAND CARD 9) Now I'd like to get your reactiolis to some things Chat
people have different opinions on. I'll read a statement and I'd like
you t.o tell me whether you strongly agree, agree somewhat, disagree
somewhat, or strongly disagree with it. (READ EACH STATEMENT. CIRCLE
NUMBER.)

158. It is better to live for today and let tomorrow cake care of itself.

1 Strongly agree
2 Agree somewhat
3 Disagree somewhat
4 Strongly disagree

159. Most work is dull and boring.

I Strongly agree
:I Agree somewhat.
3 Disagree somewhat
' Strongly disagree

160. You feel that your chances of having a happy tofu: life in the
future are good.

I Strongly agree
2 Agree somewhat
:I Disagree somewhat

Strongly disagree

i61. You feel that so far in your life you have been very lucky.

I Strongly agree
2 Agree somewhat
3 Disagree somewhat
4 Strongly disagree

152. When people "bug" you, they should be told off even if it means
getting into trouble.

1 Strongly tgTee
2 Agree somewhat
3 Disagree somewhat
4 Strongly disagree

163. You world say that you have a lot of confidence, in yourself.

I Strongly agree
2 Agtee somewhat
3 Disagree somewhat
4 Strongly disagree
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164. 1.tost of your teachers had it in for you and gave you a hard tine.

1 Strongly agree
2 Agree somewhat
3 Disagree somewhat
4 Strongly disagrPe

165. Rost people cannot be trusted.

1 Strongly agree
2 Agree somewhat
3 Disagree somewhat
4 Strongly disagree

166. If you try hard enough, you h've a good chance of succeeding in
whatever you want to do.

1 Strongly agree
2 Agree somewhat
3 Disagree somewhat
4 Strongly disagree

167. You feel you are as capable and as smart as most other people.

1 Strongly agree
2 Agree sorwhat
3 Disagree somewhat
4 Strongly disagree

(RETRIEVE ,ARD 9)

Now, lcc's go back to talking a little more aoout your famil.

168. '.;ould you say that what your famil expected of y(..0 while y
gro4ing up was: (READ ALTERNATIVES ALOUD L.1.) CIRCLE ONE NCAc,

1 foo much
2 A great deal
1 Just about the right amount
4 Net very much
5 Not enough

169. Would you say that in dealing with you, your family wa;:
NATIVES ALOUD /ND CIRCLE ONE NUMBER,)

1 Always fair
2 Usually fair
3 Sometimes fair and sometiries unfair
4 Usually unfair
5 Always unfair
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170. On the whole, how strict was your family with you? (READ ALTERNATIVES

ALOUD AND CIRCLE ONE NUMBER)

1 Too strict
2 Quite strict
3 Just about right
4 Rather easy
5 Too easy

171 Would you say that your (PARENTS Ok OTHER) were very interested, some-
what interested, or not at all interested in what you were doing while
you were growing up? (CIRCLE)

1 Very interested
2 Somewhat interested
3 Not at all interested

172. while you were growing up, when family decisions were made that con-
cerned you, how often did they pay attention to what you wanted?
(READ ALTERNATIVES AND CIRCLE ONE NUMBER.)

1 Always
2 Usually
3 Sometimes
4 Seldom
5 Never

A73. Whcn you dropped Gut of school, would you say that your (PARENTS OR
OTHER) were in favor, were opposed, or didn't care one way or the
other? (CIRCLE)

1 Were in favor
2 Were opposed
3 Didn't care
4 Divided opinion (VOLUNTEERED BY RESPONDENT)

174. Compared to most of the young men who are your friends, do you feel
that you are getting along now: (READ ALTERNATIVES AND CIRCLE ONE
NUMBER.)

1 Much better than they are
2 A little better than they are
i About the same
4 Nc_ as well as they are
5 Much worse than they are

175. Would you say that most of these friends: (READ ALTERNATIVES AND

CIRCLE ONE NUMBER.)

1 Graduated from high school
2 Dropped out after 10th grad!
3 Dropped out before finishing 10th grade
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176. How many of these friends would you say have full -time. jobs; All of

them, most of them, some of them, only a few, or none of them? (CIRCLE

ONE NUMBER.)

1 All of them
2 Most of them
3 Some of them
4 Only a few
5 None of them

177. What kind of work would you really like to be doing ten years from now?

178. Do you think your chances of getting that kind of work are Very good,

fairly good, not so good, or unlikely? (CIRCLE ONE NUMBER)

1 Very good
2 Fairly good
3 Not so good
4 Unlikely

179. Is there anything that might hold you back from getting that kind of

work? (CIRCLE LETTER)

A. Yes (IF "YES," DESCRIEI)

B. No

180. Now we might want to get in touch with you again. Would you give me

your telephone number, please?

181. The telephone is listed under whose name?

182. Whet is your Social Security nu7-ber

Now, let me just check back through this to be sure I didn't miss
anything . . (CHECK PAGE EY PACK TO MAKE SURE ALL QUESTIONS WERE
COVERED.)

Your participation in our survey is appreciated very much and we thank
you for your time and help

(TIME INTERVIEW ENDED : a.m.

p.n.)
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INTERVIEWER'S IMPRESSIONS

183. Sex of respondent: (CIRCLE)

184. Ethnic origin: (CIRCLE)

SRG/40 page 30.

i Male
2 Female

1 Negro
2 Ceucasi,en

3 Mexican-American
4 Puerto Rican
5 Other (SPECIFY)

185. Does respondent have any obvious physical defects which might impair
his ability to work? (CIRCLE)

1 Yes (IF "YES," DESCRIBE)
2 Nc

136. Rating of respondent's attitude toward interview: (CIRCLE)

1 Friendly, cooperative
2 Casual, impersonal
3 Suspicious, reluctant
4 Host-He
5 Totally detached, noninvolved

187. ADDITIONAL COMMENTS AND EXPLANATIONS: Describe anything that occurred
during the interview (ilterruptions, etc.) which you think may have in-
fluenced the accuracy completeness with which tte respondent answered
the questions.

(interviewer)

(date)

nits rzFORMATION IS BEING ()BTAINED IS PAPT OF A RESEARCH STUDY CnND,,CTEil BY
)1,F cTOFGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY, AND THE INFORMATION WILL BE KEPT CONFIDEN1IAL.

24/



APPENDIX B

MNIPOWER SERVICES AND PROGI1AMS

A. (Baltimore, ttaryland

1. tlaryl:Ind State Employment Service. CfSES, ES)

Office Locations: 1100 N. Eutaw
Cherry Hill Office-2700 Spelm8n Rd,
2434 Greenmount Avenue

Outreach Centers

Eligibility loqui.rementq: In 1-2.-1 of ,:ork rr tralninF!, over

age 16. Veteran;:: rreq;ivun preference

Services Provide!: Coun:,21ing. job rlferral, referral
to trlining pro ruts, fellow -uo
services by a con-unity worker.

Information alaGet the p:ograr, is disseminated thcough the mass media,
contAct with agencies; outreach workers talk to people in their neigh-
borhoods.

2. Youth Opportunity Center (YOC)

Office Location:

Eligibility Requirements:

Services Provided:

1727 N. Charles Street
All outreach centers

In need of work or training, age
16 to 21. Any young veteran.

Applicants are registered, tested,
counseled, referred, and followed-up.
Sessions fur young oeoole to learn
about jobs in industry. Enroll yw.lth
for t:ork-training courses. Uses neigl
borhood workers and helps them into
collels-study programs.

Information about the program is disseminated through the school, the use
of TV and radio spots, newspaper ads, hand bills, and through personal
contacts the neighborhoods by outreach workers.

3. Job Corps (JC)

Enrollment Location:

227

currentlyHealth and '!elfare CoJncil
1310 . Calvert St.

1966 - -City Hall
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Job Corps (cont.)

Eligibility Requirements:

Number of Job Corps recruits from
Baltimore as of June 30, 1969:

Services Provided:

Age 16-22; of low income family and/or
on welfare; usually less than a high
school education; without too extensive
criminal record (non-repetitive); U.S.
citizen; can't have IA draft status;
must have parental consent; must be
willing to leave home to live in rural or
urban residential center elsewhere.

3,500 males

Vocational training, basic education,
social and attitudinal enrichment in
urban and conservation centers. Re-

muneration is usually $99.19 per no.;
$50.00 is banked and paid to Corpsmen
upon completion of training and an
additional $30.00 is paid monthly for
personal expenses. Personal achieve-
ment may result in increase from $30.00
to a maximum of $50.00 oer month. Corns-
men also receive room and board and cllth
ing allowance.

Informaticn about the Job Corps is disseminated through mass media, con-
tact with other agencies, and positive recruitment di-ectly in the neigh-
borhood.

4. Job Corps Skills Center

Location:

Eligibility Requirements:

Number enrolled, June 30, 1969:

Services Provided:

Mt. Royal Avenue and Calvert Street
Opened June, 1968

Resident of Maryland. Baltimore resi-
dents live at home; Baltimore non-resi-
dents are housed. Other requirements
are the same for the regular Job Corps.

200

Trairing in culinary arts, manufacturing
orientation, knowledge of nlant operation.
Hours are 9:39 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Stipend

is the same al the regular Job Corps.

2 4!)
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5. Ianpower Developmeat Training Program 0,COTA)

Lnrollment Locations: Maryland State Employment Service
1100 N. Eutaw

Youth Opportunity Center
1727 N. Charles

Concentrated Employment Program (CU)
Calv.ort and Nortb Avenue

Creenmount Avenue Office
2434 Creenmount Avenue

Cherry Hill Office
2700 Sp:lman Road

All Outreach Offices

Eligibility Requirements: Unemployed or under-employed and over
age )6.

Services Provided: Vocational training, basic and remeeal
education for those yho need it. Re-
muneration-- training allowance.

Information about MDTA is disseminated through newspaper publicity and
flyer distributions to all social agencies.
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(ADDITIONAL INFORMATION) Maryland State .7mployment Service (1SES, ES)

Current Office Locations:

New Careers

Office Location:

Mayor's Station, City Hall
Room 123
100 Holiday Street

Mayor's One-Stop Station
2133W. Pratt Street

mayor Covens' Station
5227 York Road

Mcqor's Station--Coldspring
3006 W. Coldspring Lane

Fcho House
1705 U. Fayette Street

Southwest Christlan Parrish
410 S. '!onroe Street

Lafayette Square Community Center
1002 W. Lanvale Street

Washington Blvd.
788 Washington Blvd.

Essex--Middle River
1515 Martin Blvd,

Dunbar Center
Caroline & Malderry Streets

Hilton Center
125 Hilton Street

Towson
311 E. Pennsylvania Ave.

Concentrated Employment Prcgram
Calvert 5, North Avenue

(Other components of the Concentrated
Employment Program are NYC, OIC,
Mild Care Center, and Special Impact.
:!ew Careers is allowed to take 10%
youths over 18 into the training progrk-:r7)
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New Careers (cont.)

Eligibility Requirements: Over age 22, resident of a target
area with income on the poverty
level, 8th grade functional level
(optional).

Number Currently Enrolled: 24 males, 70 females

Services Provided: Program began in October, 1967.
Services include on-the-job training,
educational nrenaration (in a college)
for high school equivalency diploma
(can receive two years of college
credits besides on-the-job training
if they have high school diploma). New
Careers contract with user agencies
(hospitals, non-profit and governmental
agencies) assures a job plus a career
ladder will be available to those en-
rollees who finish the program.
In training, enrollees receive $1.60
per hur, $3.09 per we for trans-
portation costs, plus fringe benefits.
They work an 8 hour day. When training
is completed, they become regular eployee-
of thrt user agency and Pay is increase,:..

Means of disseinating information about New Careers is through the mass
media and public s:)ea'King engagements.

(ADDITIONAL INFOVATION) Out-of-School Neiflborhood Youth Corps (NYC-OS)

Current EnroPment Sites:

Eligibility Requirements:

2510 St. Paul Street
Application for NYC can be processed
at the Department of EtInloyment Security,
but then ere referred to 2510 St. Paul St.

1966 Enrollment site:
202 Cillford Avsnue

Nember of low-income family; age 16-11;
out of school foi at least 3 months of
the regular school year; city resident.

rA7()
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Out-of-School NYC (cont.)

Enrollment, December, 1966:
Enrollment, June, 1969:

Services Provided:

Hours worked per week:

Hourly wage:

496 males, 849 females
127 males, 732 females

!kirk training and experience at
the job sites; counseling services;
remedial education program, cultural,
recreational and educational enrt6.-
ment program; job development and
placement; medical service, family
planning services; other services
as individual problems and needs
identified. Services in each field
have expanded since 1966.

%pprox'mately 25-32

1966. $1.25

Currently: $1.40

Information about the program is disseminated through radio, TV, bus posters,
flyers, newspapers, word of mouth.

In-School Neighborhood Youth Corps (jYC)

Eligibility requirements:

Services Provided:

253

Between ages 16 and 21, currently
enrolled in school, and from a low
income family as indicated by tederal
government guidelines.
In the summer program, because of more
requests from male enrollees than there
are apolicants, the age requirement for
males is 14 to 21.

Dental and health care and treatment;
Secretarial workshops; lob placement
for graduates; enriehnent proorams,
including trips in and out of state,
visits to colleges, places of interest,
and places offering career oriportunWes.
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InSchool NYC (cont.)

Hours Worked: For the summer program, the hours
worked previously were 32 ner week;
currently, 28 hours per week.

Hourly Wage: Initially ',as $1.25; increased to
$1.30; and currently, $1.4.1.

Information about the JYC is disseminated by sending staff members to the
public schools, CAA Centers, neighborhood zgencies, and non-profit organizations.
Also through local news media. Recruitment is by direct contact through
mail, phone, or visits.
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B. St. Louis, Missouri

1. Missouri State Employment Service (MSES, MS Enployme,,: Office)

Office Locationa:

Eligibility Requirement:

Services Provided:

2. Youth Opportunity Center (YOC)

Office Locations:

Eligibility Requirements:

Services Provided:

Missouri State - 505 Washington
Kinloch Office - 5737 Carson Road
Work Incentive Program - 711 ruclid

In need of work or training, over age
16

Job placement, testing, counseling,
referrals to the vrious training
Programs

515 Waahington
3417 Olive

Under age 11, unemployed al.d in need
of Jork or training

Job referrals for youth wider 21.
Referrals to training programs.
Testing, couselin?, and job placement.

3. In-School Neighborhood Youth Corps (NYC, The In-School oroqram)

Programs in fall of 1966 no longer operating:
McKinley High, 2156 Russell.
O' Fallon Technical High, 5101 Northrop

Programs Currently Oparatins:

Eligibility Aequirements:

Deaumoat :11 - 3816 Natural Bridge
Central HiCI - 3616 N. Garrison
Kinloch Hit,h 5929 Witt
Kirkwood (r, 7) - 8)1 Essix
Lincoln Oppoltunity School - 5117 Washinr,ten
`fercy Mif!h - 19'1 Pennsylvania
Solden - 913 Union
Sumner Elv.1 - 4268 U. Cottage
Vashcl 31.11 - 2405 Bell

A n2mber of low-income family, attending
school, not I's:: Clan 14 years of Rye,
and in n2cd of r.,id work nAocricnce in
order t( ccrtirlix in school.
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In-School NYC (cont.)

Information about the program is disseminated by: advertising through
school media, public media, ule of records of the school counselor and
school social worker.

Number in program, December, 1966 : 103 males, 348 females
Number currently in summer program : estimated 3,000

Services provide:at Paid work experience in non-nrofit or
Federal agencies; counseling, educational.
vocational, cultural and enrichment
programs.

Hours worked per week: 1966 - 12 hours per week $1.10 per hour
1969 - 10 hours per week $1.25 Per hour

4. Out-of-School Neighborhood Youth Corns (NYC, the Youth Corps, Out-of-School
Program)

Enrollment sites:

Eligibility Requirements:

At any of the Neighborhood Action Centers
located throughout St. Louis;
Iissouri State Employment Service --
5')5 Wshington Avenue;
At any worksite where an NYC Counselor
h's an office;
Ii October, 1966, the Youth Opportunity
Office was the maior referral agency for
enrollees. A small amount of enrollment
was done directly by the NYC staff.

Age 16 through 21; unemployed; out of
school for at least three months of a
normal school year and not planning to
return to school; in need of useful
experience; and a member of a family cith
income beloy the noverty level.

Enrollment in December, 1966 : 456 males, 526 ferales
Enrollment in June, 1969: 80 males, 360 females

Information about the program is disseminated through mass media.

Services Provided: Paid work experience, basic and reredf.al
education, counseling and guidance, job
placement, follcw-up and supportive
services in the form of development of
occupation,1 competence, dealing with
personal, family and social problems.
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5. New Caraers

Office Locations: St. Louis Corinunit' Center (Yalem)
724 N. Union Boulevard

The program began in August, 1967, and recruitment is done by the Missouri
State Employment Service.

Eligibility Requirements:

(two more recent requirements):

22 years of age or older; unemployed;
and an annual family income below the
poverty level.

Possession of a high school diploma or
the potential for acquiring one within
six montl-s after entering the rew Careers
program; No serious involvement with
drugs or alcohol.

Current enrollment: 23 males, 54 females

Information about the program is disseminated by the leighborhood Centers
within the Neighborhood Action Programs.

Ser 'ices Provided: Enrollees are placed in non-orofessional
jobs which give wctk .:y.1:erience and an

opportunity to further their education
and move into a professional position.
The position must he designed to imnrove
the health, education, welfare, neigh-
borhood redeveloPment, and public safety.
lost are in the areas of !'duration Aidzs,
Health Aides, and Casework Aides. Tne

program is actually a job creation effort
with major emnhasiF on access to ne,,

careers.
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APPENDIX C

MA.RCINALS

Baltimore St. Louis Total Item number and Code

1. here were you born?

0 1 1 Alabama
0 / 12 12 Arkansas
0 1 1 Florida
0 1 1 Illinoi9

0 1 1 Indiana
148 0 148 Maryland
0 1 I Michigan
0 14 14 'Mississippi

0 99 99 Missouri
2 0 2 New Jersey
1 0 1 New York
6 0 6 nm-th Carolina
0 1 1 Ohio
0 1 1 Oklahoma
1 0 1 Pennsylvania
9 0 9 South Carolina
0 1 1 Tennessee

9 0 9 Virginia

2. When were you born?

49.5 49.6 49.6 lean
1.30 1.15 1.24 Standard Deviation

176 133 309 11
..

14 6 20 1947, or before
16 15 31 1948

47 29 76 1949

53 53 106 1950

46 30 76 1951

3. How many years have you lived in
this city.?

18.1 17.2 17.7 ;teen

3.32 4.D1 3.5 Standard Deviation
176 133 309 N

3 2 5 2-5 years
7 13 2) 6-10 years
a 14 22 11-15 years

138 91 229 15-20 years
20 13 33 21-25 years

233
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Balti-ore St. Louis Total Iton Number and Code

5. In hoN many different hou2es in this
city have you lived?

3.9 3.8 3.9 Haan
2.36 2.17 2.27 Standard Deviation
176 131 307 ,1

14 6 20 One

128 104 232 2-5 houses
32 2O 52 6-10 houses
1 1 2 11-15 houses
1 0 1 16-21 houses
0 2 2 Unkno,m

7. Month7 out of school as of 7/1/69.

23.8 25.0 27.2 ?lean

5.08 7.46 6.46 Standard Deviation
169 124 293 N

0 5 5 0-6 Tonths
2 4 6 7-12 nonths
0 8 3 13-18 months
25 30 55 19-24 months
65 53 118 25-30 months
63 18 8G 31-36 month.>

9 6 15 37-42 months
7 ':.? 16 Unknoqn

8. dir,hqst grade cspleted (first
dconoue.

9.3
1.28

173

9.3
1.00

132

9.5

1.20

395

'fean

Standard Deviation
:

17 2 19 1-7 grades
29 11 40 8th grads
45 31 75 901 grade
51 53 104 10,h r:rede

31 33 C4 Ilth gracle

0 2 2 12th rraer.

3 1 4 Uokno.n
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Baltimo-e St. Louis Total Item Number and Cole

9. Reasons for leaving school:

26 5 31 Some subjects too difficult
40 4 44 Wasn't learoing anything, in school
33 9 47 Didn't get along well with teachers
5 4 9 Didn't get along well with other students

22 52 74 Was suspended or expelled
17 8 25 Parents wanted me to leave, had to

help out family
40 21 61 Would rather work than study
39 33 122 Lost interest in school
14 6 20 Wanted t,- enlist in the military service
8 5 13 Cot marrfrA and had to suoport my wife

51 20 71 Didn't h,-.7e enough money for clothing
a.ld othc. expenses

Otlier rclsons for leavi& school

3 1 4 Other sC,rolwork reasons
1 2 4 3 Other sO.col personnel reasons
4 5 9 Other nerf.onal and social reasons
1 0 1 He:th
5 2 7 Jailed
0 i 1 No%ed
5 1 6 Irrelevant and unclear

157 121 278 No other reasons

10. /Lin re3on for leaving, school.

5 1 7 Some subjects too difficult
17 0 17 Wasn't learning anything in school
12 4 16 Didn't got along tell with teachers
2 0 2 Didn't get along well with other students

15 47 62 Was suspended or expelled
14 5 19 Pare,Its wanted me to leave, had to

help out fa:Aily
11 15 2G Would rather work than study
53 24 77 Lost interest in school
5 4 9 Wanted to enlist in the military service
5 5 11 Cot married and had to sunoort my 7-lie
19 13 32 Didn't have enough money for clothes

and other expenses
3 1 4 Other s:hoolwork reasons
1 2 3 Other school personnel reasons
2 2 4 Other personal and social reasons
1 0 1 Health
5 2 7 Jailed
1 2 3 /:ovc3d

3 5 8 Unknown
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Baltore St. Louis Total Item Number and Code

11. Rating of liking for school.

10 5 15 1 - Hated it
29 13 42 2

70 31 121 3

35 29 64 4

32 34 66 5 - Liked it very much
0 1 1 liknown

12. Rr:_Alons for like-school rating.

Ne!--ativsl

11 5 16 Cr;.:icili of crhool value, school
si-1,1ect::,, sch,:.)1 personnel

13 6 19 Personal.. social

20 4 2t T!alifie-1.

17 10 27 Reiteration

18 13 31 In-Between

Positiv

35 42 77 Velue of school, school subjects,
school personnel

15 17 32 Personal, soc:al
5 1 6 Qualifio.d

25 21 46 Reiteration,

3 2 5 Unkncwn

13. Did whit you learn in school help
pr(!pare ,:ou for a io!1?

59 63 122 Yes

115 64 179 No

' 6 8 Ueknown

14. Uhat specifically helped you prenarl?
kcaeemir:tocational help in preelrin
for a jc,b.

22 24 46 Academic only

t5 9 15 Academic and vocational

31 27 58 Vocational only

0 3 3 Unknown (no information)

117 71 187 lot applicable (school did not helo
prepare for a job)
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Baltiore St. Louis Total Item ZTumter and Code

14. Vocational br!ln in preparing for

22 21 43 Vocational course work only
13 5 13 Vocational behaviors, how to get and

keep a job
0 3 3 Social skills, personal development
1 2 3 ,:ocati.i.al courses and vocational

Uchavi_;:s

1 4 5 Vocational courses and social skills
1 1 2 Vocatioaal brhaviors and social skills

138 97 235 Unknown and not applicable

15. Reading ability connared to average
srolool wadua:-1.

21 22 43 ;Lttel. than average
28 18 46 worse than average

127 91 213 Same as average
0 2 2 Unknown

16. !eth ability compared to average hid,:
school gradte.

16 15 31 1.etter than average
63 32 95 WJrse than .:erage

97 84 181 Same as average
0 2 2 Unknown

17. Ever return to fu31time school after
dropott?

21 25 46 Yes
154 101 255 No

1 7 8 Unknown

18. 19. Months in full-time school on
return.

10 10 20 0 - 6 months
5 6 11 7 - 12 months
0 3 3 13 - 18 months
0 3 3 19 - 24 months
1 0 1 25 or more mor.ths
5 3 8 Unknown

155 108 263 :;ot applicable (No or unknown in 17)

2(32
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Baltimore St. Louis Total ItemNnml.;er

20.

and Code

Highest oracle completed on return.

12 6 13 10th g-.1e or less
2 9 11 11th gl.!(-.

4 9 13 12th gle
3 1 4 Unknown

155 108 263 Not appl!.cable (no or unknown in 17)

21. F.,or t1.7 to finish school in special

classes:

38 41 79 Yes

135 84 219 No
3 8 11 Unknown

22. C,-niits earnn: in sr,2cial courses.

34 33 67 :lo credits er,rned

1 6 7 1 - 5 credits
1 1 2 6 - 10 credits
0 1 1 11 or more credits
2 0 2 Ur;nlown

22. Additienol 6rid.2s finished.

29 38 67 NoAe
6 3 9 One
1 0 1 Two

2 0 2 Unknown

22. Passed 0:1) test?

4 3 7 Yes

32 33 70 No

2 0 2 Unknown

22. Anj other proRress in snecial courses?

35 40 75 No
1 1 2 Yes
2 0 2 Unknown

22. No _progress.

24 27 51 No progresP
13 14 27 Scce progress

1 9 1 UnknoNrn
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Baltimore St. Louis Total. Item

23.

Number and Code

Any vocational courses outside of
sOcol?

12 8 20 Yes

161 120 281 No
3 5 S Unknown

24. Number of vou.Ainal courses.

10 7 17 One
1 1 2 Two
1 0 1 Three

25. Kind of work, earliest vocational course.

2 1 3 Semi-profess *Ial or technician

3 0 3 Building ane onstrection trades
1 5 6 'fetal-workin! and machine trades

1 1 2 Factory and warehouse work
4 1 5 Service trades
1 0 1 Pre-occupational training

25. Kind of work, 2nd earliest course.

1 0 1 ''chine trad :s

0 1 1 Food preparaLion

25. Kind of woe:, 3rclearliest course.

1 0 1 Machine trades

26. lonths in earliest vocational course.

10 5 15 1 - 6 months

1 2 3 7 - 12 months

1 1 2 Unknown

26. Ionths in 2nd earliest vocational
course.

1 0 1 One
0 1 1 37 months

26. Months in 3rd earliest vocational
course.

1 0 1 Cne
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Baltimore St. Louis Total ?tem Number and Code

27, 23. Complete trainip7? Earliest

vocational course.

3 1 4 Completed training, got certificate
2 3 Completed training, no certificate
6 6 12 Did not complete training

0 1 Unknown

27, 28. Complete t'llninr,? Second earliest
vocational

1 0 1 Did not complete training
0 1 1 Unknown

27, 28. Complete t.1inin:,? Third earliest
vocational COV'31.

1 0 1 Did not complete training

29. Family unit prior to dropout.

0 1 I Lived alone
105 75 180 Lived with both father and mother

2 1 3 Father and stepmother, mother and step-
father

3 4 7 Father only
54 38 92 Mother only
5 3 8 Related couples (e.g., grandparents,

aunt and uncle)
3 7 10 Female relatives only (e.g., grand-

mother, aunt)
3 1 4 Foster home
1 3 4 Unknown

30. ]and of work, Principal adult.

0 1 1 Major professional
2 2 4 Lesser professional
1 4 5 Seni-professional
6 10 16 Clerical, Sales
9 2 11 Technicians

16 22 38 Skilled manual
43 2) 72 Machine operator3
14 3 22 Semi-skilled

54 33 87 Unskilled
24 16 40 None

7 6 13 Unkno.m
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Baltimore St. Louis Total Item Number and Code

31. Was principal adult working at time
of dropout?

136 101 237 Yes
39 27 66 No
1 5 6 Unknown

32. Hinhest school grad. completed by
Principal adP7t.

44 29 64 1 - 7
15 15 31 3

18 5 23 9

26 11 37 10

11 20 31 11

22 23 45 12

4 7 11 sigh nchool and additional schooling
2 5 7 College
33 27 60 Unknown

33. Annual family income year before donal!t.

4 4 8 '3elow $1,000

12 8 20 From $1,000 to $2,000
32 15 41 From $2,001 to $3,000
35 31 66 From $3,000 to $4,000
34 16 50 rom $4,000 to $5,000
21 2J 41 From $5,000 to $6,100
ID 8 18 From $6,000 to $7,000
11 5 16 From $7,000 to $8,000
12 13 25 Above $8,000
5 13 18 Unknown

34. Number of persons in household at time
of dropout.

6.2 6.1 6.2 Heim
2.84 ?.44 2.67 Standard Deviation
175 131 306 W

75 61 136 1 - 5

83 65 148 6 - 10
17 5 22 11 - 15

1 2 3 Unknown
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Baltimore St. Louis Total Item N.,,mber and Code

35. rumher of persons employed and con-
tributing to income ac time of drurout.

1.9 1.8 1.9 :lean

1.15 1.05 1.11 Standard Deviation
175 131 306 N

13 10 23 None
53 40 93 One
75 55 130 Two
17 14 31 Three
14 11 25 Four

3 1 4 Five
1 2 3 Unknown

36. Up to the time you school, did
your fern-lb:ever receive welfare naymentc'

55 34 83 Yes
119 95 214 1h)

2 4 6 Unknown

37. About how much of the time did they
receive welfare?

18 20 38 All of the time
19 3 12 Nast of the tire
14 li 25 Sore of the tire
4 0 4 Only once or tice

119 95 214 Did not receive welfare
2 4 6 Unknown

38, 39. Narital status at time of intervi?

22 20 42 ?tarried, livin3 with wife
5 3 13 Sevaratee.

149 103 252 Single, never. married

0 2 2 Unkrown

40. %onths married as of 7/1/69.

5 10 15 0 - 6 months
3 1 4 Unknown

149 105 254 Never married, or rarital status unknown
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Saltimor

117

29

16

6

4

2

2

St. Louis Total Item Number and Cf).?.

(05

20

12

3

0
0
3

212
49

28

9

4

2

5

41, 42. Number r:f children and
Jiving with subject.

0 ch'adren
Children, none liming with
subject
1 child, living with subject
2 children
3 children
4 children
Unknown

43. Family unit at time of interview.

63 40 103 Both parents
3 2 Father oni_y

57 50 107 Mother only
12 16 28 W.Ife only

3 5 8 Live alone
S 2 10 Lives with wife and other adults

12 14 26 Lives with relatives other than
parents or wife

3 0 3 Lives in institution, foster he
3 1 4 Lives with unrelated others

11 1 12 Other, jail
1 2 3 Unknown

44. Sources of support et tine of
interview.

34 47 81 Earnings of father and/or mother
(or principal adult)

10 9 19 Welfare payments to father and/or
mother

2 2 4 Other income of father and/or
mother

6 4 10 Wife's earnings
2 3 5 Own or wife's welfare payment8

123 79 202 Own earnings
6 1 7 Hustling
0 1 1 Training allowance
3 1 4 Unemployment compansation
1 0 1 Disability payments
2 0 2 Help for relatives
13 1 14 Jail maintenance
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Baltimore St. Louis Total Item Number and Code

45. Major source of eupport time of
interview.

40 47 87 Parental family
1 3 4 Wife
1 3 4 Welfare

113 74 192 Own earnings
1 2 3 Bustling

13 1 14 Jail
2 0 2 Other
0 3 3 Unknown

46. Ever been in military service?

16 14 30 Yes
160 116 276 To

0 3 3 Unknown

47. "ionths in militaryseyvice.

17.7 !lean

9.09 Standard Deviction
4 3 7 0 - 6
0 2 2 7 - 12
0 1 1 ?..i - 13

8 6 14 19 - 14
4 2 6 25 - 30

47. Enlist or drafted?

9 !.3 22 Enlisted
7 1 8 Drafted

43. Any vocational training while in
the service?

6 5 11 Yes
10 9 19 No

49. Kind of work being trained for.

3 1 4 Clerical
0 1 1 Data processing
0 1 1 Machinist
2 0 2 Technicien (dental, X-ray assistant.'
1 1 2 Cook
0 1 1 Mitery police work
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Baltimore St. Louis Total Item Number and Code

50. What is now?

33 18 51 None
69 46 115 lA
21 29 50 1Y

19 3 22 4F
2 0 2 2A
1 13 14 1S, 2S, 1Sq
3 0 3 1D

3 5 13 3A
0 2 2 5.3 (error in code description)
15 14 29 In military service
5 3 3 Unknown

2.9

2.11

173

2.4

2.43
130

Z.S
2.26
303

51, 52. Jobs since leavtny; school.

!lean

Standard Deviation
N

13 23 41 None
136 91 227 1 - 5

23 10 33 6 - 10
1 1 2 11 - 15
3 3 6 Unknown

53. Kind of work, first job after dr000u:-.

18 8 26 Clerical and Data processing
2 2 4 Sales
3 1 9 Sub-professional
7 11 18 Crafts and Trades
9 13 22 Machine operate
16 6 22 Factory operative
29 23 52 Food preparation and Service
6 2 8 Misc. skilled and :leni-skilled

55 35 90 Miscellaneous and Unskilled
4 0 4 Unclear or unspecific
9 4 13 Unknown
13 23 41 Noc applicable

54. Hours per week. first job.

9 11 20 Part-time (less than 35 hours a wee;;)
145 84 229 Full-time (35 hours, or more, a week)

S 10 19 unknown
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Baltimore St. Louis Total Item Number and Code

55. Highest hourly rate of pay, first
Jul, after dropout.

1.72 2.04 1.84 Heal:

.61 .33 .72 Standard Deviation
154 98 252 N
42 10 52 $1.39 or less
49 32 81 $1.40 - $1.74
26 15 41 $1.75 - $1.99
18 22 40 $2.00 - 52.49
12 6 18 $2.50 - $2.99
5 6 11 $3.00 - $3.49
1 5 6 $3.50 $3.99
0 1 1 $4.00 - $4.49
1 1 2 $4.A and o, .r

9 7 '..6 Unknown

56. When fira. job beran, months before

7/1/69.

7 13 20 0 - 6 (included lobs beginning after
7/1/69)

11 14 25 7 - 12

12 18 30 13 - 18

27 17 44 19 - 24

55 15 70 25 - 30
29 8 37 31 - 36

8 2 10 37 - 42

4 3 7 43 or more
IC 15 25 Unknown

8.2

8.58
151

6.9
7.81

88

7.1

8.52

239

57, 58. Months in first lob to date of
interview.

Mean
Standard Deviation
N

6 1 7 Less than 2 week3

83 58 146 1 - 6

22 18 40 7 - 12

13 4 17 13 - 18

11 2 13 19 - 24

3 2 7 25 - 30

5 2 7 31- 36
1 1 2 4 37 - 48

12 17 29 Unknown

2.51
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Baltimore St. Louis Total Item limber and Code

59. Main reason left first job.

23 13 36 The job ended
13 6 19 Vas fired
9 6 15 Returned to school or entered training

program
4 3 7 Entered military service
1 0 1 Moved
5 6 11 Was jailed
3 4 7 Was sick or in the }hospital

51 26 77 Quit job, pay, conditions, personnel
23 16 39 Quit job, other reasons
9 5 14 Unknown

60. How did you hear abc-t first -job?

5 11 16 Public Employment Service
2 0 2 Private employment agency

65 23 93 Friends
28 27 55 Family and other relatives, family friers:
2 4 6 School
0 2 2 Previous employer
6 7 13 Z:eighborhood Center or Opportunity

Center
12 4 16 Ads or announcements
28 10 38 Went to place of employment and asked

about job
7 G 13 NYC, }IOTA, OIC, Job Corps or some other

training program
8 6 14 Unknown

31. Like-work rating, first ob.

33 17 50 1 - Hated it
23 15 38 2

28 28 56 3

20 16 36 4

50 24 74 5 - Liked it very much
9 5 14 Unknown
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Baltimore St. Louis Total Item :Tumbe: and Code

4

24

33
2

18

5

5

21

6

22

9

29

54

8

49

62. Reasons for like-work rating.

Nepative

Unclear, repetitive
Conditions, pay, personnel
Kind of work
Lack of notentia/ for career
Qualified

Positive

5 3 8 Unclear, repetitive
19 8 27 Conditions, pay, personnel
45 29 74 Kind of work
4 1 5 Career potiotial
9 5 14 Unknown

64. Kind of work, most recent job (in-
cludinp first job).

13 7 20 Clerical and data processing
3 2 5 Sales
9 1 10 Sub-professional

12 17 29 Cv.,,fts and Trades

12 12 24 lachine operator
22 19 41 Factory and foundry work
12 11 23 Trood preparation and service
7 3 10 Misc. skilled and semi-skilled

59 27 86 Miscellaneous and Unskilled
13 28 41 Not applicable (no job)
14 6 20 Unknown

65. Hours per week) most recent job.

6 4 10 Part-time
146 89 235 Full-time

,
2 6 8 Unknown

66. Highest hourly rate of pay, most
recentjob (other than first).

2.12 2.42 2.23 Mean

.597 .719 .667 Standard Deviation
117 76 193 V
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Baltmale St. Louis

5.6
6.31

97

Total

7.6

8.44
250

Itch

69.

Wecer and Coda

Months in most recen:lc.A; as of date

8.9
9.33
153

of: interview.

'fean
.

Standard Deviation
N

7 5 12 Less than 2 weeks
84 61 145 1 - 6 months
17 20 37 7 - 12 months
18 7 25 13 - 18 months
13 2 15 19 - 24 months
14 2 16 25 or more months
1 2 3 Unknown

70. Reason no longer hav-t most recent lob.

10 8 18 The job ended
8 5 13 Vas fired
2 2 i; Returned to school or entered training

program
3 1 4 Entered military service
5 1 6 Was jailed
1 2 3 Was sick or in t'le hnpital

18 14 32 Quit job, pay, conditions, personnel
8 10 18 Quit job, other reasons

22 34 56 Unknown
77 22 94 Not applicable

71. How hear about most recent sob.

11 10 21 Public Employment Service
4 0 4 Private employment agency

52 31 83 Friends
31 20 51 Family , other relatives, family frien(!s
2 4 6 School
0 3 3 Prev!ous employer
7 9 16 Neigh,orhood Center or Opportunity Center

19 2 21 Ads or announcements
21 13 34 Went to place of emoloyment and asked

about a job
7 6 13 NYC, 9T)Tt, OIC, Job Corns, other progn.us
0 1 1 Unknown

72. Like-work ratiag, most recent lob.

18 11 29 1 - Hated it
14 8 22 2

25 24 49 3

25 25 50 4

71 31 102 5 - Liked it ver,, much
1 0 1 Unknown
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Baltimore St. Louis Total

3 1 4

16 2 18
17 15 32

2 3 5

13 17 30

0 4 4

40 14 54

53 38 91

8 4 12

2 1 3

108 38 146

75 12 87

94 51 145

6 2 8

26 4 30

68 43 116

52 21 )9

53 49 102

5 3 3

3 2 5

Item Number and Code

73. Reasons for like-work rating.
Negative
Repetitive and unclear
Conditions, pay, personnel
The work itself
Lack of career potential
Qualified and pro/con

Positive

Repetitive and unclear
Conditions, pay, pc,:sonnel
The work itself
Career potential
Unknown

74. Ways of looking for a job.

Asked friends
Asked family, other relatives, family
friends

Checked local newspaper ads
Checked out-of-town newspaper ads
Private employment agencies
State Employrent Service, Youth
Opportunity Center
Applied directly . . . where heard
they uere hiring
!lent to company to see if they were
hiring
Applied to companies outside of city
Other, jail helped to locate Job

75. Lowest acceatable hourly_rate of nay.

1.92 2.14 2.01 'rem
.44 .56 .51 Standard Nviation

174 128 302 N
9 3 12 $1.39 or lass

51 29 80 $1.40 - $1.14
33 15 43 $1.75 - $1.99
53 42 95 $2.00 - $2.49
20 24 44 $2.50 - $2.99
7 13 20 $3.n0 - $3.49
1 1 2 $3.50 - $3.99
0 1 1 $4.50 or yore
2 5 7 Unknown
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Baltimore St. Louis Total item Number and Code

76. Half-months in various activities,
18-month periodA

Employed full-time.

19.2 15.0 17.4 Mean
14.24 13.83 14.20 Standard Deviation
176 130 306 N
30 33 63 None
7 6 13 1 - 2

11 16 27 3 - 6
23 11 34 7 - 12
17 16 33 13 - D
18 9 27 19 - 24
5 9 14 25 - 31
14 10 24 31 - 35
51 20 71 36

0 3 3 Unknown

1.2

4.38
15G

1.6

5.06
103

1.4

4.68
259

Employed Part-time.

Mean
Standard Deviation
None

2 7 9 1 - 2
8 13 21 3 - 6
4 3 7 7 - 12
2 1 3 13 - 18
2 1 3 19 - 24
2 0 2 25 - 30
0 2 2 31 - 35
0 3 3 Unkno'm

Not working, hadjob but laid off, etc.

0.2 0.0 0.1 Mean
1.46 0.26 1.1? Standard Deviation
169 129 293 None

2 0 2 1 - 2
3 1 4 3 - 6
1 0 1 7 - 12
1 0 1 13 - 13
0 3 3 Unknown

1N's throughout Item 76 are the same and are reported only in

"Employed full-time."
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Baltimore St. Louis Total Item : ?umber and Code

76. Not employed, looking for work.

4.5 6.1 5.2 *Sear.

8.58 9.53 9.02 Standard Deviation
119 64 174 'Tone

14 15 29 1 - 2

12 14 26 3 - 6

17 9 26 7 - 12
8 11 19 13 - 18
6 6 12 19 - 24

3 7 10 25 - 30
1 2 3 31 - 35
5 2 7 36

0 3 3 Unknown

Not employed, not looking for L'ork.

2.0 2.6 2.2 Ifean

5.31 7.15 6.15 Standard Deviation
138 100 238 None

10 8 13 1 - 2

9 8 17 3 - 6

9 5 14 7 - :2

5 1 6 13 - 18

3 2 5 19 - 24
1 3 4 25 - 31
0 2 2 31 - 35
1 1 2 36

0 3 3 Unknown

In military service fuLl-ti-le.

2.3 2.3 2.3 !Sean

8.23 3.07 3.15 Standard Deviation
161 119 280 None

2 1 3 3 - 6
1 1 2 7 - 12
1 4 19 - 24
2 1 3 25 - 30
6 0 6 31 - 35

3 5 8 36

0 3 3 Unknown
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Balttaore St. Louis Total Item Number and Code

76. In ,jail.

3.4 1.5 2.7 !fean

9.12 5.39 7.80 Standard Deviation
143 115 263 None

0 2 2 1 - 2
5 4 9 3 - 6
4 3 7 7 - 12

4 2 6 13 - 18
2 0 2 19 - 24
4 3 7 25 - 30
2 1 3 31 - 35
7 0 7 36

o 3 3 Unknown

0.4
2.35

170

1

2

1

1

o
1

o

1.3

5.49
164

2

1

1

2

1

4

1

9

0

0.8
3.38

121

1

1

5

0

2

0

3

5.0
19.69
98

5

1

6

1

6

4

4

5

3

0.6
3.08
291

2

.3

6

1

2

1

3

2.8

8,31
262

7

2

7

3

7

3
5

5

3

In school, part - tine.

?lean

Standard Deviation
None
1 - 2

3 - 6
7 - 12

13 - 18
19 - 24
31 - 35
Unkaown

In schooltfull-time.

lean
Standard Deviation
None
1 - 2
3 - 6
7 - 12
13 - 18
19 - 24
25 - 3D
3! - 35
36

Unknown
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Baltimore St. Louis Total

0.3
1.78
291

Itcm NItbber and Code

76. Sick or disabled.

0.4
2.10
166

0.1
0.96
125

Mean
Standard Deviation
None

4 3 7 1 - 2

1 1 2 3 - 6
1 1 4 7 - 12
2 0 2 13 - 18

o 3 3 Unknown

In manticver training nrograns.

1.8 1.3 1.6 Mean

5.20 4.31 4.84 Standard Deviation

151 114 265 None
0 2 2 1 - 2

4 4 8 3 - 6

10 5 15 7 - 12

3 2 10 13 - le

1 2 3 19 - 24

1 1 2 25 - 3e
1 0 1 31 - 3!

o 3 3 Unknown,

Other activities.

0.1 0.3 0.2 Mean

0.75 2.18 1.53 Standard Devictinn
175 127 302 None

o 1 1 1 - 2

1 0 1 7 - 11

o 1 1 13 - 18

o 1 1 19 - 24

0 3 3 Unknovn

Descrption of ct'ler activities.

1 0 1 Expecting to enter treining progr=
1 2 3 On vatation, visiting

0 4 4 Unknein
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Baltimore St. Louis Total Item Number and Code

96

8

8

30

8

61

6

1

37

6

157

14

9

57

14

77. And right now, you are doine what?

Employed full-time
Employed pare -time
Had job, laid off
Unemployed, looking for work
Unemployed, not lookiw:, for work

2 6 3 In military service, full-time
(interviewed subjects)

57 54 111 In military se..vice, fuil-time
(uninterviewed subjects)

13 3 21 In jail (interviewee. subjects)
2 13 15 In jail (uninterviewed subjects)
1 2 3 In school, part-time
1 6 7 In school, full-time
4 1 5 Sick or iisabl::d
2 2 4 : In manpower programs (interviewed

subjects)
1 2 3 In manpower programs (uninterviewed

subjects)
5 2 7 Subject deceastd
0 1 1 Subject expecting to enter military

service

73. How do you usually get around?

39 19 58 [talk only

99 53 157 Public transportation, and walk
15 35 50 Own transportation, and walk
10 15 25 Other private transportation, and walk
13 6 19 Unknown

79. Last month., what WM the longest
Oistance traveled?

85.7 96.0 C'0.3 Mean
163.27 239.22 104.65 Standard Deviation
160 L26 286 N
33 49 3? 5 miles or leas
34 1/ 51 6 - :0
8 14 22 11 - 15

1.1 10 21 16 - 25
29 6 ..J5 26 - 50
13 5 18 51 - 109
12 6 18 101 - 200
8 8 16 201 - 399

12 11 23 300 or more
16 7 23 Unknown
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Balti-aore St. Louis Total Item Number and Code

45 .

17

22

26

48

18

41

16

17

11

31

8

86

43
39

37

73

26

80. About how often do you travel this
far from home?

Eery day
About once a week
A ccuale times a month
About one time a month
Several times a year, or less
Unknown

31. Have you ever heard of the State
Emp loyment Service?

15; 117 263 Yes
25 12 37 No
0 4 Unknown

82. If ym wanted to repiter, would .cu
know where?

109 103 212 Yes
42 14 56 No
25 16 41 Not applicable (never heard of SZr.),

and unknown

83. Infomatlon 3evel, SES.

43 34 77 Knows quite a bit about it
85 69 155 Knows only a little about it
22 14 36 1e:infused, unclear, or no knowledge

84. Ever regxstered2 SFS

55 62 117 Yes
56 55 151 so

85. ES actions (registered sliblects)

21) 28 61 Refer to an employer for a job
7 9 16 Give you any kind of test
8 6 14 Give you any kind of counseling
6 1 7 Tielp prepsra ynt for a job interview

Refer you to any training progrm?

0 2 2 NYC
1 1 2 Job Corps
3 4 7 UDTA and other vocational training

programs
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Other ES activities.

6 0 6 Referred to YOC
1 0 1. Unemployment compensation check
1 1 Told me to come back

85. ES activity surpory

16 16 32 Nothing happened
29 35 64 One ES activity repotted
7 8 15 Two
1 3 4 Three
2 0 2 Four

36. Ever .,tt a lob through ES?

13 23 41 Yes
37 39 76 No

37, 88. Ever any other kind cf help from El?

1 0 1 Jo') referral
1 3 4 Training referral
1 0 1 YOC referral
3 2 5 Unemployment compensation
3 0 3 Advice and counsel

46 57 103 None

89. How . . . hear about SES?

53 50 108 Friends
48 29 77 Family, other relatives or family

friends
3 9 12 School
4 8 12 Neighborhood Center

22 18 4:', Ads or announcements
3 0 YOC

Combinations

5 0 5 Combination of friends and family
1 1 Combination of school and Neighbrrhocd

Csnter
4 1 5 Private and public
3 2 5 Unknown
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90. What is there about the SES that
might make a person want to use it?

3 6 9 No reason
2 1 3 Convenient location
10 2 12 Free service
78 83 161 Referral effectiveness
14 4 le Service and experience
13 2 15 Quality of jobs
3 3 6 Reservations
7 4 11 Other

21 12 33 No response

91. What is there about the SES that
might make a person not want to use it?

16 18 34 No reason
18 9 27 Person himself
8 1 9 Location, lack of information
2 0 2 Cost

20 20 40 Time and delay
5 10 15 SES experience

22 14 36 Undesirable or ineffective raezral
5 4 9 Other

55 41 96 No response

92. Have you ever heard of tho YOC?

131 103 163 Yes
45 30 75 No

93. If you wanted to roRister would you
know where to go?

93 70 168 Yes
33 33 66 No

94. Information level, YOC.

36 2! 61 Knows quite a hit about it
72 54 126 Knows only a little about it
23 24 47 Confused, uncienr, or no knowledge

95. Ever rep,Ister at TIC:

70 51 121 Yes
61 52 113 No
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96. YOC actions (registered subjects)

45 31 76 Refer you to an employer for a Job
12 2 14 Give you any kind of test
18 8 26 Give you any kind of counseling
10 6 16 Help prepare you for a job interview
2 3 2 Refer you to any training program
2 0 2 NYC
0 2 2 Job Corps
5 2 7 'fDTA and other vocational trainicl

programs

9(. Summary of YOC actions.

9 13 22 Uthing happened
40 30 70 One action reported
14 3 17 Two
5 4 9 Three
1 1 2 Four
I 0 1 Five

97. Ever get a job throuslY00?

41 23 64 Yes
29 28 57 No

99. Ever any other kind of help iron TX?

2 0 2 Job referral
1 0 1 Training program referrals
2 0 2 Isterial help
5 2 7 Counsel
0 2 2 Social SecurPy card

60 47 10/ No other help reported

100. How hear about YOC?

57 60 117 Friends
22 7 29 Family, other relatives, family him&
8 IU 18 S...%otl

3 7 10 Neighborhood Center
26 10 36 Ads or anoonncements

Combinations

3 1 4 Private (friend!! And family)
10 5 15 Private and public
2 3 5 Unknown
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101. ghat is there about the YOC that minht
make a person want ;:o use it?

1 2 3 No reasons
3 0 3 Free service

32 56 88 Jobs, referral effectiveness
13 7 25 YOC service and experience
9 1 10 Quality of jobs

27 11 38 ?mall specialization
6 2 8 Reservations
18 4 22 Confusions

1 0 1 Other
16 20 36 No response

102. What is there about the YOC that Lir:at
make a person not want to use it?

18 9 27 No reason
10 10 20 The person himself
1 0 1 Location, lack of information
9 11 20 Time and delay
5 4 9 YOC experience
36 13 49 Undesirable or ineffective job referral
1 1 2 , Other
1 0 1 Confusion

50 55 105 No response

103. Ever heard of tc.e In-School NYC?

52 57 109 Yes
124 72 196 No

0 4 4 Unknolrn

104. If you vantee to applyL wouldiou
know where to po?

29 36 65 Yes
23 21 44 No

105. Information level, In-School NYC.

17 11 28 Knows quite a bit about it
15 25 40 Knows only a little about it
20 21 41 Confused, t.:clear, or no knowledge
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106, 107, 108. Did you ever think about
applying? Ever actually apply? Eva--

been enrolled?

10 10 20 Enrolled
4 3 7 Applied, but did not enroll
4 2 6 Thought about it, but did not apply

34 z2 76 Never thought about applying

109. Nonths in In-School NYILirnrollee
subjects)

6 8 14 0 - 6 months
1 1 2 7 - 12 months
2 0 2 19 - 24 months
1 1 2 Unknown

110. Did In-School NYC heloaou pet a lob?

6 9 15 Yes

4 1 5

111. How did you hear about the In-School
NYC?

2 C 2 Publi.: Emplorment Service or Youth
1ppottunity Center

20 23 43 Friends
2 2 4 Family, other relatives, fanily frie;

11 24 35 School
3 2 5 Neighborhood Center
7 2 9 Ads or announcements
6 3 9 Private and public
1 1 2 Unknown

112. What is there about the In-Schoo).
that mi ht make a pe:soa want to get
into it?

0 1 . 1 No reason
9 11 10 Pay
5 4 9 NYC work, and working conditions

10 11 21 Educational opportunity
12 11 23 Employment and career opportunity
2 1 3 OOther

14 13 32 No response
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113. What is there about the In-School
NYC that might make apersoa not
want to get into it?

12. 11 23 No reason
4 1 5 The person himself
9 5 14 The pay
0 4 4 Work and working conditions
4 7 11 Other drawbacks to in- school NYC
23 29 52 No response

114. Ever heard of the Out-of-School NYC?

46 36 82 Yes
130 94 224 No

0 3 3 Unknown

i15. If you wanted to apply you
know where to po?

25 30 55 Yes
21 6 27 No

116. Information level Out-of-Sch,:,(11 NYC.

13 7 20 Knows quite a bit about it
17 18 35 Knows only a little about it
16 11 27 Confused, unclear, or no knowledse

117, 118, 119. Didaou ever think about
applying? Ever actually apply? Fver

heen enrolled?

9 3 12 Enrolled
3 4 7 Applied but did not enroll
3 2 5 Thought about it, but Cid not apply

31 25 56 Never thought about applying

0 2 2 Unknown

I2a. months In Out-of-School NYC (enroll
subjects).

2 2 4 0 - 6 months
5 1 6 7 - 12 months
1 0 1 13 - 18 months
1 0 1 Unknown

121. Did Out-of-SchooY NYC hIlp you
a ic6?

6 3 9 Yes
3 0 3

2(37
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3altimore
_...

3

24

4

3

4

6

0

2

St. Louis Total Item Number and Code

4

16

1

7

4

3

1

0

7

40

5

10

8

9

1

2

122. How did you hear about Out -of-
School NYC?

Public Employment Service, or Youth
Opportunity Center
Fe.ends
Family, other relatives, family fri,ads
School
Neighborhood Center
Ads or announcements
Public Employment Service, School,
ane Neighborhood Center
Public and private

123. What is there about the Out-of-Scho'l
NYC that might make a person want to
let into it?

1 0 1 Nothing
1 3 4 Pay only

11 9 20 The work
15 9 24 Career, pereonal development
2 2 4 NYC environment
5 2 7 Negative or conAitional
2 1 3 Confusion
9 10 19 No response

124. What is there about the Out-of-Scheol
"TYC that might make a person not want
to get into it?

4 6 10 110 reason
3 5 8 The person hicself
9 3 12 Pay only
3 0 3 7YC work, emnloyment
4 2 6 NYC environment and conditions
1 1 2 Career, personcl development
1 1 2 Confusion

21 18 39 No resnonse

125. Ever heard of_the Job CnIpA?

170 128 298 Yes
6 2 8 No
0 3 3 Unknown
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126.

Number and Code

If you wanted to anplv, would you krri
where to p,p?

97 80 177 Yes
73 48 121 No

12). Informat:Lon level Jola' Corns.

57 45 102 Knows quite a bit aho6t it

73 53 136 Knows only a little 4out it
34 24 58 Confused, unclear, orno knowledge
1 1 2 Unknown

128, 129, 130. Ever think about applyinF7?
Ever actually apply? ',17.ar been

enrollee?

16 !3 29 Enrolled
8 8 1G Applied, but did not enroll

39 12 51 Thought about it, bui did tot apply
105 94 199 Never thought about :apolying

2 1 ... Unknown

)31. !!onths in the Jcb (enrollee
subiects)

13 9 22 0 - 6 months

2 1 3 7 - 12 months

t 2 3 13 - 13 montns

0 1 1 Unknown

132. Did Job Corns help !tot lob?

3 8 11 7es

13 5 18 No

133. How did you hear alnut Job Co'?rs

(0 12 22 Public Employment !ervice, Youth

70 58 128

Opportunity Center,
Friends 1

r

17 7 24 Family, other relax vas, family friel,.da

4 2 6 School
7 8 15 Neighborhood Cente'c

45 33 33 Ads or announcelents
3 2 5 Friends and family'

1 0 1 Public Employment Service, School,
and Neighborhood (enter

12 1 13 Privrte and Public
1 0 1 Unknvin
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134. What is there about the Job Corns
that might make a person want to
into it?

0 8 8 No reason
33 16 49 Getting, and being away from home
a 4 12 Pay, earn and learn

70 55 125 Vocational training, general
"opportunity"

9 6 15 Job Corps experience
15 14 29 Career value of training
4 0 4 Dropout specialization
2 0 2 Placement ou!_y
1 0 1 Vocational counseling
1 2 3 Other

27 23 50 No response

135. What is there about the Job Corps
that might make a person not want
to yet into it?

12 7 19 No reason
19 3 22 The person himself
49 40 89 Getting and being away fron hors
16 7 23 Pay, hours, delay
13 9 22 Job Corps experience
2 3 10 Value of training
1 2 3 Other

58 52 110 No response

136. Ever heard of the MDTA?

4R 55 103 Yes
12E 75 203 No

C 3 0 Unknown

137. If you wanted to aulya_would you kn.
where to go?

31 33 64 Yes

17 22 39
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10

15

23
0

14

20

20

1

24

35

43

1

138.

139,

Information level) MDTA.

Kncws quite a bit about 1.t
Knows only a little about it
Confused, unclear, or no knowleage
UnIrnown

140, 141. Ever thought about apclvlim?
Ever actually applied? Evnr been
enrolled?

8 5 13 Er.rolled

3 2 5 knifed, but did not enroll
6 8 14 Thought about it but did not apply
29 40 69 Never thought about applying
2 0 2 Unknown

142. Months in 'BTA, enrollee aublects.

7 5 12 0 - 6 months
1 0 1 7 - 12 months

143. Did HDTA help you get a job?

6 3 9 Yes
2 1 3 N)
0 1 1 Ulknown

144. How lid you hear about 'DTA?

3 5 8 State Employment Service or Youth
Opportunity Center

20 25 45 Friends
3 4 7 Family, other relatives, family frfanc
1 4 5 Schotl
3 3 6 Neighborhood Center
12 9 21 /de or announcements
3 1 4 Vtiends, and family
2 3 5 Vrivate .nd puhlic
i 1 2 linknown
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Baltimore St. Louis Total

0 1 1

7 6 13

11 19 30

3 1 4

4 7 11

4 2 6

19 19 38

3 10 13

3 4 7

1 0 1

8 7 15

6 3 9

27 31 53

5 4 9

171 129 300

3 2 5

9 2 4

2 0 2

2 1 3

1 0 1

0 2 2

o 1 1

2 2 4

3 2 5

Item Number and Code

145. What is there about the MDTA that
might make a person want to get into
it?

No reason
Pay, earn and learn
Vocational training, seneral oopo7tInitv
MDTA experience
Career value of training, olacercat
Specialized clientele
No response

146. What is there about the MDTA that mint
make ILlesson not want to get into
it?

No reason
The person himself
Lack of information, poor information
Pay, conditions
MDTA experience
No recoonse

147. Ever heeT of New Careers?

Yes
No

148. If you wanted to apply.,_nuld you
know where to go?

Yes
No

155. Now did you hear e.bout New Carees?

272

292

Frien6s
Family
School
Neighborhood '..:enter

Ads

What is there about thL: Paw Carcera
that might mae a2erson vant to got
into it?

"They help you find a quod job," "Lt
find') you a job raking good money,"
"a lot of money to be made," "security
in the future"
No response



Baltimore St. Louis Total Item Number and Code

157.

1 2 3

4 2 6

153.

62 44 106

41 17 58

27 22 49

46 46 92

0 4 4

159.

36 21 57

43 32 75

64 40 104

33 36 69

0 4 4

160.

79 71 150

63 40 108

1) 10 29

9 9 18

1 3 4

161.

61 64 125

64 33 97

26 18 44

25 15 40

0 3 3

162.

41 26 67

30 23 53

57 37 94

47 39 06

1 3 4

273

Nha*. is there about New Careers that
plight make a person not want to_get
into it?

"the person himself," "they don't
pay you anything while they train
you," "no reason"
No respanse

It is better to live for today eni
let tomorrow take care of itself.

Strongly agree
Agree somewhat
Disagree ccmewhat
Strongly disagree
Unknown

HosL .,:1t is lull and boring.

Strongly agree
Agree somewhat
Disagree somewhat
Stroaxly disagree
Unknown

You feel that your chances of havine
a happy home life in the future nrct
food.

Strongly agree
Agree somewhat
Disagree somewhat
Strongly disagree
Unknown

You feel that so far in_your life
y have been vety brew.

Strongly agree
Agree somewhat
Disagree somewhat
Strongly :isagree
Unknown

When people "bug" you_, they be

told off even if it rlaPns gatting
into trouble.

-

Strongly agree
Agree somcwha;;
Disagree somewhat
Strongly eisagree
Unkacwn
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Ealtimore St. Louis Total Item Number and Code

i63. You would say that you have a lot of
confidence in yourself.

109 102 211 Strongly agree
53 24 7i Agree somewhat
7 2 9 Disagree somewhat
7 2 9 Strongly disagree
0 3 3 Unknown

164. Most of your teachers had it in for
you and gave you a hard time.

21 13 34 Strongly agree
32 18 50 Agree somewhat
62 31 93 Disagree somewhat
61 68 129 Strongly disagree
0 3 3 Unknown

165. Most people cannot be trusted.

4: 36 83 Strongly agree
53 36 89 Agree somewhat
50 31 81 Divagree somewhat
24 27 SI Strongly disagree
2 3 5 Unknnwn

166. If you, try hard enough, you hPve a
chance of succeeding in whatever yo
want to do.

125 106 231 Strongly agree
41 19 60 Agree somewhat
7 3 10 Disagree somewhat
3 1 4 Strongly disagree
0 4 4 Unknown

167. -10U feel that yon are as cs-Able and
a3 smart os mosi: other nonle.

82 62 144 Strongly agree
69 49 118 Agree somewhat
18 16 34 Disagree somewhat
7 -s 10 Otrongly disagree
0 3 3 Unknow
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168. What your family expected of you whi1,1
,you were uLyas:

13 14 27 Too much
16 24 40 A great deal

106 73 181 Just about the right amount
30 10 40 Not very much
11 7 18 Not enough
0 3 3 Unknown

169. In dealinkwitt_youtaour family ww:1

40 39 79 Always fair
66 41 107 Usually fair
61 45 106 Sometimes fair, sometimes unfair
6 4 10 Usually unfair
3 1 4 Always unfair
0 3 3 Unknown

170. On the whole, how strict was your
family with you?

9 6 15 Too strict
10 13 23 Quite strict

102 32 184 Just about right
39 23 62 Rather easy
16 6 22 Too easy
0 3 3 Unknown

171. How interested were your parents (or
other family adults) in what.yof, were
doinv while you were growng ur7

105 93 213 Very interested
66 29 95 Somewhat interested
5 3 8 Not at all interested
0 3 3 Unknown

172. Nhile you were growing up, w'aen family.

aeciaions were made that coneerned_you,
how often did they pay attention to
what: you wanted?

38 24 62 Alv:vs
43 18 91 Usually
74 42 116 Sometimes
15 A 28 Seldom
6 3 9 Weyer
0 3 3 Unkrumn
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173. When you dropped out of school, your
parents (or other family adults):

7 7 14 Were in favor
133 107 240 Were opposed
20 7 27 Didn't care
11 16 Divided opinion (volunteered by respondea
5 7 12 Unknown

174. Compared to most of the_younp men who
are your friends, you feel that you
are getting along now

24 23 47 such better than they are
37 25 62 A little better than they are
89 72 161 About the same
17 5 22 Not as well as they are
9 5 14 Much worse than they are
0 3 3 Unknown

175. Most of these friends:

63 54 117 Graduated from high school
66 37 103 Dropped out after 10th grade
46 38 84 Dropped out before finishing 10th grade

1 4 5 Unknown

176. Uow many of these friends have full-time
jobs?

20 12 32 All of them
73 44 117 Most of them
47 37 84 Some of them
32 26 58 Cnlk a few of them
1 10 11 None of tLem
3 4 7 C'known
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10

49

9

8

45

8

18

94

17

177. What kind of work would you really like
to be doing 10 years from noo?

Unspecified
Entrepreneur, Professional, Semi-
Professional
Executives, 'tanagers, Supervisors

15 13 28 Office clerical and Data Processing
3 5 8 Other clerical and Sales
2 3 5 Health, Welfare, Social Service and

Technicians
51 35 06 Crafts, Trades, other Technicians
11 3 14 :tachine onerato:
5 3 8 Factory work and semi-skilled
5 5 10 Other and unskilled

1G 5 21 Unknown

178. Do you think your chances of getting
that kind of work are:

49 31 80 Very good
50 65 115 Fairly good
28 !O 38 Not so good
23 13 36 Unlikely
26 14 40 Unknown and no occupational goal

179. Is there anythinp that mieltt ho'..', yon

back from getting, that kind of work?

63 75 137 Nothing holding me back
62 39 101 Inadequate education or training
3 1 4 Lack of job ov)ottutitics
3 0 3 Health, blind, weinht, multiple

sclerosis, speech defects
9 2 11 Police record
1 0 1 Past employment record
2 1 3 "Hyaelf"
1 0 1 Inability to pass entrance tests
5 2 7 Other

28 ...3 41 Unknown
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185.

168 123 2;1
1 3 4

1 1 2

1 0 1

3 0 3

2 1 3

0 5 5

186.

113 93 206
47 27 74

9 7 16

1 1 2

4 0 4

2 5 7

187.

148 118 266

5 6 11

23 9 32
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Does respondent have any obvious
physical defects which might impair
his ability to work?

No
Yes, amputated limb or member.
Yes, speech defect
Yes, years glasses, blind in one eye
Yes, other physical problems
Yes, mental retardation
Unknown

Interviewer's rating of respondent's
attitude toward iute7!view.

Friendly, cooperative
Casual, impersonal
Suspicious, reluctant
Hostile
Totally detached, non-involved
Unknown

lr.terliewers' comments ccnrerninci.

iaterv'<v

No comments, or comments indicating
that interview went well--"interview
went very smoothly"
Accuracy may have been affected by
respondent's attitude--"trying to give
'right' answers,' 'didn't care how he
answered what you asked him
Interviewing problems--"interru;Itions,"
"grandmother," "intoxicated," "child

"T.V.," "retarded," "done,"
"hurried."
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